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AIR TRANSPORT INDUSTRIES
Dummy text to keep placeholder

Aviation Leadership
The Accountable Manager
Mark J. Pierotti
Series: Managing Aviation Operations
This book identifies the responsibilities of management in the
regulatory territories of the FAA (USA), the EASA (European
Union) and the GCAA (UAE), identifying the daily challenges of
leadership in ensuring their company is meeting the regulatory
obligations of compliance, safety and security that will satisfy
the regulator while also meeting the fiducial responsibilities of
running an economically viable and efficient lean company that
will satisfy the shareholders.

Routledge
Market: Air Transport Management/ Aviation Operations
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 188pp
Hb: 978-0-367-55684-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-55682-2: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-09468-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367556846
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Safety in Aviation and Astronautics
A Socio-technical Approach
Simon Ashley Bennett, Director, Civil Safety and Security
Unit, School of Business, University of Leicester, UK
Aviation safety and astronautics safety are taught as technical
subjects informed, for the most part, by quantitative methods.
Here, as in other fields, safety is often framed as an engineering
problem requiring mathematics-informed solutions. This book
argues that the socio-technical approach, encompassing theories
grounded in sociology and psychology – such as active learning,
high-reliability organising, mindfulness, leadership, followership
and empowerment – have much to contribute to the safety
performance of these vital industries.
Routledge
Market: Air Transport / Aviation / Air Safety
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 236pp
Hb: 978-0-367-62887-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-62885-7: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-11128-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367628871
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Strategic Airport Planning
Mike Brown, Imperial College London, UK.
Series: Managing Aviation Operations
The aim of the book is to articulate a new approach to airport planning that better captures
the complexities and velocity of change in our contemporary world. As a result, it will lead
to higher performing airports for users, business partners, investors and other stakeholders.
This is especially pertinent since airports will need to come back better from the Covid-19
pandemic.The book explains the importance of articulating a clear strategy, based on a
rigorous analysis of the competitive landscape while avoiding the pitfalls of ambiguity and
‘virtue signalling.'
Routledge
Market: Air Transport / Aviation
April 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 168pp
Hb: 978-1-032-00237-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-00235-4: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17326-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032002378

Browse and order online:
www.routledge.com
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Global Perspectives on Changing Secondhand
Economies

The Dark Side of Innovation

Edited by Karen Tranberg Hansen and Jennifer Le Zotte
Providing interdisciplinary and global perspectives, this book examines historical and
contemporary changes in secondhand economies including the emergence of and
specialization of secondhand venues, the materials involved as well as the cultural
significance of secondhand things and the professions associated with them.
The chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of the journal, Business
History
Routledge
Market: Business
February 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 238pp
Hb: 978-1-032-19237-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-25828-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032192376
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Edited by Alex Coad, Paul Nightingale, Jack Stilgoe, University College London, UK
and Antonio Vezzani
This book is a reaction to popular assumptions that innovation is always a force for good.
While the popular press and politicians often take the view that "the more innovation, the
better", the chapters in this edited volume reflect on the harmful effects of innovation on
society and the environment.
The chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of the journal Industry
and Innovation.
Routledge
Market: Business
February 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 124pp
Hb: 978-1-032-19418-9: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-25908-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032194189
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Rhenish Capitalism
New Insights from a Business History Perspective
Edited by Christian Marx and Morten Reitmayer
In accordance with recent debates about Varieties of Capitalism, this volume argue that
research on capitalism should pay more attention to change over time. It also claims to
put the firm into the centre of analysis.
The chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of the Business History
Routledge
Market: Business
February 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 188pp
Hb: 978-1-032-19315-1: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-25863-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032193151
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Social Impact Investing
An Australian Perspective
Stewart Jones, University of Sydney, Australia, Helena de
Anstiss, University of South Australia, Australia and Carmen
Garcia, Community Corporate, Australia
Social impact investing is gaining ground as one of the most
important investment trends in the world, and Australia in
particular is looking to develop a vibrant and transparent social
impact investment market. This book considers a number of
innovative strategies and pragmatic policy initiatives that can
see the social impact investment market flourish in Australia and
internationally. It will benefit governments, private investors,
investment intermediaries, social enterprises, service providers
and other market participants around the world who wish to
work together to grow a vibrant, transparent and
well-functioning social impact investing market.
Routledge
Market: Economics, Finance
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 166pp
Hb: 978-1-032-12654-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-12653-1: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-22559-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032126548

Complimentary Exam Copy

e-Inspection

New in Paperback

Companion Website
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BUSINESS MANAGEMENT & MARKETING
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Absolute Essentials of Marketing Research

4th Edition

Bonita M. Kolb, Lycoming College, USA
Series: Absolute Essentials of Business and Economics

Business to Business Marketing Management

This short textbook provides students with a concise yet comprehensive overview of the
fundamentals of Marketing Research. Mapped closely to the structure of a typical Marketing
Research module, the book takes the student through the full process, from developing
the hypothesis and setting the research question, to developing and conducting the
research, and finally to analysing the data and making recommendations. Focused in on
the core aspects of the subject, this is a perfect complement to the larger texts available,
suitable for any undergraduate or postgraduate Marketing Research module.
Routledge
Market: Business and Management/Marketing
December 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 120pp
Hb: 978-0-367-76033-5: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16519-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367760335

Alan Zimmerman and Jim Blythe, Westminster University,
UK
Business to Business (B2B) markets are considerably more
challenging than consumer markets and demand a more specific
skillset from marketers. B2B buyers, often dealing with highly
complex products, have more specialist product knowledge
than the average consumer. This textbook takes a uniquely
international approach to this complex environment. More
selective, shorter, and easier to read than other B2B textbooks,
this is ideal for introductory B2B and intensive courses. It is also
comprehensive enough to cover all the aspects of B2B marketing
management that any marketer needs, whether they are
students or practitioners seeking to improve their knowledge.
Routledge
Market: Business and Management/Marketing
December 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 536pp
Hb: 978-0-367-75792-2: £170.00
Pb: 978-0-367-75794-6: £49.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16403-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367757922
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Branding for Professionals

Charity Marketing

How to Implement a Proven and Effective Brand-Building Process
Laurence Lubin
This book empowers readers by teaching them the author's unique, time-tested Success
Model, and step-by-step, repeatable method for successful brand building.
Productivity Press
Market: Business and Management / Branding
April 2022: 7 x 10: 136pp
Hb: 978-1-032-12149-9: £95.00
Pb: 978-1-032-12146-8: £30.99
eBook: 978-1-003-22331-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032121499
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Edited by Fran Hyde, University of Suffolk, UK and
Sarah-Louise Mitchell, Oxford Brookes University, UK
Series: Routledge Studies in Marketing
Charities operate within an increasingly challenging
environment, with competition for public engagement, funding
and volunteers intensifying. High-profile scandals have knocked
public trust and led to changes in regulation and governance.
However, the recent COVID-19 pandemic has illustrated how
great the need is for charities to provide support in times of
need and fill the gap left by inadequate public sector provision.
This book brings together leading scholars to rigorously explore
the contemporary issues facing charity marketing, to challenge
students and researchers to think about charity marketing in a way that is creative and
impactful.
Routledge
Market: Business / Marketing / Non-profit marketing
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 234pp
Hb: 978-0-367-65202-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-68089-3: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-13416-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367652029

Business Networking
Innovation and Ideas in Theory and Practice
Catherine O'Sullivan, Coventry University, UK and Terry
O'Sullivan
The term ‘networking’ can mean very different things in different
contexts: formal organisational structures, personal or career
development, or a technique for increasing sales. This is an
approachable book which brings together the basics of all these
meanings, underpinned by an overview of multiple theoretical
models that support the various approaches to networking. This
book should be recommended reading for a broad range of
postgraduate courses, from relationship marketing and
entrepreneurship skills, to employability and degree
apprenticeship programmes. It should also be useful for reflective
practitioners looking to expand and utilize their networks
effectively.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 156pp
Hb: 978-0-367-46027-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-46028-0: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-02654-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367460273
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Communicating in Extreme Crises
Lessons from the Edge
Elina Tachkova, Texas A&M University, USA. and W. Timothy Coombs
Series: Routledge New Directions in PR & Communication Research
This book is an evidence-based approach to handling common, extreme crises. Extreme
crises involve strong moral outrage; moral outrage creates situations where traditional
crisis communication advice no longer is effective. These extreme crises create unique
demands for crisis managers. Moreover, much of the traditional advice and crisis key
performance indicators (KPIs) no longer apply. Validated through research, the book
establishes the nature of extreme crises, the optimal crisis response for such crises, and the
KPIs (outcomes) crisis managers need to measure for extreme crises.
Routledge
Market: Marketing / Public Relations / Communication
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 184pp
Hb: 978-0-367-55679-2: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-09466-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367556792

Browse and order online:
www.routledge.com
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Consumer Culture Theory in Asia

COVID-19 Pandemic, Public Policy, and Institutions
in India

History and Contemporary Issues
Edited by Yuko Minowa, Long Island University, USA and Russell W. Belk, York
University, Canada
Series: Routledge Frontiers in the Development of International Business, Management
and Marketing
We live in times of increasing world uncertainty. Consumer culture in Asia has embodied
such precariousness, with their unprecedented states of both prosperity and vulnerability.
Works in this volume examine the consumer cultures that exist in today’s precarious Asia.
They do this through culturally oriented, critical consumer research. This volume will be of
interest to seasoned CCT researchers and academics, for anyone new to consumer culture
theory, and for postgraduate students interested in CCT or writing a consumer culture
related thesis.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
February 2022: 6 x 9: 296pp
Hb: 978-0-367-62949-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-11155-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367629496

Issues of Labour, Income, and Human Development
Edited by Indranil De, Instiute of Rural Management Anand (IRMA), India, Soumyadip
Chattopadhyay, Visva-Bharati University, India, Hippu Salk Kristle Nathan, Institute
of Rural Management Anand (IRMA), India and Kingshuk Sarkar, Govt of West Bengal,
India
Series: Routledge Research in Public Administration and Public Policy
This book looks at the institutional and governance issues faced by India during the first
and second wave of the COVID-19 pandemic and its adverse impact on the vulnerable
sectors and groups. It delves into the governance challenges in containing the pandemic
while giving the theoretical rationale for institutional responses. The book also looks at
how the pandemic affected economically vulnerable households, workers, and small
industries. The book will be a useful reference to researchers, policymakers, and practitioners
who are interested in institutions and development, especially in the context of India.
Routledge
Market: Public Policy
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 224pp
Hb: 978-1-032-12947-1: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-22697-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032129471
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Contemporary Issues in Digital Marketing

Creating an Effective Public Sector

Edited by Outi Niininen, Jyväskylä University School of
Business and Economics, Mattilanniemi, Finland

Mike Bourne and Pippa Bourne
This book offers an in-depth look at developing effectiveness in
the public sector and how to achieve the best possible outcomes
for people rather than just good or efficient outputs.
Creating an Effective Public Sector will be of interest to decision
makers in the public sector, project managers working on central
and local government projects, and senior civil servants. It will
also be invaluable for advanced undergraduate and post
graduate students studying in the fields of government, project
management, and public sector management

This book presents a comprehensive overview of the key topics,
best practices, future opportunities and challenges in the Digital
Marketing discourse. Unique in its rigorous, research-driven and
accessible approach to the subject of Digital Marketing, this text
is valuable supplementary reading for advanced undergraduate
and postgraduate students studying Digital and Social Media
Marketing, Customer Experience Management, Digital Analytics
and Digital Transformation.

Routledge
Market: Business & Management/Marketing
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 198pp
Hb: 978-0-367-55533-7: £140.00
Pb: 978-0-367-55535-1: £39.99
eBook: 978-1-003-09390-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367555337

Routledge
Market: Business
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 284pp
Hb: 978-0-367-56660-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-56917-4: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-09989-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367566609
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Corruption, Infrastructure Management and
Public–Private Partnership

Customer Relationship Management (CRM) for
Medium and Small Enterprises

Optimizing through Mathematical Models

How to Find the Right Solution for Effectively Connecting with Your
Customers

Mohammad Heydari, Nanjing University, China, Kin Keung
Lai, Shaanxi Normal University, China and Zhou Xiaohu,
Nanjing University, China
Series: Routledge Advances in Risk Management
Public-Private Partnerships (PPP) allow the public sector to seek
alternative funding and expertise from the private sector during
procurement processes. Such partnerships, if executed with due
diligence, often benefit the public immensely. Unfortunately,
Public-Private Partnerships can be vulnerable to corruption. This
book looks at what measures we can put in place to check
corruption during procurement and what good governance
strategies the public sector can adopt to improve the
performance of PPP.
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Antonio Specchia
Customer Relationship Management (CRM) systems are a growing topic among small and
medium-sized enterprises, entrepreneurs, and solopreneurs, and it is completely clear that
CRM is a tool that businesses should have in place to manage sales processes.
Productivity Press
Market: Business and Management / Customer Relationship Management
March 2022: 7 x 10: 192pp
Hb: 978-0-367-70889-4: £90.00
Pb: 978-0-367-70886-3: £30.99
eBook: 978-1-003-14838-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367708894

Routledge
Market: Business Management
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 264pp
Hb: 978-1-032-01119-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-17725-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032011196

Complimentary Exam Copy
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New in Paperback
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Evaluating Social Media Marketing

Hyperconsumption

Social Proof and Online Buyer Behaviour

Corporate Marketing vs. the Planet

Katarzyna Sanak-Kosmowska, Cracow University of
Economics, Poland
Series: Routledge Studies in Marketing
This book is an innovative attempt to identify and analyse the
processes related to social influence in online buying behaviour,
with special attention given to the phenomenon of social proof,
which is the basis of social media, recommendation marketing
and word of mouth (WOM) marketing. It empirically verifies the
factors which influence the effectiveness of social proof, as well
as identifying relevant impact factors.

Routledge
Market: Business / Marketing / Social Media
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 192pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64652-3: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-12805-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367646523

Gerard Hastings, University of Stirling, UK
Diving deep into the world of corporate marketing, this incisive and eye-opening work
shows how, in the hands of the corporation, business has become manipulative, divisive
and disastrously at odds with the needs of the natural world. It calls on us to rethink and
rebel.
Professionals and students in the business, marketing, public health, environmental and
political sectors – as well as concerned citizens who know that business as usual is not an
option – will value this accessible guide to what is going wrong with our current business
models and how these failings can be addressed.
Routledge
Market: Business / Marketing
April 2022: 6 x 9: 160pp
Hb: 978-1-032-21470-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-21464-1: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-26856-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032214702
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Global Risk Management

Impact and the Management Researcher
Usha C.V. Haley
Series: Management Impact

The Role of Collective Cognition in Response to COVID-19
Edited by Louise K. Comfort and Mary Lee Rhodes, Trinity College Dublin, Ireland
Series: Routledge Critical Studies in Public Management

Universities, governments, faculty-evaluation committees,
grant-bestowing institutions, scholars, and accreditation
organizations have increasingly insisted on identifying and
placing value on research impact. Valuation of research and
scholarly output predicts innovation, affects careers, and guides
resource allocations worldwide. This book joins the burgeoning
conversation in management and the social sciences with
theoretical and applied discussions of the concepts,
measurements, costs and benefits that accrue to pursuing
scholarly impact.

The rise and spread of Covid-19 in the beginning of 2020 presents a once-in-a-century
challenge and opportunity for decision makers, managers, scholars, and citizens to
understand the risks, mitigate its impact and prepare for future crises. Drawing on a global
network of scholars, this book presents a comparative analysis of ten nations’ response to
a global pandemic, while operating nominally under the framework of the World Health
Organization. This book will be of interest to policy-makers, leaders, researchers, students
and educators in the fields of crises and risk management interested in managing the novel
risk of COVID-19 in a more informed, responsible way.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
March 2022: 6 x 9: 312pp
Hb: 978-1-032-18182-0: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-25328-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032181820

Routledge
Market: Business / Management
October 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 118pp
Hb: 978-0-367-27826-7: £44.99
eBook: 978-0-429-29898-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367278267
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2nd Edition

GPS for Success

Integrated Marketing Communication

Skills, Strategies, and Secrets of Superachievers

Advertising and Promotion in a Digital World

Barry A. Franklin

Jerome M. Juska

In this book, the author has scoured the world’s literature on these topics and interviewed
highly successful people to provide one-stop shopping regarding the most proven and
practical recommendations for future career success.

This textbook explores the continuing transformation of
advertising, sales promotion and public relations functions within
the marketing discipline. The content focuses on emerging new
technologies, as well as established digital and legacy media, as
the reader is guided through the process of developing and
implementing a comprehensive Integrated Marketing
Communication plan for companies, organizations, and brands.
Upper-level undergraduate and postgraduate students will
appreciate this lucid text, as will business professionals in
executive education and certificate programs.

Productivity Press
Market: Business and Management / Skills and Behavior
April 2022: 6 x 9: 216pp
Hb: 978-1-032-19697-8: £110.00
Pb: 978-1-032-19695-4: £22.99
eBook: 978-1-003-26038-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032196978

Routledge
Market: Marketing communications
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 330pp
Hb: 978-0-367-44336-8: £200.00
Pb: 978-0-367-43623-0: £56.99
eBook: 978-0-367-44338-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367443368

Browse and order online:
www.routledge.com
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2nd Edition

International Luxury Brand Strategy

Management

Edited by Pierre Xiao Lu, Fudan University, China

The Basics

This book looks at luxury brand management and strategy from
theory to practice and presents new theoretical models and
solutions for how to create and develop a worldwide luxury
brand in the twenty-first century.
From the international brand management perspective this
book is a useful reference for anyone who wants to learn more
about luxury brand management and to better understand how
the international market has evolved and how products may
change the rules of the game.

Routledge
Market: Business
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 260pp
Hb: 978-1-138-61483-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-138-61484-0: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-429-46388-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138614833

Morgen Witzel, University of Exeter, UK
Series: The Basics
Management: The Basics provides an easy, jargon-free
introduction to the fundamental principles and practices of
modern management. Using examples ranging from people
management at Cadbury and the Enron crisis to the marketing
of fried chicken in China, the book explains key aspects of
management.

Routledge
Market: Business and Management
March 2022: 5.06 x 7.81: 0pp
Hb: 978-0-367-77513-1: £84.99
Pb: 978-0-367-77512-4: £24.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17172-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367775131
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Key Account Management Excellence in Pharma
& Medtech

Management Control Systems, Decision-Making,
and Innovation Development

Edited by Mike Moorman

The CDI Model

Key Account Management (KAM) is an organization-wide business strategy for achieving
superior value creation and growth with the company’s most important customers. The
path to world-class KAM is a journey – achieved in progressive phases through a systematic
and iterative approach, and this book shows you how. Positioned for the Life Sciences
industry (Pharma & Medtech), the book provides a uniquely comprehensive approach for
achieving a highly effective KAM strategy and capabilities – based on an easy-to-follow
16-point framework.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
February 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 200pp
Hb: 978-1-032-12857-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-12858-0: £36.99
eBook: 978-1-003-22651-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032128573
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Dawid Szutowski, Poznan University of Economics and
Business, Poland
Series: Routledge Advances in Management and Business
Studies
The systematic approach to innovation development today is
one of the world’s most prominent scientific fields, and with
good reason. When applied correctly, such system produces
regular outcomes, which consistently drive lasting competitive
advantage. Unfortunately, as much as it is beneficial, the
orchestration of an undisturbed flow of multiple complex,
dynamic, and flexible innovation development processes is
structurally demanding. In this book, a recognised innovation
management specialist sets the record straight, offering a
comprehensive approach to the improvement of innovation efficiency with the use of
management control system.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
October 2021: 6 x 9: 356pp
Hb: 978-1-032-10372-3: £130.00
eBook: 978-1-003-21503-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032103723

2nd Edition

Live Sports Media

Managing Public Services

The What, How and Why of Sports Broadcasting

Making Informed Choices

Dennis Deninger
In Live Sports Media: The What, How and Why of Sports
Broadcasting, Dennis Deninger provides an all-encompassing
view of the sports television industry from his own perspective
as an Emmy award-winning producer at ESPN, at a time of
seismic shifts in the industry.

Routledge
Market: Sports / Business
January 2022: 7 x 10: 288pp
Hb: 978-0-367-76120-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-76121-9: £52.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16559-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367761202

Complimentary Exam Copy

e-Inspection

Edited by Irvine Lapsley, University of Edinburgh, UK and
Ola Mattisson
This book explores innovations in public management, including
establishing a corporate vision, strategizing an organisation and
change management.

Routledge
Market: Management / Public Administration
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 216pp
Hb: 978-0-367-72325-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-72324-8: £39.99
eBook: 978-1-003-15438-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367723255

New in Paperback
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Marketing Analytics

Organizational Ethnography

Statistical Tools for Marketing and Consumer Behavior Using SPSS

An Experiential and Practical Guide

José Marcos Carvalho de Mesquita and Erik Kostelijk,
Amsterdam University of Applied Sciences, Netherlands
Series: Mastering Business Analytics
Marketing Analytics provides guidelines in the application of
statistics using SPSS for students and professionals using
quantitative methods in Marketing and Consumer Behaviour.
With simple language and a practical, screenshot-led approach,
the book presents eleven multivariate techniques and the steps
required to perform analysis.

Routledge
Market: Business and Management/Marketing
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 210pp
Hb: 978-1-032-05218-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-05219-9: £36.99
eBook: 978-1-003-19661-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032052182

Edited by Jenna Pandeli, Bristol Business School, University
of the West of England, UK, Neil Sutherland, Bristol Business
School, University of the West of England, UK and Hugo
Gaggiotti
This textbook explores practices, first-hand experiences and
emerging ideas within organizational ethnography, providing
a toolkit that prepares ethnographers for the uncertainties and
realities of fieldworking.
This book should be a recommended text for advanced
undergraduate and postgraduate students studying research
methods within Business and Management. It is particularly
important for all students and academics undertaking qualitative
research, particularly ethnography.
Routledge
Market: Business and Management
February 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 264pp
Hb: 978-0-367-89867-0: £140.00
Pb: 978-0-367-89868-7: £39.99
eBook: 978-1-003-02158-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367898670
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Marketing and the Customer Value Chain

Pandemics and Public Value Management

Integrating Marketing and Supply Chain Management

Usman W. Chohan
Series: Routledge Critical Studies in Public Management

Thomas Fotiadis, Democritus University of Thrace, Greece.,
Dimitris Folinas, Technological Educational Institute of
Central Macedonia, Greece, Konstantinos Vasileiou and
Aggeliki Konstantoglou
Marketing and supply chain management have a symbiotic
relationship within any enterprise, and together they are vital
for a company’s viability and success. This book offers a systemic
approach to the integration of Marketing and Supply Chain
Management. It examines the strategic connections and
disconnections between supply chain and operations
management and marketing by focusing on the factors that
constitute the extended marketing mix, including product, price,
promotion, people and processes. This book will help advanced undergraduate and
postgraduate students appreciate how front-end marketing can interface with the back-end
operations of supply chain management.

This book seeks to inform the public value theory (PVT) literature by drawing upon
interesting lenses that have emerged in the wake of the coronavirus pandemic. It addresses
PVT’s notions of value conflicts, post-Truth politics, multilateral PV, nationalism and the
public, comparative PV creation, and PV in developing-country contexts, in order to construct
a multi-stakeholder and internationally-informed set of analyses on public value’s systems
and agents in uniquely distressing circumstances such as pandemics.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
April 2022: 6 x 9: 192pp
Hb: 978-1-032-12114-7: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-22313-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032121147

Routledge
Market: Business & Management
March 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 352pp
Hb: 978-1-138-39447-6: £140.00
Pb: 978-1-138-39449-0: £39.99
eBook: 978-0-429-68488-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138394476

3rd Edition

Nation Branding
Concepts, Issues, Practice
Keith Dinnie
Nation Branding: Concepts, Issues, Practice provides a theoretical framework, alongside
insightful examples from the practice of Nation Branding, in which the principles of brand
strategy and management are applied to countries globally. This new edition has been
comprehensively updated and its influential original framework modified to reflect the
very latest changes the field. It remains an accessible blend of theory and practice rich with
international examples and contributions.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
April 2022: 7.44 x 9.69: 280pp
Hb: 978-0-367-56988-4: £140.00
Pb: 978-0-367-56989-1: £39.99
eBook: 978-1-003-10024-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367569884

Port Economics, Management and Policy
Theo Notteboom, University of Antwerp, Belgium,
Athanasios Pallis and Jean-Paul Rodrigue
Port Economics, Management and Policy provides a
comprehensive analysis of the contemporary port industry,
showing how ports are organized to serve the global economy
and support regional and local development.
Structured in nine sections, this textbook examines a wide range
of seaport topics, covering maritime shipping and international
trade, port terminals, port governance, port competition, port
policy and much more.

Routledge
Market: Transport
January 2022: 7 x 10: 680pp
Hb: 978-0-367-33156-6: £110.00
Pb: 978-0-367-33155-9: £49.99
eBook: 978-0-429-31818-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367331566

Browse and order online:
www.routledge.com
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Storytelling and Market Research

Sustainable Development Goal 3

A Practical User Guide

Health and Well-being of Ageing in Hong Kong

C. Frederic John
Showing how market researchers can get a seat at the
decision-making table, this book is the essential guide to
mastering storytelling techniques that can dramatically enhance
the impact of research reports and presentations, commanding
full audience engagement and buy-in. Drawing on examples
from ancient and modern literature, drama, opera, and other
arts, this book will help today’s (and tomorrow’s) market research
professionals to thrive in a world demanding insights, real-world
recommendations, and more relevant deliverables.

Routledge
Market: Business / Marketing Research
November 2021: 6 x 9: 198pp
Hb: 978-1-032-06487-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-06485-7: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-20251-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032064871

Ben Y. F. Fong, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hong
Kong and Vincent T. S. Law, The Hong Kong Polytechnic
University, Hong Kong
Series: Routledge Focus on Public Governance in Asia
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) aim to develop a better
and sustainable future for the world and the goals are part of
an action plan to address poverty, hunger, health, gender equity
and various pressing world issues. One of these goals looks at
health and wellness. Ageing populations have become a crucial
issue worldwide and this short monograph explores ageing and
how the consequences of an ageing population may affect our
health care system through the case study on Hong Kong's
population. This will provide beneficial insights into the
relationship of ageing and sustainable development goals in the context of health and
wellness for policy makers and healthcare professionals.
Routledge
Market: Ageing
December 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 84pp
Hb: 978-1-032-11509-2: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-22016-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032115092
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Strategic Communications in Africa

The Brand and Its History

The Sub-Saharan Context

Trademarks, Branding and National Identity

Edited by Hugh Mangeya, Midlands State University, Zimbabwe, Isaac Mhute,
Midlands State University, Zimbabwe and Ernest Jakaza, Midlands State University,
Zimbabwe
Series: Routledge New Directions in PR & Communication Research
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Edited by Patricio Sáiz and Rafael Castro

This book examines current practices in sub-Saharan Africa, as well as the challenges faced
and the intersection with culture. The Editors package inspiring debates, experiences and
insights relating to strategic communication in all types of institutions, including private
and public sector organisations, governmental organisations and NGOs, political parties
as well as social movements in the sub-Saharan context.

This book delves into the origins and evolution of trademark and branding practices in a
wide range of geographical areas and periods, providing key knowledge for academics,
professionals, and general audience on the complex world of brands. It compiles the work
of twenty-five prominent worldwide scholars studying the origins and evolution of
trademarks and branding practices from medieval times to present days and from distinct
European countries to the USA, New Zealand, Canada, Latin America, or the Soviet Union.
The chapters in this book were originally published as two special issues of the journal,
Business History.

Routledge
Market: Business
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 288pp
Hb: 978-1-032-12338-7: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-22429-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032123387

Routledge
Market: Business
March 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 420pp
Hb: 978-1-032-18733-4: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-25597-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032187334
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2nd Edition

The Business of Health

Strategic Management in Public Services
Organizations

New Approaches to the Evolution of Health Systems in the World

Concepts, Schools and Contemporary Issues
Ewan Ferlie, King's College London, UK and Edoardo Ongaro, Northumbria University,
UK
Strategic Management in Public Services Organizations takes a comparative and international
view on the appropriate use of strategic management models that are affecting the way
public services organizations are managed. In an era of New and post New Public
Management reforms, public managers at all levels are expected to respond to these new
approaches, that profoundly affect their work practices, skills and knowledge bases.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
April 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 304pp
Hb: 978-0-367-51716-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-51715-1: £49.99
eBook: 978-1-003-05491-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367517168

Complimentary Exam Copy

e-Inspection

Edited by Pierre-Yves Donzé, Osaka University, Japan and Paloma Fernández Pérez,
Universitat de Barcelona, Spain
This book offers a discussion about the dramatic development of health care business
around the world during the twentieth century. Through a broad range of cases in Asia,
Europe, and the US, it shows how health was transformed into a fast-growing and diversified
industry.
The chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of the journal, Business
History
Routledge
Market: Business
February 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 210pp
Hb: 978-1-032-18739-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-25598-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032187396

New in Paperback
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The Case Writing Workbook

The Research Impact Agenda

A Guide for Faculty and Students

Navigating the Impact of Impact

Gina Vega, Salem State University, USA
This textbook offers a modular set of chapters that focus
specifically on the challenges related to case writing and
teaching to support academics and students. Exercises,
worksheets, and training activities guide readers sequentially
through the entire process of researching and writing long and
short cases, building the Instructor’s Manual or Teaching Note,
publishing a case, teaching with cases, and student case writing.
Designed as an individualized workshop to assist case authors
to structure their writing, this book combines the
easy-to-understand, student-focused language with new
material covering the latest developments and challenges in
the world of case writing.
Routledge
Market: Business and Management/Research
March 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 304pp
Hb: 978-1-032-06980-7: £180.00
Pb: 978-1-032-06986-9: £52.99
eBook: 978-1-003-20487-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032069807

Martyna Śliwa and Neil Kellard, University of Essex, UK
Series: Management Impact
This book contributes to the growing body of work addressing the processes and
consequences of national governments’ audits of the performance of higher education
institutions (HEIs) in different countries. The book discusses one recent area of focus within
these audits, namely the measurement of universities’ societal and economic impact. The
Research Impact Agenda offers a problematisation of the research impact agenda, especially
in relation to the impact generated by academics based in schools of business and
management.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
November 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 102pp
Hb: 978-0-367-54749-3: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-09046-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367547493
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The Communications Consultant’s Master Plan

The Routledge Companion to Corporate Branding

Leveraging Public Relations Expertise for Client and Personal Success

Edited by Oriol Iglesias, ESADE Business School, Spain., Nicholas Ind, Kristiania
University College, Norway and Majken Schultz, Copenhagen Business School,
Denmark
Series: Routledge Companions in Business, Management and Marketing

Roger Darnell
Working PR professionals, entrepreneurs, and students and
recent graduates will appreciate high-level insights from a
seasoned business owner, as well as templates for proposals,
campaign planning, and more. Read with The Communications
Consultant’s Foundation or on its own, this book will lead readers
on life-changing journeys and help a new generation of smart
communicators take their professional pursuits to the highest
levels.

Routledge
Market: Business / Public relations
December 2021: 6 x 9: 210pp
Hb: 978-1-032-01257-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-01259-9: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17791-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032012575

This companion is a prestige reference work that offers students and researchers a
comprehensive overview of the emerging co-created, multi-stakeholder and sustainable
approach to corporate brand management, representing a paradigm shift in the literature.
This wide-ranging reference work is primarily for students, scholars and researchers in
management, marketing and brand management, offering a single repository on the
current state of knowledge, current debates and relevant literature.
Routledge
Market: Marketing / Branding
April 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 560pp
Hb: 978-0-367-47663-2: £190.00
eBook: 978-1-003-03574-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367476632
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The Future of the Liberal Order

The Routledge Companion to Marketing and
Feminism

The Key Questions
Edited by Helmut K. Anheier
This book brings together some of the finest minds of social science to answer the great
questions about the future of the liberal order. With contributions from the world of
economics, sociology, political science, management, international relations and the
humanities, this book provides a unique series of insights.
Routledge
Market: Economics / Politics / Management
April 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 304pp
Hb: 978-0-367-77232-1: £105.00
Pb: 978-0-367-77230-7: £29.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367772321

Edited by Pauline Maclaran, Royal Holloway, University of
London, UK, Lorna Stevens, University of Bath, UK and Olga
Kravets, Royal Holloway, University of London, UK
Series: Routledge Companions in Business, Management and
Marketing
This comprehensive and authorative sourcebook, offers
academics, researchers and students an introduction to and
overview of current scholarship at the intersection of marketing
and feminism. In the last five years there has been a resurrection
of feminist voices in marketing and consumer research.
Consolidating existing scholarship while exploring emerging
theories and ideas which will generate further feminist research,
this volume will be of interest to researchers, academics and students in marketing and
consumption studies, especially those studying or researching the complex inter-relationship
of feminism and marketing.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
February 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 488pp
Hb: 978-0-367-47757-8: £190.00
eBook: 978-1-003-04258-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367477578

Browse and order online:
www.routledge.com
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Trends in Asia Pacific Business and Management
Research

Why Bother?
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Why and How to Assess Your Continuous-Improvement Culture
Chris Butterworth, Morgan L. Jones and Peter Hines

Relevance and Use of Literature Reviews
Edited by Chris Rowley, Cass Business School, University of London, UK and Justin
Paul, University of Puerto Rico
This book is based on the review of literature on different themes related to Business and
Management in the Asia Pacific context. All the seven chapters included in this book explore
the past, present and future of business and research. They cover diverse topics in the Asia
Pacific context ranging from different ways of thinking to innovation implementation and
efficiency, responsible tourism, internal marketing to leadership.
The chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of the Asia Pacific
Business Review
Routledge
Market: Business / Asian Studies
March 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 200pp
Hb: 978-1-032-19009-9: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-25732-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032190099

This book focusses on the importance of creating an internal
assessment program to periodically assess the maturity of the
organizations transformation journey. It discusses the best
approach to designing and implementing an assessment
program by answering key questions posed when people resist.

Productivity Press
Market: Business and Management / Continuous Improvement
October 2021: 7 x 10: 292pp
Hb: 978-1-032-02829-3: £95.00
Pb: 978-1-032-02828-6: £30.99
eBook: 978-1-003-18539-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032028293
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Urban Flood Risk Management
Looking at Jakarta
Christopher Silver, University of Florida, USA
Series: Routledge Research in Sustainable Planning and
Development in Asia
This book offers a comprehensive and systematic historical
assessment of Jakarta’s water management practices from the
colonial era through the early years of the Indonesian republic
and Jakarta’s emergence as a sprawling megacity. Drawing upon
multidisciplinary literature and government documents, the
book unravels the complex history of water management that
has led to approximately 40% of the city now lying below sea
level. It will be a useful reference to those who research on
urbanization in Southeast Asia, sustainable development, urban
and planning history, environmental planning, issues of water
management (and flooding) and the politics of planning and development.
Routledge
Market: Urban Planning
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 206pp
Hb: 978-0-367-77427-1: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-17132-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367774271

2nd Edition

Value First, Then Price
Edited by Andreas Hinterhuber, Hinterhuber and Partners,
Austria and Todd C. Snelgrove, SKF, USA
Value-based pricing—pricing a product or service according to
its value to the customer rather than its cost—is the most
effective and profitable pricing strategy. This innovative
collection proposes a quantitative methodology to value pricing,
which it road-tests through a wide variety of real-life industrial
and B2B cases. With contributions from global industry experts
this book combines cutting edge research on value
quantification and value quantification capabilities with real-life,
practical examples. It is essential reading for postgraduate
students in Sales and Marketing with an interest in Pricing
Strategy, sales and pricing specialists, as well as business
strategists.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
December 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 288pp
Hb: 978-1-032-01219-3: £140.00
Pb: 978-1-032-01212-4: £39.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17793-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032012193
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Artificial Intelligence, Business and Civilization

Disruptive Platforms

Our Fate Made in Machines

Markets, Ecosystems, and Monopolists

Andreas Kaplan, ESCP Business School Paris, France.
Series: Routledge Focus on Business and Management

Edited by Tymoteusz Doligalski, Warsaw School of Economics, Poland., Michał
Goliński, Institute of Information Technology and Digital Economy, Poland. and
Krzysztof Kozłowski, SGH Warsaw School of Economics, Poland.
Series: Routledge Studies in Innovation, Organizations and Technology

Artificial intelligence is shaking up economies around the world as well as society at large
and is predicted to be either the best or worst thing to happen to humanity. This book
looks at what exactly artificial intelligence is, how it can be classified, how it differentiates
from other concepts such as machine learning, big data, blockchain, or the
Internet-of-Things, and how it has evolved and might evolve over time.
Routledge
Market: Business
January 2022: 5.5 x 8.5: 88pp
Hb: 978-1-032-15531-9: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-24455-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032155319

This book provides a multi-faceted approach to platforms and their profound impact on
markets and ecosystems. Economic, managerial, social and political aspects are analysed,
and the differentiation of platforms and their disruptive potential is reviewed. The book
also examines the mechanism of achieving a monopolistic position, including in the
international supply chain, and the greater influence of platforms on political activity and
contemporary democracy. With examples from Poland, USA, and China, the contributions
offer an international evaluation of disruptive platforms across a multitude of industries.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 186pp
Hb: 978-1-032-07521-1: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-20748-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032075211
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Common Data Sense for Professionals

Entrepreneurship in Indonesia

A Process-Oriented Approach for Data-Science Projects

From Artisan and Tourism to Technology-based Business Growth

Rajesh Jugulum
The goal for this book is to provide a step-by-step guide to the data science process so
that you can feel confident in leading your own data science project. To aid with clarity
and understanding, the author presents a fictional restaurant chain to use as a case study
-- it illustrates how the various topics discussed can be applied.
Productivity Press
Market: Business and Management / Data Science
January 2022: 6 x 9: 118pp
Hb: 978-0-367-76050-2: £95.00
Pb: 978-0-367-76048-9: £22.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16527-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367760502

Edited by Vanessa Ratten, La Trobe University, Australia
Series: Routledge Studies in Entrepreneurship
Whilst other countries in Asia particularly China and India have
been studied in terms of entrepreneurial endeavors, there is a
lack of research on Indonesia despite it being amongst the fastest
growing economies in the world. Indonesia is also one of the
largest recipients of venture capital in Asia. This book looks at
the growth of entrepreneurship in Indonesia from artisan and
cultural endeavors to an increased awareness of digital and
technology-based forms of entrepreneurship. This book will be
amongst the first to explore how Indonesia is leaping ahead of
competitors in its quest to be a dominant world power through
its entrepreneurial pursuits.
Routledge
Market: Business Management
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 144pp
Hb: 978-1-032-03524-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-18776-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032035246
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Demystifying AI for the Enterprise

Fostering Wisdom at Work

A Playbook for Business Value and Digital Transformation

Jeff M. Allen, University of North Texas, US
Series: Routledge Focus on Business and Management

Prashant Natarajan, Bob Rogers, Edward Dixon, Jonas
Christensen, Kirk Borne, Leland Wilkinson and Shantha
Mohan
Artificial Intelligence in its various forms – machine learning,
chat bots, robots, agents, etc. – is increasingly being seen as a
core component of enterprise business workflow and
information management systems. This book demystifies AI for
the enterprise. Our journey takes the reader from the basics
(definitions, state of the art, etc.) to a multi-industry journey, and
concludes with validated expert advice on everything an
organization and its people must do to succeed. Along the way,
we also debunk myths, provide practical pointers, and include
best practices with appropriate vignettes.

This book brings a scholarly scrutiny to the study of wisdom, propelling the attribute to
prominence within the broad field of workforce development and particularly within the
growing context of a global knowledge economy. It investigates the characteristics of
wisdom and offers theories, frameworks, techniques to foster wisdom in the workplace,
recognizing it as a vital key to success for individuals and society.
Routledge
Market: Business/Management
January 2022: 5.5 x 8.5: 144pp
Hb: 978-0-367-89356-9: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-01875-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367893569

Productivity Press
Market: Business & Management
December 2021: 7 x 10: 360pp
Hb: 978-1-138-49139-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-14520-4: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-351-03294-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138491397
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3rd Edition

Human Performance Improvement through Human
Error Prevention

Managing Information Technology Outsourcing

13

Erik Beulen and Pieter M. Ribbers, Tilburg University, the
Netherlands

A Comprehensive Implementation Guide for Protecting Employees
and Maintaining Cost Efficiency

For decades, outsourcing has been a major international
phenomenon in business. The areas of Technology, Information
Technology and Management represent a unique case for
outsourcing both in terms of benefits and potential
interorganisational problems. This fully updated text focuses on
both sides of the outsourcing relationship, providing a balanced
exploration of the ways in which these partnerships can be
managed successfully. Accessible and cutting-edge, this third
edition provides an in-depth, practical perspective on this
important and far-reaching challenge in information technology
management. It is an ideal text for students, academics and

BW (Ben) Marguglio
The book is a simulation of a live course on Human Performance
Improvement/Human Error Prevention (HPI/HEP) created by the
preeminent authority on HPI/HEP. This book has the greatest
breadth of scope and specificity on this topic.

practitioners alike.
Productivity Press
Market: Business and Management / Workplace Safety
October 2021: 8.25 x 11: 704pp
Hb: 978-0-367-67239-3: £375.00
eBook: 978-1-003-13041-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367672393

Routledge
Market: Business & Management
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 254pp
Hb: 978-1-032-12253-3: £150.00
Pb: 978-1-032-12254-0: £42.99
eBook: 978-1-003-22378-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032122533
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Knowledge Management and Sustainability

Publishing in the Digital Age

A Human-Centered Perspective on Research and Practice

How Business Can Thrive in a Rapidly Changing Environment

Edited by David Israel Contreras-Medina, Julia Pérez Bravo and Elia Socorro Díaz
Nieto
Series: Citizenship and Sustainability in Organizations
Based on the importance of human being as creator and manager of knowledge towards
the achievement of sustainability in the current digital age, this book is an effort to expose
many studies taking the individuals as centers of knowledge and starting points for
environmental, social and economic development. This book seeks to expand the
understanding of the theme of knowledge management and sustainability from the
perspective of the human resource as a generator of knowledge. This book will be of value
to researchers, academics, professionals, and advanced students in the fields of
management, environment and sustainability, and development studies.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
December 2021: 6 x 9: 192pp
Hb: 978-1-032-13157-3: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-22793-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032131573

Michael N. Ross
The world of publishing is evolving at an ever-increasing speed,
with developments in digital workstreams and products,
customer expectation, enriched content curation, and
user-generated content becoming commonplace. In Publishing
in the Digital Age: How Business Can Thrive in a Rapidly Changing
Environment, Ross discusses the most significant and recent
developments in educational and trade publishing, educational
technology, and marketing that has enabled a new generation
of content creators reach more consumers. It is the only book
that addresses disruption in the industry head on.
Routledge
Market: Business and Management
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 204pp
Hb: 978-0-367-75483-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-75484-6: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16263-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367754839
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Management, Organisations and Artificial
Intelligence

Regional Businesses in a Changing Global Economy

Where Theory Meets Practice

Edited by Quamrul Alam, Central Queensland University, Australia and Robert Grose,
Central Queensland University, Australia

Piotr Buła, Cracow University of Economics, Poland and
Bartosz Niedzielski, Cracow University of Economics, Poland
Series: Routledge Studies in Innovation, Organizations and
Technology
This book combines academic research with practical guidelines
in methods and techniques to supplement existing knowledge
relating to organisational management in the era of digital
acceleration. It offers a simple layout with rich content presented
in an engaging, accessible style and the authors’ holistic
approach is unique in the field. From a universalist perspective,
the book examines and analyses the development of, among
others, Industry 4.0, artificial intelligence (AI), AI 2.0, AI systems
and platforms, algorithmics, new paradigms of organisation
management, business ecosystems, data processing models in AI-based organisations and
AI strategies in the global perspective.

The Australian Experience

In a highly globalised trade and investment environment, businesses in regional areas must
learn to take advantage of the benefits that stem from their geographical location. This
book explains the immense value regional businesses bring to local communities and to
Australia as a whole through case studies. The examples of how innovative regional
businesses have used innovative practices, local resource leverage, social and entrepreneurial
skills and knowledge of international markets to develop and expand their businesses will
provide insights into how regional businesses can achieve growth and secure jobs in an
innovative and sustained manner.
Routledge
Market: Business Management
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 208pp
Hb: 978-1-032-18872-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-18871-3: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-25671-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032188720

Routledge
Market: Business / Management
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 162pp
Hb: 978-1-032-02582-7: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-18402-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032025827
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Smart Design

The Lean Approach to Digital Transformation

Disruption, Crisis, and the Reshaping of Urban Spaces
Richard Hu, University of Canberra, Australia
Series: Routledge Research in Planning and Urban Design
This book tackles the emerging smart urbanism to advance a
new way of urban thinking and to explore a new design
approach. It unravels several urban transformations in dualities:
economic relationality and centrality, technological flattening
and polarisation, and spatial division and fusion. Proposing a
smart design manifesto to stimulate thought, trigger debate,
and, hopefully, influence a new generation of urban thinkers
and smart designers, it will be of interest to scholars, students,
and practitioners in the fields of urban design, planning,
architecture, urban development, and urban studies.

From Customer to Code and From Code to Customer
Yves Caseau
The approach proposed in this book is based on the Lean Startup approach, according to
an extended vision that combines Design Thinking and Growth Hacking. Companies must
become truly "customer-centric", from observation, listening to co-development.
Productivity Press
Market: Business and Management / Digital Transformation / Lean Methodology
March 2022: 7 x 10: 288pp
Hb: 978-1-032-22502-9: £100.00
Pb: 978-1-032-22501-2: £30.99
eBook: 978-1-003-27281-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032225029

Routledge
Market: Urban Design
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 182pp
Hb: 978-0-367-42176-2: £120.00
eBook: 978-0-367-82245-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367421762
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Sustainable International Business Models in a
Digitally Transforming World

The Routledge Companion to Global Value Chains
Reinterpreting and Reimagining Megatrends in the World Economy

Edited by Anshuman Khare, Athabasca University, Canada,
Arto Ojala, University of Vaasa, Finland and William W.
Baber, Kyoto University, Japan
Series: Routledge Advances in Management and Business
Studies

Edited by Renu Agarwal, Christopher Bajada, Roy Green,
University of Technology Sydney, Australia and Katrina
Skellern
Series: Routledge Companions in Business, Management and
Marketing

The forces of volatility, uncertainty, complexity and ambiguity
(VUCA) in today’s world are shaping businesses and calling into
question the wisdom of existing business models. This book
looks at how successful businesses have revitalized and
innovated their business models. It illustrates through cases how
these businesses have adapted to new forms of globalization
through the lens of Business Model Innovation (BMI) theories in
a digital world. Its insights will interest business leaders,
consultants, researchers and academics in the fields of sustainable business, organizational
change, and digital transformation, amongst others.

This Companion provides a review of Global Value Chains (GVCs)
and the megatrends that are shaping them and will continue
to reshape them in deep-set trajectories of change over the next
few decades. provides a timely analysis of leading edge global
megatrends and practices in one volume.

Routledge
Market: Business
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 280pp
Hb: 978-1-032-05092-8: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-19598-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032050928

Routledge
Market: Business
October 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 392pp
Hb: 978-0-415-78791-8: £190.00
eBook: 978-1-315-22566-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415787918
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The Future of the Medical Plastics Market
Opportunities for Growth
Vincent Sabourin
Plastics have occupied an important place in the modern
medical industry. It has substituted traditional devices and
products made of metal, other materials, and ceramics.

Productivity Press
Market: Business & Management
November 2021: 6 x 9: 170pp
Hb: 978-1-032-08092-5: £52.99
Pb: 978-1-032-08091-8: £52.99
eBook: 978-1-003-21289-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032080925

Browse and order online:
www.routledge.com
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A Director's Guide to Governance in the Boardroom

Corporate Social Responsibility and Governance

Across the Private, Public and Charity Sectors

Stakeholders, Management and Organizational Performance in the
European Union

Edited by Arturo Langa and Monica Langa
This comprehensive book is a practical guide for executive and non-executive directors
and aspiring directors to lead, govern and steer UK-based organisations to long-term
sustainable success. While other books discuss UK corporate governance, this one uniquely
demonstrates how the work of directors can build an organisation’s antifragility, and offers
a view of stewardship approaches to every sector and type of UK organisation, from large
premium listed companies to start-ups, the public sector, not-for-profits, partnerships,
family-owned and private equity-backed organisations.
Routledge
Market: Business / Corporate Governance
April 2022: 6 x 9: 360pp
Hb: 978-0-367-69682-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-69680-1: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-14285-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367696825

Edited by Panagiotis Dimitropoulos, University of Peloponnese, Greece and Efthalia
Chatzigianni, University of Peloponnese, Greece
Series: Routledge Studies in Corporate Governance
Corporate social responsibility (CSR) has been developed into a crucial corporate and
organizational issue around the world. It has been incorporated within various sectors,
countries and includes many types of activities and dimensions. It is common ground that
organizations are more inclined today to broader their performance focus form short-term
oriented goals towards a long-term social, environmental and value-added perspectives. A
crucial issue that this book attempts to address is the association, intersection and the
inter-relationship between governance and CSR within the EU region, not adequately
established in the existing literature.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
March 2022: 6 x 9: 296pp
Hb: 978-0-367-71590-8: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-15275-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367715908
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Corporate Governance Models

Effective Directors

A Critical Assessment

The Right Questions to Ask (QTA)

Marco Mastrodascio
Series: Routledge Focus on Business and Management

Edited by Charlotte Valeur and Claire Fargeot
Series: Questions to Ask (QTA)

The activities carried out in a business organization stem from the contribution of subjects
who cooperate in the expectation of obtaining adequate rewards. The ability of
organizations to reach a specific level of performance is influenced by the ownership
structure, while the management is directed and controlled through a set of rules and
incentives. This book analyses the potential existence of the most appropriate corporate
governance model based on comparative international analysis of cultural, social and
economic factors influencing the organization’s choice regarding the corporate governance
model to be adopted.

The Effective Board: Questions To Ask (QTA) is a reference book
for board members and executives globally to support them in
their work. With chapters written by senior company board
members and respected figures in corporate governance, the
questions have been drawn together to offer food for thought
and useful prompts that take Boards beyond operational
discussions.

Routledge
Market: Business & Management
December 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 144pp
Hb: 978-1-032-12698-2: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-22580-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032126982

Routledge
Market: Business and Management
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 376pp
Hb: 978-1-032-06202-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-06204-4: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-20118-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032062020
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Corporate Governance, Ownership Structure and
Firm Performance

Extinction Governance, Finance, and Accounting

Mediation Models and Dynamic Approaches

Edited by Jill Atkins and Martina Macpherson

Hoang N. Pham, Victoria University, Australia and Sardar M.
N. Islam, Victoria University, Australia
Series: Routledge Studies in Corporate Governance
The relationship between ownership structure and firm
performance has been studied extensively in corporate finance
and corporate governance literature. Nevertheless, the mediation
(path) analysis to examine the issue can be adopted as a new
approach to explain why and how ownership structure is related
to firm performance and vice versa. Based on agency theory,
corporate risk management theory, and accounting for the
dynamic endogeneity in the ownership–performance
relationship, this book develops two-mediator mediation models,
including recursive and non-recursive mediation models, to
investigate the ownership structure–firm performance relationship.
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Implementing a Species Protection Action Plan for the Financial Markets
The planet is currently experiencing a mass extinction event, with human and business
activity being the root cause of species loss and habitat destruction. Industries, companies,
banks, investors, accountants and auditors have all played their role. This book explores
how they can also provide a solution.
Routledge
April 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 640pp
Hb: 978-0-367-49297-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-49298-4: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-04555-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367492977

Routledge
Market: Business & Management
January 2022: 6 x 9: 192pp
Hb: 978-1-032-18684-9: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-25574-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032186849
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3rd Edition

Business and Sustainable Development in Africa

Business, Society, and Government Essentials

Medicine or Placebo?

Strategy and Applied Ethics

Edited by Uwafiokun Idemudia, York University, Canada, Francis Xavier Dery Tuokuu
and Tahiru Azaaviele Liedong

Robert N. Lussier, Springfield College, USA and Herbert Sherman, Long Island
University, USA

The book offers new critical insights into the relationship between corporate social
responsibility (CSR) and sustainable development in Africa. The extent to which CSR
initiatives can contribute to sustainable development in Africa remains debatable.

Understanding the interrelationship of business, society and government is vital to working
at any level in an organization of any size. This text develops strategic management skills
using an applied ethics approach primarily through a case study analysis pedagogy to
develop and implement ethical strategies in today’s high-tech global community.

Routledge
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 224pp
Hb: 978-0-367-48117-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-48118-6: £49.99
eBook: 978-1-003-03807-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367481179

Routledge
Market: Business & Government
April 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 576pp
Hb: 978-1-032-02034-1: £160.00
Pb: 978-1-032-02033-4: £89.99
eBook: 978-1-003-18155-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032020341

2nd Edition
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Business on a Mission

Climate Positive Business

How to Build a Sustainable Brand

How You and Your Company Hit Bold Climate Goals and Go Net Zero

Andy Last

David Jaber

Business on a Mission is a simple to follow guide for how
organisations can adapt to the changing world and evolving
expectations of stakeholders to build more purpose-led,
sustainable businesses. It features proven models and case study
examples of how to create a brand that talks to the emerging
Gen Z consumer base; how to use social missions to drive sales
in retail and with B2B customers; how to preserve reputation
and licence to operate by working in partnership with
not-for-profit organisations; and how to attract and retain the
best talent by demonstrating a genuine social purpose.

The need for businesses to reduce their carbon footprint is now
unquestioned, but how to achieve this is neither clear nor easy.
This book lays out the path of business climate strategy,
highlighting how your business can set goals, measure impact
and improve performance. Rooted in real experience and written
in an entertaining and engaging style, the book provides you
with the tips, tools and techniques to tackle your company’s
carbon footprint, and do so in a way that is credible and
appropriately ambitious to meet the expectations of those
watching you.

Routledge
Market: Business & Management
December 2021: 5.06 x 7.81: 124pp
Hb: 978-1-032-01024-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-00941-4: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17681-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032010243

Routledge
Market: Business and Management
October 2021: 5.06 x 7.81: 178pp
Hb: 978-1-032-04343-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-04344-9: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-19154-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032043432
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Business With a Conscience

Corporate Citizenship and Family Business

A Research Companion

Edited by Claire Seaman, Queen Margaret University, UK
Series: Citizenship and Sustainability in Organizations

Edited by Joan Marques, Woodbury University, USA
Series: Routledge Research Companions in Business and
Economics
Practicing business with a conscience leaves no sector
untouched. It trickles into how we treat our employees, approach
our work in general, address stakeholders, engage in accounting,
financial, and production management practices, implement
and manage information technology, communicate on a direct
and indirect basis, and market what we stand for. Including
insights from the broad business spectrum ranging from internal
managerial practices to strategic applications, including
international sensitivity, this volume highlights the urgency for
increased awareness in business decision-making on all fronts.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
December 2021: 6 x 9: 512pp
Hb: 978-0-367-68882-0: £160.00
eBook: 978-1-003-13946-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367688820

The role of the family in business has an influence on the development of society that is
partially mediated through corporate citizenship. This book pulls together current thinking
from several diverse research fields that intersect with family business research to offer
insight into current research and examples of practice for those studying and researching
in the fields of family business, business values and corporate practice. The book will also
explore the fact that family businesses tend to take a longer-term approach to business
and that this is reflected in their behaviour towards the environment, community
engagement, employee development and innovation.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
April 2022: 6 x 9: 160pp
Hb: 978-0-367-23703-5: £120.00
eBook: 978-0-429-28122-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367237035

Browse and order online:
www.routledge.com
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Corporate Social Responsibility and Environmental
Affairs in the British Press

Governance and Business Models for Sustainable
Capitalism

An Ecofeminist Critique of Neoliberalism

Atle Midttun, BI Norwegian Business School, Norway
Series: Routledge Studies in Management, Organizations and Society

Martina Topić, Leeds Business School, UK
Series: Routledge New Directions in PR & Communication
Research
An ecofeminist criticism of neoliberalism, this book uses
economic growth, CSR and the press coverage of environmental
affairs as a case study. The author argues that CSR is part of a
wheel of neoliberalism that continually perpetuates inequality
and the exploitation of women and Nature. Using an ecofeminist
sense-making analysis of media coverage of food waste, global
warming, plastic, economic growth and CSR, the author shows
how the press discourse in writing is always similar and serves
to preserve the status quo with CSR being just a smokescreen
that saved capitalism and just one cog in the wheel of
neoliberalism.
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This book touches upon many of the central themes of today’s debate on business and
society. In particular, it brings attention to a recurrent tension between efficiency, innovation
and productivity on the one hand, and fairness, equity and sustainability on the other.
Aimed primarily at researchers, academics and students in the fields of political economy,
business and society, corporate governance, business ethics, corporate social responsibility
and sustainability, the book will additionally be of value to practitioners, supplying them
with information regarding the challenges associated with the shaping of sustainable or
‘civilised’ market capitalism for a better world.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
December 2021: 6 x 9: 212pp
Hb: 978-1-138-21059-2: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-315-45493-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138210592

Routledge
Market: Marketing / Public Relations / Communication
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 240pp
Hb: 978-0-367-55011-0: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-09159-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367550110
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Corporate Social Responsibility and SMEs

Human Rights

Impacts and Institutional Drivers

A Key Idea for Business and Society

Johan J. Graafland, Tilburg University, The Netherlands
Series: Routledge Studies in Management, Organizations and
Society
The world’s people and their leaders face a complex and
multi-faceted set of ‘eco-social questions’. As the productivity
of humanity increases, the negative external environmental
effects of production and consumption patterns become
increasingly problematic and threaten the human welfare. As
the regulating power of national and international governments
is limited, this challenge has generated a strong interest in
corporate social responsibility of companies. The primary aim
of this book is to introduce the reader to the impacts and drivers
of corporate social responsibility (CSR), with a special focus on small and medium sized
enterprises.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
December 2021: 6 x 9: 298pp
Hb: 978-1-032-10671-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-10672-4: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-21648-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032106717

Karin Buhmann, Copenhagen Business School, Denmark
Series: Key Ideas in Business and Management
Human rights are an interdisciplinary subject as well as a
foundational aspect of the law. Their importance at the
intersection of business and society is central, yet under-analysed.
This book provides an accessible understanding of what human
rights are, how business enterprises may impact human rights
for better or for worse and how such impacts can or should be
managed. A concise introduction to a complex topic, this book
is perfect reading for students of corporate social responsibility,
business ethics and international business, as well as an
illuminating guide for researchers, managers, civil society
organisations, government officials and reflective practitioners.
Routledge
Market: Business / Management
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 272pp
Hb: 978-0-367-52053-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-52054-0: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-05619-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367520533
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2nd Edition

Global Capitalism, Culture, and Ethics
Richard A. Spinello
In addition to exploring the theory of global capitalism and
ethics for students, this second edition of the key textbook takes
into account many new developments across different industries,
from retail to technology to big pharma, and some of the
controversies that have affected them in recent times. These
issues encompass key areas such as bribery, censorship, child
labor, contextual intelligence, disinvestment, and espionage.
Reflecting these changes, there are two entirely new chapters
– "Bribery and Corruption," and "Emerging and Frontier Markets."

Routledge
Market: Globalization
April 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 320pp
Hb: 978-0-367-52795-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-52796-9: £49.99
eBook: 978-1-003-05842-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367527952

Complimentary Exam Copy
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Music, Business and Peacebuilding
Edited by Constance Cook Glen, Indiana University Jacobs School of Music, USA and
Timothy L. Fort, Kelley School of Business at Indiana University, USA
Series: Business and Peacebuilding
This book launches a new, interdisciplinary inquiry into the ways in which business and
cultural forces outside of government can contribute to and foster peace. The arts (and
music as shown specifically in this book) can be a resource to nudge positive emotions in
the direction toward ethical behavior, and logically, then toward peace. Business provides
a model for positive interactions that not only foster long-term successful business, but
also incrementally influences society.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 404pp
Hb: 978-0-367-86245-9: £150.00
eBook: 978-1-003-01788-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367862459
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Organizing for Sustainable Development

Work as a Calling

Addressing the Grand Challenges

From Meaningful Work to Good Work

Federica Angeli, Maastricht University, Ashley Metz and Jörg Raab, Tilburg University,
Netherlands Tilburg University, The Netherlands

Garrett W. Potts, University of South Florida, USA
Series: Routledge Studies in Business Ethics

This book provides an integrated and comparative overview of the successes and failures
of organisational efforts to tackle global societal issues and achieve sustainable development.
Summarising years of study by an interdisciplinary board of authors and contributors, this
book provides readers with an in-depth understanding of how existing businesses and
new hybrid organizations can achieve sustainable development to bring about an improved
society, marking a key contribution to the literature in this field.

Amidst the exponentially growing interest in ‘work as a calling,’ contemporary discussions
have taken an individualistic turn away from the earlier prosocial character that once marked
this orientation to work. Now, discussions about ‘work as a calling’ mostly prioritize personal
fulfilment via the pursuit of deeply ‘meaningful work.’ This book provides a novel paradigm
for reimagining the idea of ‘work as a calling,’ which serves as a corrective that better
supports the individuals’ search for meaning and their contribution to the common good,
arguing that the two go hand in hand, and so they cannot be separated.

Routledge
Market: Business & Management
April 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 224pp
Hb: 978-0-367-19768-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-19769-8: £36.99
eBook: 978-0-429-24316-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367197681

Routledge
Market: Business & Management
April 2022: 6 x 9: 184pp
Hb: 978-0-367-72439-9: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-15481-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367724399
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Tactics for Racial Justice
Building an Antiracist Organization and Community
Shannon Joyce Prince
Series: Giving Voice to Values
This is not a book of anti-racist theory but antiracist tactics –
tactics that anyone, of any race, can use to strike a blow against
injustice. Antiracism is not about what we feel but what we do,
and there are specific techniques we can use to create a just
world. You’ll get a blueprint on how to dismantle systemic racism
community by community, workplace by workplace,
organization by organization – and examples of what not to do.

Routledge
Market: Business and Management
January 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 142pp
Hb: 978-0-367-70026-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-70028-7: £26.99
eBook: 978-1-003-14429-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367700263
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The Handbook of Ethical Purchasing
Principles and Practice
Rob Harrison
From plastics to palm oil and from carbon footprints to modern
slavery, buying ethically has now fully captured the public
interest. The Handbook of Ethical Purchasing is designed to help
people understand this new movement, its political background
and, most importantly, how to become involved more effectively.
By looking at companies, governments, citizens and campaigners
in turn, this book operates as a practical handbook for people
across all industries and sectors to become involved in the
important changes that need to be made.

Routledge
Market: Business and Management
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 226pp
Hb: 978-1-032-05994-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-05995-2: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-20018-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032059945

Browse and order online:
www.routledge.com
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Corporate Volunteering, Responsibility and
Employee Entrepreneurship

Driving Entrepreneurship in Southeast Asia

Aldona Glińska-Neweś, Nicolaus Copernicus University,
Torun, Poland. and Beata Glinka, University of Warsaw,
Poland.
Series: Routledge Studies in Entrepreneurship and Small Business
Supporting employee entrepreneurship is among major
challenges contemporary organizations face. Many facets of
corporate entrepreneurship are investigated, and the body of
knowledge in the field is growing rapidly; nevertheless, there
are still knowledge and research gaps to be filled. The main goal
of this book is to explain relationships between corporate
volunteering and employee entrepreneurship in
organisations. The book offers a framework showing the role of
CSR practices in shaping entrepreneurial and innovative
employees’ behaviour. This book is aimed mainly at postgraduates, researchers and
academics in the fields of entrepreneurship and corporate volunteering.
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Edited by Vanessa Ratten, La Trobe University, Australia
Series: Routledge Studies in Entrepreneurship
Southeast Asia is one of the most dynamic and entrepreneurial regions in the world. Despite
its entrepreneurial nature, the study of entrepreneurship has largely been on North America
and Europe. This book showcases the entrepreneurial capabilities that are taking place in
Southeast Asia from a digital innovation perspective. The comprehensive coverage of
different countries within Southeast Asia regarding their entrepreneurial initiatives will
enrich the existing literature and will be a useful reference to scholars researching on
entrepreneurship.
Routledge
Market: Business Management
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 152pp
Hb: 978-1-032-19771-5: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-26078-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032197715

Routledge
Market: Business & Management
November 2021: 6 x 9: 144pp
Hb: 978-1-032-04811-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-19475-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032048116
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Death and Funeral Practices in Russia

Entrepreneurship and Culture

Sergei Mokhov
Series: Routledge International Focus on Death and Funeral Practices

The New Social Paradigm

Built on original ethnographic research conducted by the author, this book offers a highly
detailed and comprehensive account of funerary history and practices in Russia. Death and
Funeral Practices in Russia provides rich data on mortality statistics, trends in the funeral
market in contemporary Russia, the legal framework of funerary practices, as well as regional
and demographic disparities. A truly unique offering, the book is essential reading for
academics, policy makers and practitioners interested in the history, legal, technical and
professional aspects of the funerary industry in Russia.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management / Sociology
November 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 106pp
Hb: 978-0-367-72152-7: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-15367-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367721527

Alf H. Walle
Series: Routledge Advances in Management and Business Studies
The classic and dominant paradigm of entrepreneurship emphasizes the relatively universal
and homogeneous responses of a small, but influential, minority as they make unique and
breakthrough contributions. Today, state of the art research is tempering and transcending
this classic vision by acknowledging a wider array of cultural, psychological, and
environmental contexts, influences, and responses. This monograph contributes to this
research stream by viewing entrepreneurs within a cultural perspective and advocating
viewing entrepreneurship in "culturally competent" ways.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
February 2022: 6 x 9: 232pp
Hb: 978-1-032-02539-1: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-18382-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032025391
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Entrepreneurship and the Creation of Organization

Design-Centered Entrepreneurship

Daniel Hjorth, Copenhagen Business School, Denmark and Robin Holt
Series: Routledge Studies in Entrepreneurship

Min Basadur, McMaster University, Canada., Michael Goldsby and Rob Mathews
Grounded in extensive research and field-testing, Design-Centered Entrepreneurship
presents a concise, problem-solving approach to developing a unique business concept.
Step-by-step guidelines provide insight into exploring market problem spaces, uncovering
overlooked opportunities, reframing customer problems, creating business solutions, and
sustaining success and an entrepreneurial culture.
This second edition has been updated to include social entrepreneurship, more international
examples and enhanced support materials. The digital supplements include a virtual
Creative Problem Solving Profile, slides and an instructor manual.
Routledge
Market: Business
April 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 304pp
Hb: 978-1-032-07016-2: £140.00
Pb: 978-1-032-07010-0: £49.99
eBook: 978-1-003-20499-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032070162

Complimentary Exam Copy

e-Inspection

By re-imagining, re-thinking, and re-writing entrepreneurship, this book develops a process
theory of entrepreneurship by exploring how key concepts in such a theory – affect, desire,
assemblage – allow us to think about entrepreneurship differently. This makes a significant
contribution to bridging the fields of entrepreneurship and organization studies. Using
literature and literary characters and their stories as main sources, entrepreneurship research
is here revitalized, and the result provides students of entrepreneurship processes with
new conceptual opportunities.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
April 2022: 6 x 9: 264pp
Hb: 978-1-138-88697-1: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-315-71445-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138886971
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Fashion Entrepreneurship

Team Academy

The Creation of the Global Fashion Business

Leadership and Teams

Neri Karra, IESEG University, France
This book provides the first authoritative history of the global
fashion industry, from its emergence to the present day, with a
focus on the entrepreneurs at the nucleus of many of the world's
influential brands. It shows how successive generations of
entrepreneurs built and developed the brands too,
democratizing access to fashion brands and extending fashion's
reach.
This book includes case studies and interviews that Neri
Karra have conducted over 10 years with designers, managers,
CEOs, and influential figures in fashion. It explores the emerging
culture of street style and blogging, comparing that to the dawn
of the nineteenth-century fashion brands and industry.
Routledge
Market: Entrepreneurship
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 256pp
Hb: 978-1-138-20860-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-138-20861-2: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-315-45877-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138208605

Edited by Elinor Vettraino, Aston University, UK and Berrbizne Urzelai, University of
the West of England, UK
Series: Routledge Focus on Team Academy
Within Entrepreneurship Education, Team Academy is seen by some as an innovative
pedagogical model that enhances social connectivity, as well as experiential,
student-centred and team-based learning. It also creates spaces for transformative learning
to occur. This book explores the concepts of leadership and teams in the context of TA.
This book is aimed at academics, practitioners, and learners engaged in the Team Academy
methodology, pedagogy and model, as well as those interested in the area of
entrepreneurial team learning.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
December 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 154pp
Hb: 978-0-367-75597-3: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16312-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367755973
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Growth

Team Academy and Entrepreneurship Education

Building a Successful Consultancy in the Digital Age
Joe O'Mahoney, Cardiff University, UK.
Nearly half of small consultancies fail within their first five years,
but over 250 are sold every month. How do you ensure you are
in the right group? How can you successfully grow a consulting
firm? How do you maximise the value of your consultancy for
an exit?
This is the first evidence-based book to tackle these questions.
Based upon interviews with 72 founders who grew and sold
their firms, two international surveys, and a long career
researching and advising consultancies, Professor Joe O’Mahoney
provides a detailed, evidence-based approach to successful
growth and exit for consultancies.
Routledge
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 256pp
Hb: 978-0-367-71083-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-71084-2: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-14921-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367710835

Edited by Elinor Vettraino, Aston University, UK and Berrbizne Urzelai, University of
the West of England, UK
Series: Routledge Focus on Team Academy
Within Entrepreneurship Education, Team Academy is seen by some as an innovative
pedagogical model that enhances social connectivity, as well as experiential,
student-centred and team-based learning. It also creates spaces for transformative learning
to occur. This book examines the place and purpose of the TA model in entrepreneurship
education, and indicates how and why the model has grown in popularity and interest
over the last three decades. This book is aimed at academics, practitioners, and learners
engaged in the Team Academy methodology.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
November 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 130pp
Hb: 978-0-367-75591-1: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16309-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367755911
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Reputation Management and Family Business

Team Academy in Diverse Settings

Zdzisława Dacko-Pikiewicz, WSB University, Poland.
Series: Routledge Studies in Management, Organizations and
Society
Corporate reputation is important in gaining long-term
competitive advantage and building company value. Thus, the
author points out the need to manage reputation, which, due
to its complex nature and multidimensional character, is a serious
and difficult challenge. The author develops a strategic model
for family business reputation management. The developed
model can undoubtedly be seen as a pioneering contribution
to research into the competitiveness of enterprises. The book
will therefore be useful to researchers, students and managers
who are interested in decision-making in family businesses,
entrepreneurship and small business management, and leadership studies.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
November 2021: 6 x 9: 242pp
Hb: 978-1-032-12776-7: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-22621-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032127767

Edited by Berrbizne Urzelai, University of the West of England, UK and Elinor
Vettraino, Aston University, UK
Series: Routledge Focus on Team Academy
Within Entrepreneurship Education, Team Academy is seen by some as an innovative
pedagogical model that enhances social connectivity, as well as experiential,
student-centred and team-based learning. It also creates spaces for transformative learning
to occur. In this book the TA model is examined outside of the traditional TA based
settings in different countries, and the legacy that this has left in learners and practitioners
who have engaged with the model. This book is aimed at academics, practitioners, and
learners engaged in the Team Academy methodology, pedagogy and model.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
January 2022: 5.5 x 8.5: 160pp
Hb: 978-0-367-75601-7: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16317-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367756017

Browse and order online:
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Team Academy in Practice

The Quest for Wealth

Edited by Berrbizne Urzelai, University of the West of England, UK and Elinor
Vettraino, Aston University, UK
Series: Routledge Focus on Team Academy

6 Steps for Making Mindful Money Choices

Within Entrepreneurship Education, Team Academy is seen by some as an innovative
pedagogical model that enhances social connectivity, as well as experiential,
student-centred and team-based learning. It also creates spaces for transformative learning
to occur. This book includes chapters from contributors working with the TA methodology
in academic institutions around the world that discuss the challenges, benefits and
approaches to embedding the TA methodology in practice. This book is aimed at academics,
practitioners, and learners engaged in the Team Academy methodology, pedagogy and
model.
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James R Langabeer
Have you ever made a terrible money choice? Like most people, you are probably living
paycheck to paycheck and wondering if you will ever be able to retire or get out of debt.
You might find yourself working an extra job and still not getting ahead.
Productivity Press
Market: Business & Management
April 2022: 6 x 9: 200pp
Hb: 978-1-032-13993-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-13992-0: £24.99
eBook: 978-1-003-23184-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032139937

Routledge
Market: Business & Management
January 2022: 5.5 x 8.5: 168pp
Hb: 978-0-367-75595-9: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16311-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367755959
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The Dynamics of Entrepreneurial Ecosystems

Women, Entrepreneurship and Development in the
Middle East

Edited by Allan O’Connor, Colin Mason, Morgan P. Miles and David Audretsch
This book aims to provide new approaches to analysing and thinking about how
entrepreneurial ecosystems develop and evolve over time as well as shed light on the
relatively unexplored area of entrepreneurship ecosystem dynamics. Each chapter outlines
a particular perspective and/or a unique case drawn from a range of countries that
collectively reveal the dynamics of an ever-changing entrepreneurial ecosystem.
The chapters were originally published as a special issue of the journal, Entrepreneurship
and Regional Development.
Routledge
Market: Business and Management
December 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 164pp
Hb: 978-1-032-15616-3: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-24496-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032156163
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Edited by Beverly Dawn Metcalfe, Bettina Lynda Bastian and Haya Al-Dajani
Series: Gender, Race, and Diversity in Organizations
While the Middle East as a region has seen a small growth in entrepreneurship for women,
and business scholarship on the Middle East has grown, there is no text in English that has
brought critical insights from the Middle East together in a single volume. In examining
women’s entrepreneurship in the Middle East, this book aims to challenge Global North
assumptions about the disempowering impacts of Islamic Shari’a and governance. It will
be of interest to researchers, academics, and students in the fields of entrepreneurship,
gender, work and organizations.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
December 2021: 6 x 9: 324pp
Hb: 978-0-367-63722-4: £130.00
eBook: 978-1-003-12040-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367637224

The Persistence of Entrepreneurship Myths
Reclaiming Enterprise
Simon Bridge, University of Ulster, UK
Series: Routledge Studies in Entrepreneurship and Small Business
Triggered largely by claims that small businesses were the main
source of new jobs, an ‘explosion’ of interest in enterprise,
entrepreneurs and small business has led to the establishment
of a conventional wisdom about enterprise. This book examines
the conventional wisdom around enterprise, entrepreneurs and
small businesses and illustrates not only why and how this could
have evolved, but also why it could be based on a set of mistaken
assumptions. It will therefore be of interest to researchers,
academics, students and policy makers in the fields of enterprise
and entrepreneurship.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
November 2021: 6 x 9: 176pp
Hb: 978-1-032-12811-5: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-22633-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032128115
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Organisation Studies and Human Resource
Management
An Educator's Handbook
Edited by Kate Black, Northumbria University, UK and Russell
Warhurst, Northumbria University, UK
This book advances educational understanding and practice in
Organisation Studies and HRM. It develops new theoretical
perspectives on learning in OSHRM and introduces and evaluates
a range of educational approaches, methods and techniques
to advance teaching and assessment and student learning in
the field.

Routledge
Market: Business & Management
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 326pp
Hb: 978-0-367-20689-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-20690-1: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-429-26293-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367206895
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Solarnomics
Setting Up and Managing a Profitable Solar Business
David Wright
Solar power has come of age. Not only has it become one of the key alternatives to fossil
fuels, it can now be deployed in a way that makes a viable business with a financial profit.
This book shows industry professionals and students how to do just that. The book shows
how to estimate costs and revenues, how to tweak the design of a project to improve
profitability, how to calculate return on investment, how to assess and deal with risk, how
to raise capital, how to combine solar with batteries to make a hybrid microgrid, and how
to be prepared for future developments in the evolving smart electricity grid.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
April 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 260pp
Hb: 978-1-032-20145-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-20143-6: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-26243-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032201450
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Triple Value Leadership
Creating Sustainable Value for Your Business, Your Customers and
Society
Sander Tideman
With the sustainability emergency, businesses can no longer give priority to commercial
interests (and financial gains) and close its eyes to societal and environmental interests.
We need a new, higher perspective to close the gap. We need to formulate a new business
logic and a sustainable value creation method for sustainable business, for their customers
and society—i.e., all business stakeholders, as well as the planet. This book will do just
that. It will also offer you a leadership journey – an adventure that will transform the way
to think, feel and execute the new perspective in your company.
Routledge
Market: Business
May 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 168pp
Hb: 978-0-367-63446-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-63478-0: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-11930-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367634469

Browse and order online:
www.routledge.com
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From Safety to Safety Science

3rd Edition

The Evolution of Thinking and Practice

Talking Health, Safety and Wellbeing

Paul Swuste, Delft University of Technology, Netherlands,
Jop Groeneweg, Leiden University, Netherlands, Frank W.
Guldenmund, Delft University of Technology, Netherlands,
Coen van Gulijk, University of Huddersfield, Faculty of
Computing Engineering, Huddersfield, UK, Saul Lemkowitz,
Delft University of Technology, Netherlands, Yvette
Oostendorp, Council for the Environment and Infrastructure
(RLI), The Netherlands and Walter Zwaard, Private
consultant, Netherlands
From Safety to Safety Science details 150 years of knowledge
development in the safety sciences. The authors have rigorously
extracted the essence of safety knowledge development from
more than 2,500 articles to provide a unique overview and insight into the background
and usability of safety theories, as well as modelling how they developed and how they
are used today. Extensive appendices and references provide an additional dimension to
support further scholarly work in this field.
Routledge
Market: Health & Safety
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 430pp
Hb: 978-0-367-43122-8: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-00137-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367431228

Building an Empowering Culture in a Post-COVID World
Tim Marsh
The book considers what makes an excellent face-to-face health
and safety contact on the workplace, and why these contacts
are a fundamental building block of any strong, caring and
empowering workplace culture. It stresses the vital importance
of inquiry, empathy and analysis in understanding what
employees need to mitigate risk factors around safety and mental
health. Written in an accessible and engaging manner, this book
is an ideal read for any frontline supervisor, HR manager, mental
health first aider, safety rep or company director.

Routledge
Market: Business / Health, Safety & Welfare
October 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 142pp
Hb: 978-1-032-01231-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-00630-7: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17778-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032012315

4th Edition

International Health and Safety at Work
Phil Hughes MBE, MBE, MSc, CFIOSH, and Ed Ferrett, PhD,
BSc (Hons Eng), CEng, MIMechE, MIET, CMIOSH,
International Health and Safety at Work has been specially written
in simple English for the thousands of students who complete
the NEBOSH International General Certificate in Health and Safety
each year. Fully revised in alignment with the 2019 syllabus, this
fourth edition provides students with all they need to tackle the
course with confidence. This book remains the most effective
tool for those working to fit international health and safety
standards to local needs and practice.

Routledge
Market: Health & Safety
November 2021: 8.27 x 11.69: 596pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64633-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-62780-5: £39.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12554-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367646332

3rd Edition

International Health and Safety at Work Revision
Guide
Ed Ferrett, PhD, BSc (Hons Eng), CEng, MIMechE, MIET,
CMIOSH,
This companion to the renowned International Health and Safety
at Work textbook by Hughes and Ferrett is an essential revision
aid for students preparing for their written assessments on the
NEBOSH International General Certificate in Occupational Health
and Safety. Now in its third edition, the International Health and
Safety Revision Guide, written by the renowned health and safety
author and former NEBOSH Vice Chairman Ed Ferrett, is an
invaluable tool for students as they prepare for their NEBOSH
exam and for their subsequent health and safety work.
Routledge
Market: Health & Safety
November 2021: 218pp
Hb: 978-0-367-52502-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-52501-9: £23.99
eBook: 978-1-003-05819-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367525026
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Basic Statistical Techniques for Medical and Other
Professionals

Fatal Solution

A Course in Statistics to Assist in Interpreting Numerical Data
David J. Smith
We are bombarded with statistical data each and every day, and
healthcare professionals are no exception. All segments of
healthcare rely on data provided by insurance companies,
consultants, research firms, and the federal government to help
them make a host of decisions regarding the delivery of medical
services.

How a Healthcare System Used Tragedy to Transform Itself and Redefine
Just Culture
Jan M. Davies, MsC, MD, FRCPC, Carmella Steinke, RRT, BHS(RT), MPA and W. Ward
Flemons, MD, FRCPC
In this provocative true story of tragedy the authors recount the journey travelled and what
was learned by, at the time, Canada’s largest fully integrated health region. They weave
this story together with the theory about why things fall apart and how to put them back
together again.
Productivity Press
Market: Business & Management: Healthcare Management
May 2022: 6 x 9: 280pp
Hb: 978-1-032-02813-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-02808-8: £30.99
eBook: 978-1-003-18530-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032028132

Productivity Press
Market: Business & Management: Healthcare
October 2021: 6 x 9: 136pp
Hb: 978-1-032-11495-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-11494-1: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-22013-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032114958
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4th Edition

Designing Green Spaces for Health

Health Informatics

Using Plants to Reduce the Spread of Airborne Viruses

Multidisciplinary Approaches for Current and Future Professionals
Edited by Salvatore Volpe
Series: HIMSS Book Series

Stevie Famulari
This book focuses on using plants in spatial design to reduce or remove the infectiousness
of viruses in different working and living spaces. It presents strategies of interior and exterior
green designs with plants that are likely effective for the flu virus tolerance and reduction
of infectiousness.

This fourth edition of HIMSS' award-winning, bestseller explores
how clinicians, patients, and health IT stakeholders are
collaborating to support high-value care through health IT. The
revised and updated Fourth Edition continues to explore
information technologies applied in hospital settings, at the
physician's office and in patients' homes to provide high-value
patient care. Developed for healthcare executives, the book
looks at how clinicians, patients and health IT stakeholders are
collaborating on a 'team-based,' IT-enabled approach to
healthcare in today’s world of meaningful use and accountable

Productivity Press
Market: Business and Management / Workspaces / Sustainable Design
December 2021: 8.25 x 11: 184pp
Hb: 978-0-367-68314-6: £115.00
Pb: 978-0-367-68313-9: £45.99
eBook: 978-1-003-13688-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367683146

care.
Productivity Press
Market: Business & Management
February 2022: 7 x 10: 408pp
Hb: 978-1-138-39088-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-20774-2: £59.99
eBook: 978-0-429-42310-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138390881
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2nd Edition

EHR Governance

Health Information Technology Evaluation
Handbook

A Practical Guide to User Centric, Consensus Driven Optimization
Paula Scariati
Series: HIMSS Book Series
Organizations spend large amounts of money to purchase, deploy and optimize their EHRs.
They are not plug-n-play systems. This requires commitment to an ongoing improvement
cycle that, when done well, responds to the people and process as well as the platform.
Productivity Press
May 2022: 7 x 10: 216pp
Hb: 978-0-367-44225-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-40392-8: £46.99
eBook: 978-1-003-00840-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367442255

From Meaningful Use to Meaningful Outcomes
Vitaly Herasevich, MD, PhD, MSc, Mayo Clinic, Department
of Anesthesiology, Rochester, Minnesota, USA and Brian W.
Pickering, MD, MSc, Mayo Clinic, Department of
Anesthesiology, Rochester, Minnesota, USA
Series: HIMSS Book Series
Governments and clinical providers are investing billions of
dollars in health information technologies (HIT). This is being
done with the expectation that HIT adoption will translate into
healthier patients experiencing better care at lower cost.

Productivity Press
Market: Business & Management: Healthcare
November 2021: 7 x 10: 198pp
Hb: 978-0-367-48821-5: £61.99
eBook: 978-1-003-04296-9
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-498-76647-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367488215
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3rd Edition

Healthcare Security
Solutions for Management, Operations, and Administration

Nursing and Informatics for the 21st Century,
Book 1

Anthony Luizzo and Bernard J. Scaglione

Realizing Digital Health - Bold Challenges and Opportunities for Nursing

What tools will be necessary for healthcare security professionals and all security
professionals to meet the demands of the transforming security environment. Security
professionals need new tools and programs to adapt security services to the "New Normal."

Edited by Connie White Delaney, Charlotte Weaver and Joyce Sensmeier, HIMSS,
Chicago, Illinois, USA
Series: HIMSS Book Series

Productivity Press
Market: Business & Management: Healthcare
March 2022: 7 x 10: 256pp
Hb: 978-1-032-10549-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-10547-5: £38.99
eBook: 978-1-003-21585-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032105499

In just the past decade, the emergence of digital health has finally become palpable.
Enhanced by the pandemic, social justice events, and planetary urgency, this book explores
that evolution with a focus on capturing the current state of digital health.
Productivity Press
Market: Healthcare Management
May 2022: 7 x 10: 272pp
Hb: 978-0-367-51689-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-51688-8: £69.99
eBook: 978-1-003-05484-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367516895
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How Data Can Manage Global Health Pandemics

Nursing and Informatics for the 21st Century,
Book 2

Analyzing and Understanding COVID-19

25

Nursing Education and Digital Health Strategies

Rupa Mahanti
Series: HIMSS Book Series
This book entitled “How Data Can Manage Global Health Pandemics: Analyzing and
Understanding COVID-19” provides guidance on these topics. While there are a few books
on pandemics and COVID-19, role of technologies in pandemics, none of the books talk
about all the above topics with special emphasis on data.
Productivity Press
Market: Business & Management: Healthcare
April 2022: 7 x 10: 232pp
Hb: 978-1-032-22030-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-22024-6: £59.99
eBook: 978-1-003-27091-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032220307

Edited by Connie Delaney, Charlotte Weaver, Joyce Sensmeier, Lisiane Pruinelli
and Patrick Weber
Series: HIMSS Book Series
Nursing and Informatics for the 21st Century Series is a critical resource in chronicling the
huge historical shift in nursing linked to the explosion of EHR national and international
strategies and health policies around the globe.
Productivity Press
Market: Business & Management: Nursing Informatic
May 2022: 7 x 10: 272pp
Hb: 978-1-032-24978-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-24972-8: £69.99
eBook: 978-1-003-28100-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032249780
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Mobile Medicine

Nursing and Informatics for the 21st Century,
Book 3

Overcoming People, Culture, and Governance
Edited by Sherri Douville

Innovation, Technology, and Applied Informatics for Nurses

No topic in healthcare technology is more urgent and yet more
elusive to date than mobile computing in medicine. It adheres
to no boundaries, stagnates in silos, and demands not just the
attention of dedicated professionals, but also teams of teams.

Edited by Connie Delaney, Charlotte Weaver, Joyce Sensmeier, Lisiane Pruinelli
and Patrick Weber
Series: HIMSS Book Series

Productivity Press
Market: Business & Management: Healthcare Management
November 2021: 7 x 10: 340pp
Hb: 978-1-032-11564-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-65150-3: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-22047-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032115641
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Each book in the series examines the revolution that has occurred in nursing and explores
the role IT continues to play in this transformation, with a thoughtful examination of nursing
practice, science and research, and education.
Productivity Press
Market: Business & Management: Nursing Informatics
May 2022: 7 x 10: 264pp
Hb: 978-1-032-24981-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-24980-3: £69.99
eBook: 978-1-003-28101-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032249810
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4th Edition

Organisation Development in Healthcare

The CPHIMS Review Guide

A Critical Appraisal for OD Practitioners

Preparing for Success in Healthcare Information and Management
Systems

John Edmonstone
Organizational development as a practice involves an ongoing,
systematic process of implementing effective organizational
change. OD is both a field of applied science focused on
understanding and managing organizational change and a field
of scientific study and inquiry.

Productivity Press
Market: Business & Management: Healthcare Management
November 2021: 6 x 9: 216pp
Hb: 978-0-367-76515-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-76514-9: £46.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16731-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367765156

Healthcare Information & Management Systems Society
(HIMSS) and Mara Daiker
Series: HIMSS Book Series
Whether you're taking the CPHIMS exam, or simply want the
most current and comprehensive overview in healthcare
information and management systems today - this completely
revised and updated fourth edition has it all. But for those
preparing for the CPHIMS exam, this book is an ideal study
partner. The content reflects the exam content outline covering
healthcare and technology environments; systems analysis,
design, selection, implementation, support, maintenance, testing,
evaluation, privacy and security; and administration leadership management. Candidates
can challenge themselves with the sample multiple choice questions at the end of the
book.
Productivity Press
Market: Business & Management
December 2021: 248pp
Hb: 978-1-138-33743-5: £150.00
Pb: 978-1-138-32761-0: £150.00
eBook: 978-0-429-44239-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138337435
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Power from Within

The Power of Virtual Reality Cinema for Healthcare
Training

A Guide to Success as a Medical Malpractice Defense Expert
Jeffrey A. Krompier, Esq.
There is no end in sight to the frequency with which health care
providers become lawsuit targets in our litigious society. While
politicians, practioners, insurance companies and trial attorneys
debate the nation’s "malpractice crisis", suits continue to be filed.

Productivity Press
Market: Business & Management - Healthcare
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 176pp
Hb: 978-0-367-67738-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-67737-4: £38.99
eBook: 978-1-003-13260-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367677381

A Collaborative Guide for Medical Experts and Media Professionals
Edited by John Bowditch and Eric R. Williams
Cinematic Virtual Reality brings a combination of documentary,
narrative and game design principles to the medical profession
and, in the healthcare arena, collaboration is a key component
for creating intellectually- and emotionally- rich immersive
experiences.

Productivity Press
October 2021: 7 x 10: 272pp
Hb: 978-0-367-76823-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-76822-5: £38.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16868-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367768232
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Resilience in Healthcare Leadership

3rd Edition

Practical Strategies and Self-Assessment Tools for Identifying Strengths
and Weaknesses

The Project Manager's Guide to Health Information
Technology Implementation

Alan Belasen, PhD
Resilience in Healthcare Leadership is differentiated by offering
practical strategies and self-assessment instruments for
identifying strengths and weaknesses and for developing and
sustaining the performance of resilient leaders.

Productivity Press
Market: Business & Management: Healthcare Leadership
January 2022: 7 x 10: 196pp
Hb: 978-1-032-04204-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-04201-5: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-19092-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032042046

Susan M. Houston
Series: HIMSS Book Series
This book focuses on providing information on project
management specific for software implementations within the
healthcare industry. It can be used as a guide for beginners as
well as a reference for current project managers who might be
new to software implementations.

Productivity Press
Market: Business & Management
December 2021: 7 x 10: 278pp
Hb: 978-1-032-07388-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-07387-3: £38.99
eBook: 978-1-003-20666-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032073880
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Transforming Mental Healthcare
Applying Performance Improvement Methods to Mental Healthcare
Sunil Khushalani and Antonio DePaolo
Each of us working in the mental health system has grappled
with the inadequacies and shortcomings of our current system.
We have been reminded time and time again that our system
is fraught with quality and safety problems that leave patients
and their families at the receiving end of sub-standard care and
dissatisfied.

Productivity Press
Market: Business & Management
December 2021: 7 x 10: 190pp
Hb: 978-1-138-29746-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-07038-4: £38.99
eBook: 978-1-315-09922-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138297463
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4th Edition

A Beautiful Way to Coach

Coaching

Positive Psychology Coaching in Nature

Evoking Excellence in Others

Fiona Parashar

James Flaherty

Based on an award-winning framework, this accessible book introduces a new approach
to coaching, combining time-out in nature with positive psychology. The book invites and
inspires coaches and leaders alike to re-energise their style of executive coaching by
stepping beyond traditional techniques and out into nature. Included are detailed exercises,
journaling prompts, and easy-to-understand models, templates, scripts and action steps.
This book will be of particular interest to leadership and executive coaches, but also career,
entrepreneurship, business, relationship and life coaches, as well as leaders who are
mid-career or at a career or psychological crossroads.

Now in its fourth edition, the bestselling, seminal book by James Flaherty, Coaching: Evoking
Excellence in Others, is an insightful, thought-provoking guide that dissects the art and
science of coaching. It includes two brand new chapters: the first on finding one’s inner
guidance and purpose in traversing the world of work, especially in more uncertain working
environments; and the second is on the topic of somatic intelligence.

Routledge
Market: Business & Management
May 2022: 5.06 x 7.81: 232pp
Hb: 978-1-032-11602-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-11603-7: £26.99
eBook: 978-1-003-22065-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032116020

Routledge
Market: Business & Management
April 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 280pp
Hb: 978-1-032-07317-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-07318-7: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-20642-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032073170
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A Sense of Belonging at Work

Contemporary Employers’ Organizations

A Guide to Improving Well-being and Performance

Adaptation and Resilience

Lee Waller
Based on extensive research, this accessible and practical book
helps leaders understand the implications of belonging on our
wellbeing and performance and equips them with the insight
and tools to ensure their employees have a sense of belonging
at work. The book is designed for leaders in organisations who
are responsible for the performance and wellbeing of their teams
and for anyone who has experienced a sense of not belonging
and wants to understand how to develop a sense of belonging
now and in the future. It will also be of value to HR professionals
and coaches, who are seeking to develop positive, inclusive
workplaces.
Routledge
Market: Business and Management
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 154pp
Hb: 978-0-367-62314-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-62317-3: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-10884-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367623142

Edited by Leon Gooberman, University of Cardiff, UK and Marco Hauptmeier
Series: Routledge Research in Employment Relations
This book argues that employers’ organizations are resilient organizations that adapt to
changing circumstances by developing new practices. Adaptation has been prompted by
changing economic and social contexts, including state interventions and union activities.
Contexts vary over time, across countries and world regions. The purpose of the book is
to explore these variations and their impacts on employer organizations. The book will be
of interest to employment relations and sociology of work researchers, scholars, advanced
students and practitioners as it brings new perspectives to an understudied actor in
employment relations: employers’ organizations.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
April 2022: 6 x 9: 296pp
Hb: 978-0-367-61194-1: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-10457-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367611941
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Aligning Human Resources and Business Strategy
Linda Holbeche
In the new and thoroughly updated edition of her
ground-breaking book, Linda Holbeche answers this question
and provides the tools and insights to help HR managers and
directors add value to the organization by implementing
effective HR initiatives that are aligned to core business strategies.
Learn how you can strengthen and prove the relationship
between people strategy and business success through your
approach to performance and development and impress at the
highest levels with this new edition of an HR classic.

Routledge
Market: Business and Management
April 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 400pp
Hb: 978-1-032-11457-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-11458-3: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-21999-6
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-138-12783-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032114576

International HRM and Development in Emerging
Market Multinationals
Edited by Paresha Sinha, Waikato University, New Zealand, Parth Patel, Australian
Institute of Business, Adelaide, Australia and Verma Prikshat, Cardiff Metropolitan
University, UK
Series: Routledge Studies in Human Resource Development
Emerging multinational enterprises (or EMNEs) have made a huge impact on the
international business stage by internationalising at a rapid rate. And they have performed
remarkably well in both developing and developed countries. Accordingly, there is a
growing strand of literature on how EMNEs manage their international human resource
(IHRM) practices in different international contexts. This dedicated book will aim to provide
a holistic picture and contemporary insights on IHRM in emerging multinational enterprises.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
December 2021: 6 x 9: 356pp
Hb: 978-0-367-47826-1: £140.00
eBook: 978-1-003-05713-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367478261
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International Human Resource Management

Strategic Redundancy Implementation

Policies and Practices for Multinational Enterprises

Re-Focus, Re-Organise and Re-Build

Ibraiz Tarique, Pace University, USA., Dennis R. Briscoe,
(retired) University of San Diego, USA and Randall S. Schuler,
Rutgers University, USA.University of Lucerne, Switzerland
Series: Global HRM
The updated sixth edition of International Human Resource
Management is an authoritative resource that focuses on
international human resource management (IHRM) within
multinational enterprises (MNEs). The book includes fifteen
chapters with rich pedagogy students have come to expect and
is organized into four sections: Strategic Context, National and
Cultural Context, Global Talent Management and Role and the
Future of IHRM.
Routledge
Market: Human Resource Management
January 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 520pp
Hb: 978-1-138-48949-3: £130.00
Pb: 978-1-138-48950-9: £67.99
eBook: 978-0-429-44146-2
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-415-71052-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138489493
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Madeleine Stevens, Liverpool John Moores University
Redundancy, restructuring, downsizing. Whilst viewed as an uncomfortable topic by many,
guidance on how to implement a redundancy programme that is fair, proportionate and
ultimately leads to improved organisational performance has never been more needed.
This book fills this important gap. It takes the reader through a redundancy implementation
strategy – Re-Focus, Re-Organise and Re-Build – that incorporates the key aspects of
planning and analysis, fairness and justice, and preparing management for redundancy
implementation through training. Various helpful templates are included for employee
consultation, communication and training.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 288pp
Hb: 978-0-367-46570-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-17052-7: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-03041-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367465704
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Looking Beyond the Car in Front

5th Edition

A Guide to Making the Right Career Choices at the Right Time

The Dynamics of Managing Diversity and Inclusion

Grant Duncan, Korn Ferry | Organizational Consulting, Los
Angeles, USA.

Gill Kirton, Queen Mary University of London, UK and
Anne-marie Greene, De Montfort University, UK

How do you plot the best career path? How do you know you’re
heading in the right direction professionally? How do you
effectively make a shift into a new industry about which you
have little knowledge or experience? This book, written by
leading recruitment expert Grant Duncan, guides mid-career
and senior business executives in taking a more assertive and
strategic longer-term approach to career choices. No other
careers book includes insights from so many people who have
steered their careers to the top of their professions.

The Dynamics of Managing Diversity and Inclusion was one of the
first books to respond to growing academic coverage of the
topic of diversity management at degree level. This fifth edition
has been fully updated to reflect new working practices, labour
market data, organisational policies and developments in
equality and diversity law, as well as including new case studies
and analysis of current and emerging areas of debate in the UK
and across Europe.

Routledge
Market: Business & Management
December 2021: 5.06 x 7.81: 120pp
Hb: 978-1-032-13462-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-13463-5: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-22930-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032134628

Routledge
Market: Business & Management
December 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 336pp
Hb: 978-1-032-03048-7: £180.00
Pb: 978-1-032-02937-5: £51.99
eBook: 978-1-003-18639-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032030487
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Remote Working

The Handbook of Continuing Professional
Development for the Health Informatics
Professional

A Research Overview
Alan Felstead, University of Cardiff, UK
Series: State of the Art in Business Research
The coronavirus pandemic forced work back into the home on a massive scale. The
long-held belief that work and home are separate spheres of economic life was turned on
its head overnight. Many employees were new to this way of working and many employers
had to manage a disparate workforce for the first time. This book reviews what impact this
shift had on the lives of millions of employees, the organisations which employ them and
the societies in which they live. It will appeal to all those who want a quick and concise
introduction to the major themes associated with remote and hybrid working.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
January 2022: 5.5 x 8.5: 152pp
Hb: 978-1-032-16098-6: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-24705-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032160986
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Edited by JoAnn Klinedinst
Series: HIMSS Book Series
The Handbook of Continuing Professional
Development for the
nd
Health Informatics Professional, 2 edition can get you started on
your lifelong journey in professional development. There are
suggestions on a variety of topics and you are certain to find
many of interest.

Productivity Press
Market: Business & Management
February 2022: 7 x 10: 384pp
Hb: 978-0-367-02685-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-02678-3: £38.99
eBook: 978-0-429-39837-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367026851
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The Mentor’s Guide
Five Steps to Build a Successful Mentor Program
Laura Gail Lunsford
The definitive resource that pulls together evidence from
psychology, education, and organizational studies, this fully
updated second edition translates research into practice and
serves as a practical handbook on how to set up, run, and
evaluate any mentoring program. If you manage or support a
mentoring program, then this handbook is for you. Human
resource professionals across industries will gain ideas on how
to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of mentoring, while
administrators in higher education will value the content on
formal mentorship programs for faculty members, graduate
students, and undergraduates.
Routledge
Market: Business / Mentoring and coaching
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 262pp
Hb: 978-0-367-75755-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-75751-9: £52.95
eBook: 978-1-003-16386-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367757557
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The Neurodivergent Job Candidate
Recruiting Autistic Professionals
Marcia Scheiner and Joan Bogden
This book provides guidance on recruiting, interviewing, and
onboarding practices that will allow employers to successfully
hire neurodivergent professionals into inclusive, competitive
employment. Written by authors with extensive experience
working in the corporate world and consulting with Fortune
1000 companies on autism hiring efforts, this book is targeted
at employers, acknowledging their perspective. This book also
provides background on the thinking styles of autistic individuals,
giving the reader a deeper understanding of how to best support
neurodivergent jobseekers.
Routledge
Market: Human Resource Management
November 2021: 6 x 9: 200pp
Hb: 978-0-367-68389-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-68388-7: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-13730-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367683894
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Business Innovation

The Business Model Innovation Process

A Case Study Approach

Preparation, Organization and Management

Vijay Pandiarajan
This book takes a holistic approach to enterprise and innovation
opportunities and challenges by addressing the key questions
surrounding innovation – what, why, and how. It provides an
understanding of innovation models and why they are important
in the business context, considers sources of innovation, and
how to apply business frameworks using real world examples
of innovation-led businesses. Offering a truly comprehensive
and global approach, Business Innovation should be core or
recommended reading for advanced undergraduate,
postgraduate, MBA and Executive Education students studying
Innovation Management, Strategic Management and
Entrepreneurship.
Routledge
Market: Business and Management
January 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 312pp
Hb: 978-1-032-04167-4: £170.00
Pb: 978-1-032-04187-2: £49.99
eBook: 978-1-003-19083-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032041674

Yariv Taran, Aalborg University, Denmark., Harry Boer,
Aalborg University, Denmark. and Christian Nielsen, Aalborg
University, Denmark
Series: Routledge Studies in Innovation, Organizations and
Technology
The book offers a detailed account of the relatively unknown
process of business model innovation by looking into the
intersection of strategic, operations and innovation
management, organizational design, decision-making and
performance management. In doing so, this book addresses
fundamental issues, and introduces new ideas and theoretical
perspectives. In envisioning and thinking about various potential
scenarios of business model innovation and understanding how
to organize for each of these under different conditions, the book provides original
arguments and suggestions for practitioners.
Routledge
Market: Business
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 250pp
Hb: 978-1-032-10388-4: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-21509-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032103884
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Critical Perspectives on Innovation Management

The Innovation Engine for Growth

The Bright and Dark Sides of Innovative Firms

An Actionable Roadmap to Thriving in a Hyper-Competitive World

Edited by Patryk Dziurski, Warsaw School of Economics,
Poland
Series: Routledge Advances in Management and Business
Studies
Most firms perceive innovation as the best way to grow.
However, how it can best be manged is still uncleared. While
the number of publications on innovation has skyrocketed over
the past two decades, it is still increasingly difficult to gain an
overview of its most critical aspects. It has been even more
challenging that much has been written about the possible
benefits of innovation, but there is still lack of understanding of
its downsides at the innovative firm level. This book will be
valuable to researchers, academics, managers, and advanced
students in the fields of management studies, strategy, and organizational studies.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
November 2021: 6 x 9: 170pp
Hb: 978-1-032-06785-8: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-20384-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032067858

Sanjay Mazumdar and Cheryl Perkins
Written by experts on innovation and growth, this book provides
the necessary tools to systematically develop and sustain
profitable innovation pipelines.
Managers and leaders will welcome the innovation insights and
examples, as well as the templates to build an organization’s
plan to diagnose patterns of innovation, identify opportunities,
and apply emerging innovations in their own industries and
businesses.

Routledge
Market: Business / Innovation
November 2021: 6 x 9: 202pp
Hb: 978-1-032-01253-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-01256-8: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17790-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032012537
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Innovation and Entrepreneurship in the Academia

Winning Innovation

Edited by Erik E. Lehmann, Augsberg University, Germany, Michele Meoli and Stefano
Paleari

How Innovation Excellence Propels an Industry Icon Toward Sustained
Prosperity

This book aims to contribute to the understanding and evaluation of the processes through
which innovative knowledge is created and translated to entrepreneurial technological
advantage in higher education institutions. It will be of relevance to scholars, students and
researchers interested in Entrepreneurship, Higher Education, Economics and Technology
Management.
The chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of the journal, Industry
& Innovation
Routledge
Market: Business
December 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 172pp
Hb: 978-1-032-15878-5: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-24605-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032158785
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Norbert Majerus and George Taninecz
An engaging business novel, Winning Innovation dives into the art and science of
innovation; the thrills of the European bike-racing circuit; the vibrant landscape and cuisine
of Italy; and a cast of intriguing characters who work to put Testa on the road to sustained
prosperity.
Productivity Press
Market: Business and Management / Innovation / Product Development
March 2022: 7 x 10: 352pp
Hb: 978-1-032-13990-6: £125.00
Pb: 978-1-032-13989-0: £38.99
eBook: 978-1-003-23183-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032139906
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Asia's Social Entrepreneurs

Competition, Strategy, and Innovation

Do Well, Do Good... Do Sustainably

The Impact of Trends in Business and the Consumer World

Edited by Howard Thomas and Havovi Joshi
This book presents a collection of ten case studies that
demonstrate the important role played by social enterprises in
driving inclusive growth in Asia’s economies. The ten case studies
in the book provide a ring-side view of how social enterprises
operate and evolve to create, sustain and scale up their social
impact. The readers will gain a practical understanding of how
social entrepreneurs struggle to maintain a balance between
their two seemingly contradictory goals of creating social value
and generating economic returns.

Routledge
Market: Business and Management
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 160pp
Hb: 978-1-032-06729-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-06731-5: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-20358-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032067292

Edited by Rafał Śliwiński, Poznan University of Economics
and Business, Poland and Łukasz Puślecki, Poznan University
of Economics and Business, Poland
Series: Routledge Advances in Management and Business
Studies
Understanding the latest trends and technologies and their
impact on enterprises, organizations or state administrations is
essential to successfully develop a business in the age of Industry
4.0. This book presents a unique selection of topics and offers
the reader an understanding of the implications of the newest
technologies such as Artificial Intelligence (AI), Internet of Things
(IoT), Augmented Reality (AR) and new trends like social media
and sustainable competitiveness in business. It will be of value
to researchers, academics, professionals, and students in the fields of economics,
management, international business.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
November 2021: 6 x 9: 248pp
Hb: 978-1-032-06890-9: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-20434-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032068909
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Business History

Cross-Cultural Challenges of Managing ‘One Belt
One Road’ Projects

A Research Overview
John F. Wilson, Northumbria University, UK, Ian G. Jones, Northumbria University,
Steven Toms, University of Leeds, UK, Anna Tilba, Durham University, UK, Emily
Buchnea, Northumbria University, UK and Nicholas Wong
Series: State of the Art in Business Research
The evolution of business history offers some radical ways forward for a discipline which
is rich in potential. This shortform book offers an expert overview of how the field has
relevance for contemporary business studies as well as the social sciences more broadly,
as well as practitioners interested in historical perspectives. The work here presented
provides a concise and easily digestible overview of the topic which will be of interest to
scholars, researchers and advanced students focusing on the evolution of business history
and its impact on the way the world conducts business today.
Routledge
Market: Business / History
January 2022: 5.5 x 8.5: 152pp
Hb: 978-1-138-32698-9: £44.99
eBook: 978-0-429-44953-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138326989

The Experience of the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
Arshia Mukhtar, University of South Australia, Australia, Ying Zhu, University of South
Australia, Australia, You-il Lee, University of South Australia, Australia, Mary Bambacas,
University of South Australia, Australia and S.Tamer Cavusgil, Georgia State University,
USA
Series: Routledge Advances in Management and Business Studies
The China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) is a flagship program of China’s ‘One Belt
One Road’ initiative, created to boost economic cooperation between China and Pakistan
with significant political and economic implications in the region. This book looks at critical
issues when developing capabilities of cross-cultural management, adaptation and
adjustment through cross-cultural understanding and network building from the CPEC
case study. In an increasingly globalised world in which the practice of working with people
from multiple cultural background is more of a norm, this book will be a useful reference
for those who are interested to achieve success in multi-cultural settings.
Routledge
Market: Management
April 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 168pp
Hb: 978-1-032-14735-2: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-24081-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032147352
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Business Models and Firm Internationalisation

Cultural Spaces in International Business

Edited by Christian Nielsen, Aalborg University, Denmark, Svetla T. Marinova and
Marin A. Marinov
Series: Routledge Frontiers in the Development of International Business, Management
and Marketing

Theories and Applications

Internationalisation has been a binding request for firms dealing with the challenges of
the present-day realities. Extant international business publications have recently begun
to point out the relationship between the notions of ‘business model’ and
‘internationalisation’, yet the filed needs considerably more attention. The core aim of this
book is to provide a comprehensive analysis of the ways in which business models and
internationalisation impact one another in the process of initiating and expanding
international business activities. It will, therefore, be of interest to researchers, academics
and advanced students in the fields of international business and management.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
December 2021: 6 x 9: 224pp
Hb: 978-1-032-06875-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-20426-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032068756

Edited by Taran Patel and Ahmad M. Salih
Series: Routledge Studies in International Business and the World Economy
This book distinguishes itself from other books on Culture in International Business (CIB)
studies in two important ways: it illustrates how Mary Douglas’s Cultural Theory framework
can be used to explore different aspects of international business, and it focuses on the
complexities of the applied side of culture, while simultaneously emphasizing the dynamicity
and diversity of culture. It will be of interest to researchers, academics, and students in the
fields of cross-cultural management, international business, human resource management.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
April 2022: 6 x 9: 144pp
Hb: 978-0-367-46922-1: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-03636-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367469221

Browse and order online:
www.routledge.com
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International Business
Oded Shenkar, Ohio State University, USA, Yadong Luo,
University of Miami, USA and Tailan Chi, University of Kansas,
USA
This fully revised and updated fourth edition of International
Business offers an action-focused, practical approach to the topic,
helping students understand the global business environment
and its repercussions for executives. The book provides thorough
coverage, delving into fundamental concepts and theory; the
cultural, political, and economic environment; international
business strategies; and even functional management areas.

Routledge
Market: International Business
December 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 772pp
Hb: 978-0-367-47237-5: £200.00
Pb: 978-0-367-46673-2: £79.99
eBook: 978-1-003-03431-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367472375

Japanese Business Operations in an Uncertain
World
Edited by Anshuman Khare, Athabasca University, Canada,
Nobutaka Odake, Former Professor, Nagoya Institute of
Technology and Hiroki Ishikura, Osaka Gakuin University,
Japan
Series: Routledge Advances in Management and Business
Studies
This book looks at Japanese companies in manufacturing and
services sectors and how they are trying to emerge from the
prolonged uncertainty of the pandemic. The chapters are written
by those dealing with Japanese business under the shadow of
the pandemic and being influenced by the continuous and rapid
adoption of digital technologies in business and our daily lives.
Aimed at academics, researchers, and practitioners, Japanese Business Operations in an
Uncertain World will provide valuable insights into how Japanese organizations are adapting
to the dual impact of the pandemic and advancements in digital technologies.
Routledge
Market: Business
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 218pp
Hb: 978-1-032-10576-5: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-21604-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032105765

2nd Edition
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International Business

Marketing in Latin America and the Caribbean

Attitudes and Alternatives

Contemporary Case Studies

Alan Sitkin, Regents University, UK
This eagerly awaited update of a popular text has been
substantially revised and updated to incorporate developments
in the field of International Business. It continues to do so in Alan
Sitkin's characteristically direct, lively, and accessible style which
is ideal for introductory students.

Edited by Joseann Knight, The Univ. of the West Indies, Barbados, Fabrizio S. Noboa,
Univ. S. Francisco de Quito, Ecuador and Barney G. Pacheco, The Univ. of the West
Indies, Trinidad & Tobago
Latin America and the Caribbean are often placed in the same geographical and economic
grouping. However, too little is known in either region about the other’s business cultures
and marketplaces. This workis a casebook that analyses the marketing histories, challenges,
strategies and vision of small, medium and large indigenous businesses from South America,
Central America, Mexico and the Caribbean. Filling a gap in the literature by focusing on
this understudied region and its indigenous firms, this text is essential and recommended
reading for advanced undergraduate and postgraduate students studying International
Marketing, Marketing Management and Strategy.

Routledge
Market: Business / Management
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 526pp
Hb: 978-0-367-74680-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-74677-3: £54.99
eBook: 978-1-003-15905-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367746803

Routledge
Market: Business and Management/Marketing
March 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 208pp
Hb: 978-0-367-60905-4: £140.00
Pb: 978-0-367-60906-1: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-10247-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367609054
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Internationalisation and Strategic Control

Politics and Rhetoric of Italian State Steel
Privatization

An Industrial History
Morten Pedersen
Series: Routledge International Studies in Business History

A Gramscian Analysis

This book is a study of the emergence of international business. It immerses itself in the
topic of how companies can control income-generating assets in foreign countries, the
key element often used to define a multinational enterprise, and propounds the notion
that control of crucial dispositions by foreign companies can be achieved by other means
than direct foreign investment – cash flow and portfolio ownership. It will be of interest to
researchers, academics, and students in the fields of international business, business history
and globalisation.
Routledge
Market: Business / Business History
December 2021: 6 x 9: 256pp
Hb: 978-1-138-33311-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-0-429-44618-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138333116

Complimentary Exam Copy

e-Inspection

Edoardo Mollona, University of Bologna, Italy and Luca Pareschi, University of
Bologna, Italy
Series: Routledge International Studies in Business History
This book is the result of an investigation into the history of the privatization of the steel
industry in Italy, completed between 1994 and 1995. It explores the history of the Italian
steel industry by looking at the interplay of local intertwined interests, political relations,
and ideological formations that characterized an idiosyncratic hegemonic historical bloc. The
authors mobilise Gramsci’s theory of hegemony to explain how the Italian privatization
process unfolded. It will be of interest to researchers, academics, and students in the fields
of business history, economics, sociology and political science.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
April 2022: 6 x 9: 216pp
Hb: 978-1-138-34443-3: £120.00
eBook: 978-0-429-43851-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138344433

New in Paperback
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Science, Business and Universities
Cooperation, Knowledge Transfer and Entrepreneurship
Edited by Joanna Duda and Tomasz Bernat
Series: Routledge Studies in International Business and the World Economy
The aim of this publication is to indicate how cooperation between universities and business
can be implemented in an international dimension. It shows the role of modern universities
in supporting the development of enterprise and entire economies as well as the role of
modern enterprises that use resources located in universities (including knowledge
resources). This book is devoted to a specific area of cooperation between enterprises and
universities and will be of interest to researchers, academics, practitioners, and students in
the fields of entrepreneurship, knowledge management, international relations, and higher
education.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
April 2022: 6 x 9: 264pp
Hb: 978-1-032-19234-5: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-25827-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032192345
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South African Business in China
Navigating Institutions
Kelly Meng, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK
Series: Routledge Focus on Business and Management
Sino-African relations have evoked a great deal of geo-strategic interest in recent years.
Most attention has focused on China’s assistance to and growing involvement in the
economic development of several African nations. Far less emphasis has been placed on
Africans in China, and on African actors’ involvement in the Chinese economy, despite the
importance of both to genuinely bilateral economic relations. This is one of the first studies
to focus on South African foreign direct investment (FDI) in Mainland China.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
December 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 160pp
Hb: 978-0-367-76130-1: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16566-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367761301
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The Oil Business and the State
National Energy Companies and Government Ownership
Øystein Noreng
Series: Routledge Studies in International Business and the World
Economy
National oil companies are big business with about eighty
percent of the world’s proven oil reserves, and they are crucial
to the world’s energy supplies. They are giants, some of the
world’s largest companies, measured by market capitalisation,
cash-flow and investment. Little is known about their modus
operandi, how they make decisions about investment and
production, or about relations with their government owners. The
Oil Industry and the State explains the practice of state ownership
in a capital-intensive industry with high risks and high return,
and how these companies act in a market with imperfect
competition.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
October 2021: 6 x 9: 256pp
Hb: 978-0-367-86014-1: £130.00
eBook: 978-1-003-02528-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367860141

Browse and order online:
www.routledge.com
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A Leader’s Guide to Storytelling

Catastrophic Risk

Restoring Authentic Communication in a World of Change

Business Strategy for Managing Turbulence in a World at Risk

Mark Dailey

Richard L. Alfred

Part manual, part memoir and part call to action, this book
demonstrates why the core skill needed by leaders in the next
decade and into the future will be authentic and effective
communication. C-suite executives, leaders about to take that
last step into the C-suite, or millennial leaders about to enter
the boardroom, will value this book as an advisory guide, as a
handbook to be used in internal coaching and training sessions
and as a manual and aide memoir for themselves.

Imagine that you are a corporate executive or small business
owner in a midwestern city under water after weeks of extreme
weather and drenching rainfall. Infrastructure has been damaged
beyond repair, transportation arteries are closed, and your supply
chain is broken.

Routledge
Market: Business / Leadership
October 2021: 7 x 10: 218pp
Hb: 978-1-032-05745-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-05744-6: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-19899-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032057453

Productivity Press
Market: Business & Management: Leadership
October 2021: 7 x 10: 220pp
Hb: 978-0-367-42532-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-42386-5: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-367-85330-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367425326
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Adaptive Leadership in a Global Economy

Implementing Hoshin Kanri

Perspectives for Application and Scholarship

How to Manage Strategy Through Policy Deployment and Continuous
Improvement

Edited by Mohammed Raei and Harriette Thurber Rasmussen, Drexel University,
USA
Series: Routledge Studies in Leadership Research
With the entire world experiencing the global pandemic and its aftermath, VUCA (Volatile,
Uncertain, Complex, and Ambiguous) conditions have never been more extreme and the
need for adaptive leadership never more urgent. But how is adaptive leadership applied
outside Western cultures? How can it be taught through leadership development programs?
Aiming to increase conceptual clarity about adaptive leadership to enhance future
scholarship and application and illustrate novel approaches and perspectives, this book
will be of interest to researchers, academics, practitioners, and students in the fields of
leadership, strategy, and organizational studies.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
December 2021: 6 x 9: 296pp
Hb: 978-0-367-56714-9: £130.00
eBook: 978-1-003-09910-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367567149

Anders Melander, David Andersson, Fredrik Elgh, Fredrik Fjellstedt and Malin
Löfving
This book focuses on the implementation of Hoshin Kanri. It is a response to most books
on strategic planning (including Hoshin Kanri) that tend to downplay the implementation
and only describe the implemented planning process and are often accompanied with a
focus on analytical tools.
Productivity Press
Market: Business and Management / Strategy / Policy Deployment
November 2021: 7 x 10: 222pp
Hb: 978-1-032-04826-0: £105.00
Pb: 978-1-032-04825-3: £30.99
eBook: 978-1-003-19481-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032048260
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Alternative Theories of the Firm

Informal Leadership, Strategy and Organizational
Change

Edited by Michael Pirson, David M. Wasieleski and Erica L. Steckler
Series: Humanistic Management
The Theory of the Firm is commonly viewed as axiomatic by business school academicians.
Considerations spanning organizational structures, their boundaries and roles, as well as
business strategies all relate to the theory of the firm. The dominant theory of the firm
poses that markets act perfectly to maximize the well-being of society when people act
to maximize the personal utility of their individual purchases and firms act to maximize
financial returns to their owners. This book provides the latest thinking on alternatives to
the theory of the firm as cornerstone of managerial decision making.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
December 2021: 6 x 9: 424pp
Hb: 978-1-032-07785-7: £140.00
eBook: 978-1-003-21154-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032077857
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The Power of Silent Authority
Brenetia J. Adams-Robinson
Series: Routledge Focus on Business and Management
Across the spectrum of organizational operations, workplace
interactions have proven to be one of the most difficult activities
for leaders to manage effectively, especially during any level of
change. In these circumstances, leadership strategies consistently
fail at an alarming rate. Additionally, employee engagement and
team collaboration continue to be among the most elusive
concepts for those in leadership to master. This book explores
the influence of the informal leader on team member
engagement during major change initiative in the organizational
paradigm, with a special emphasis on leaders who are new to
the team composite.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
December 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 152pp
Hb: 978-0-367-33465-9: £44.99
eBook: 978-0-429-31996-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367334659
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Leadership Levers

Rethinking Leadership for a Green World
Edited by Andrew Taylor

Releasing the Power of Relationships for Exceptional Participation,
Alignment, and Team Results

This book brings together some of the brightest contemporary
thinkers on leadership, complexity and sustainability to consider
the big ideas that we will need to make the changes required,
and to outline the major themes that can inform a new approach
to constructing a green world.

Diana Jones
There’s an epidemic of leadership failure—whether something
as small as a meeting, or as large as implementing enterprise
wide change. Leaders know that sinking feeling when a gap
emerges between themselves and the groups they most need
to engage with.

Productivity Press
Market: Business and Management / Leadership / Workplace Culture
November 2021: 6 x 9: 204pp
Hb: 978-0-367-76519-4: £90.00
Pb: 978-0-367-76518-7: £22.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16733-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367765194

Routledge
Market: Business & Management
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 512pp
Hb: 978-1-032-04183-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-04184-1: £36.99
eBook: 978-1-003-19082-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032041834
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Network Leadership

Strategic Decision Making for Successful Planning

Navigating and Shaping our Interconnected World

Solving Problems for Great Results

James Whitehead and Mike Peckham

CJ Rhoads and William Roth

Network Leadership enables readers to identify and make the most of informal social and
organisational networks in order to challenge the status quo effectively and facilitate greater
engagement and productivity. This book is invaluable reading for those who have mastered
the basics of leadership but wish to take the next steps. It is particularly relevant to
organisations and managers dealing with the geographic separation of business units,
change, innovation, matrix management, project or portfolio management and other
cross-departmental projects.

What is unique about this book is while it’s based on a strong
academic foundation, it does not get bogged down in the
human-planning or psychological process of solving problems.
It doesn’t provide ‘pie-in-the-sky’ creative solutions or a five-year
process for solving problems and planning for the future.

Routledge
Market: Business
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 272pp
Hb: 978-0-367-54414-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-55254-1: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-09258-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367544140

Productivity Press
Market: Business & Management
December 2021: 7 x 10: 240pp
Hb: 978-1-032-05552-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-05550-3: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-19806-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032055527
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Post-Pandemic Leadership

Stuck

Exploring Solutions to a Crisis

How to WIN at Work by Understanding LOSS

Edited by Morgen Witzel

Victoria Grady and Patrick McCreesh

This book shows readers how to rethink and reimagine leadership and charts a course
towards a new vision of leadership. It outlines lessons to be learned for leadership not only
after the Covid-19 pandemic but in light of other ongoing crises around issues such as
climate change and global inequality.

Stuck: How to WIN in Business By Understating LOSS addresses a critical concept that closes
a gap in popular business publications. Many books tell leaders and managers the process
of how to change their organizations. However, many of these books lack a key mechanism
for understanding human interactions.

Routledge
Market: Business / Management
March 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 240pp
Hb: 978-0-367-77515-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-77514-8: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17173-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367775155

Productivity Press
Market: Business and Management / Leadership / Change Management
March 2022: 6 x 9: 216pp
Hb: 978-0-367-74362-8: £90.00
Pb: 978-0-367-74361-1: £24.99
eBook: 978-1-003-15745-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367743628

Browse and order online:
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The Company Democracy Model

The Survival Guide for Academic Leaders

Creating Innovative Democratic Work Cultures for Effective
Organizational Knowledge-Based Management and Leadership

Karen Greenstreet and Robert Greenstreet

Evangelos Markopoulos and Hannu Vanharanta
Series: Engineering Management
Company democracy is often misunderstood in the business context as democracy is
normally related to politics. In this book, the authors present a different dimension in which
they focus first on employees and their work context and then give them new possibilities
to understand democracy from the company floor level.
Productivity Press
Market: Business and Management / Leadership / Workplace Culture
November 2021: 7 x 10: 446pp
Hb: 978-0-367-74563-9: £140.00
Pb: 978-0-367-74562-2: £46.99
eBook: 978-1-003-15849-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367745639
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Providing essential guidance on how to survive and develop as an academic leader to
achieve results and avoid common pitfalls, this highly practical and accessible book
communicates the importance of learning to build trust and meaningful relationships as
a central component to achieving in this role. Newly appointed and aspiring educational
leaders and administrators, as well as consultants and government agency managers, will
equally appreciate this practical toolbox of leadership techniques, helping them to build
leadership judgement and political savvy from their first day on the job.
Routledge
Market: Leadership / Higher education
March 2022: 6 x 9: 136pp
Hb: 978-0-367-68386-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-68385-6: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-13728-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367683863
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The High-Tech CEO
How to Lead R&D When You're Not the Expert
Jan Rosier
This book examines the impact of CEOs on firm performance
and focuses on their role in science-based innovation to answer
the question "Is it possible to lead highly complex R&D projects
and innovation that you do not understand?" Filled with insight
from managers and CEOs in science and technology
organisations, the book unlocks the skills required to balance
the leadership and managerial needs of the organisation,
motivate the technical teams, and drive successful innovation
in new product development environments. The book is required
reading for managers in high tech and scientific environments.
Routledge
Market: Business and Management
February 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 134pp
Hb: 978-0-367-69516-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-69580-4: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-14237-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367695163
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The Superwoman Myth
Can Contemporary Women Have It All Now?
Jennifer Loh, University of Canberra, Australia, Raechel
Johns, University of Canberra, Australia and Rebecca English,
Queensland University of Technology, Australia
The book begins by raising a thoughtful question, "Can women
have it all, family, work and everything in between?" If yes, then
are women ‘superwomen’? More importantly, what or who is a
‘superwoman’? The authors discuss the role of contemporary
women in today’s modern career world and its myriad of
challenges, and in turn explore the nuanced role of millennial
women and provides insights into how women juggle demands
at home and at work; family and career management. This book
will motivate younger women who are embarking on their first
career and looking to develop the inner leadership that helps
them thrive in life.
Routledge
Market: Women Studies, Women Leadership
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 136pp
Hb: 978-0-367-89691-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-89692-8: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-02055-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367896911
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Always Making Progress

Continuous Improvement Practice in Local
Government

The Fundamentals of Continuous Improvement for the Process Industry
Ian Madden
This book guides process-industry professionals from the implementation of the basic
foundations of Continuous Improvement (CI) through to an organization where CI is a "way
of life" and a defining feature of the culture of the organization.
Productivity Press
Market: Business and Management / Continuous Improvement / Quality
April 2022: 7 x 10: 176pp
Hb: 978-1-032-15560-9: £95.00
Pb: 978-1-032-15559-3: £30.99
eBook: 978-1-003-24470-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032155609

Matthew Pepper, University of Wollongong, Australia, Oriana Milani Price, University
of Wollongong, Australia and Arun Elias, Victoria University of Wellington, New
Zealand
Series: Routledge Focus on Business and Management
Continuous improvement and quality programs have been a common tactical response
undertaken by various local government organisations to remain sustainable and to
continue to deliver value to their local communities. This book seeks to go beyond a tactical
focus and uncover the kinds of continuous improvement practices that are enacted in
various local government contexts. A focus on practices enables practitioners and
researchers alike to gain insights that to go beyond approaches which privilege the
application of CI tools over the contextualisation of CI programs.
Routledge
Market: Public Management
November 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 142pp
Hb: 978-0-367-82053-4: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-01167-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367820534
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5th Edition
Practical Guidelines to Successful Implementations

Developing an ISO 13485-Certified Quality
Management System

John Jeston, Management By Process Pty Ltd, Australia

An Implementation Guide for the Medical-Device Industry

Business Process Management has helped thousands of leaders and BPM practitioners
successfully implement BPM projects, enabling them to add impactful and measurable
value to their organizations. The book covers all major frameworks, including LEAN and Six
Sigma, and offers a unique emphasis on BPM’s interrelationship with organizational
management, culture, and leadership. It is an accessible core text for advanced
undergraduate and postgraduate students studying Business Process Management,
Operations, Production and Strategic Management, as well as an indispensable guide to
any senior business executive or chief financial officer.

Ilkka Juuso

Business Process Management

Routledge
Market: Business & Management
May 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 592pp
Hb: 978-0-367-77158-4: £170.00
Pb: 978-0-367-77160-7: £49.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17007-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367771584
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Continuous Improvement
Seek Perfection, Embrace Scientific Thinking, Focus on Process, Assure
Quality at the Source, and Improve Flow & Pull
Edited by Larry Anderson, Dan Fleming, Bruce Hamilton
and Pat Wardwell
Series edited by Jen Payne
Series: The Shingo Model Series
The Shingo Model is not an additional program or another
initiative to implement; rather, it introduces Shingo Guiding
Principles on which to anchor your current initiatives and to fill
the gaps in your efforts towards ideal results and enterprise
excellence.

This book details the lessons learned from a real-world project focusing on building an ISO
13485:2016 Quality Management System (QMS) from scratch and then having it officially
certified. It is a practical guide to building or improving your existing QMS with tried and
tested solutions.
Productivity Press
Market: Business and Management / Quality Management / ISO Standards
March 2022: 7 x 10: 352pp
Hb: 978-1-032-06574-8: £140.00
Pb: 978-1-032-06573-1: £45.99
eBook: 978-1-003-20286-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032065748
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ISO 45001 Implementation
How to Become an Occupational Health and Safety Champion
Mehrdad Soltanifar
Occupational health and safety is a major challenge for many organizations. Regardless of
the size and nature of their business, organizations should protect their people and provide
a safe and healthy working environment.
Productivity Press
Market: Business and Management / Occupational Health & Safety
April 2022: 7 x 10: 120pp
Hb: 978-1-032-21055-1: £130.00
Pb: 978-1-032-21054-4: £40.99
eBook: 978-1-003-26653-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032210551

Productivity Press
Market: Business & Management
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 194pp
Hb: 978-1-032-10553-6: £38.99
eBook: 978-1-003-21669-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032105536
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Lean in a High-Variability Business

Operations Management in Japan

A Graphic Novel about Lean and People at Zingerman’s Mail Order

The Efficiency of Japanese Manufacturing

Eduardo Lander, Jeffrey K. Liker and Thomas E. Root
This clever and highly engaging graphic novel details a story
about one organization’s Lean journey with inspiration from the
Toyota Way.

Productivity Press
Market: Business & Management
December 2021: 236pp
Hb: 978-1-138-38785-0: £74.99
Pb: 978-1-138-38776-8: £22.99
eBook: 978-0-429-42602-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138387850

Hiromichi Shibata, Yokohama National University, Japan
Series: Routledge Advances in Management and Business
Studies
This book provides insights into Japanese production and
operations management through the roles and human resource
management of Japanese manufacturing engineers and how
their roles contribute to efficient manufacturing. The book looks
at six industries and thirteen Japanese leading multinational
companies. The analysis reveals that many managers, employees,
and scholars underappreciate the roles and contributions of
manufacturing engineers in the United States. The book will
offer invaluable lessons to management scholars interested in
operations management and global supply chains, especially
in the context of the Japanese manufacturing industry.
Routledge
Market: Business Management
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 180pp
Hb: 978-1-032-03014-2: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-18624-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032030142
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Lean Leadership BASICS

Quantum Safety

Michael Meyers, Consultant, W3Group, Latham, New York,
USA, Charles Protzman, Business Improvement Group, LLC.,
Towson, Maryland, USA, Dan Protzman, Business
Improvement Group, LLC, Perry Hall, Maryland, USA, Davide
Barbon, William Keen and Cliff Owens
Shop floor management is the most effective form of leadership
on the plant floor. It supports the consistent development of
processes and procedures where they happen. It also safeguards
Lean success and with it a new corporate structure. Collaboration
is characterized by simple management tools, improved
communication and an increased level of competence and
responsibility on the shop floor. This book outlines the Lean
tools needed on the front lines including visual management tools, Gemba walks, standard
work, time analysis, kanban, 5S and more.
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The New Approach to Risk Management for the Complex Workplace
Paul Stretton
Quantum Safety is the most comprehensive review of Health & Safety in half a century.
Most organizational approaches to Health & Safety are based on the methodology
developed during the 1970s, and despite the workplace changing beyond recognition
since that time, these approaches have remained untouched
Productivity Press
Market: Business and Management / Health and Safety
February 2022: 7 x 10: 176pp
Hb: 978-1-032-00793-9: £105.00
Pb: 978-1-032-00792-2: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17574-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032007939
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Productivity Press
Market: Business & Management
December 2021: 7 x 10: 328pp
Hb: 978-1-032-12582-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-498-78095-7: £31.99
eBook: 978-1-498-78096-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032125824
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Steel Toes and Stilettos

Lean Startup in Large Organizations

A True Story of Women Manufacturing Leaders and Lean Transformation
Success

Overcoming Resistance to Innovation
James A. Euchner

Shannon Karels and Kathy Miller

Large corporations must become far more agile in implementing new products and new
business models. The pace of technology change, the blurring of industry boundaries, and
the agility and resources of startups in almost every industry segment demand it.
Productivity Press
Market: Business & Management
February 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 136pp
Hb: 978-1-032-20026-2: £105.00
Pb: 978-1-138-35913-0: £23.99
eBook: 978-0-429-43388-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032200262

This book is about the journey they went on to transform a
traditionally run batch operation to a Lean enterprise -characterized by authentic leadership, an inclusive culture, and
excellent business results.

Productivity Press
Market: Business and Management
December 2021: 7 x 10: 150pp
Hb: 978-1-032-05311-0: £110.00
Pb: 978-1-032-05310-3: £30.99
eBook: 978-1-003-19697-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032053110
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Systems Design

The Lean Innovation Cycle

Building Systems that Drive Ideal Behavior

A Multi-Disciplinary Framework for Designing Value with Lean and
Human-Centered Design

Edited by Brent Allen and April Bosworth
Series: The Shingo Model Series
This book introduces the 10 foundational principles behind the Shingo Model (as curated
by the Shingo Institute) and teaches how these principles can influence enterprise
excellence in organizations. The Shingo Model is not an additional program or another
initiative to implement; rather, it introduces Shingo Guiding Principles on which to anchor
your current initiatives and to fill the gaps in your efforts towards ideal results and enterprise
excellence.
Productivity Press
Market: Business & Management
April 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 136pp
Hb: 978-1-032-21310-1: £37.99
eBook: 978-1-003-26776-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032213101

Michael Parent
How ought one pursue or achieve innovation for the company? Are there different
innovation strategies? Why might a business leader choose one over the other? The Lean
Innovation Cycle addresses these concerns by introducing a new multidisciplinary framework
for both thinking about, and pursing innovation.
Productivity Press
Market: Business and Management / Innovation / Lean Methodology
April 2022: 7 x 10: 232pp
Hb: 978-1-032-07286-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-07285-2: £37.99
eBook: 978-1-003-20634-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032072869
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The Four Philosophies of Lean

The Power of Process

Maintaining a Customer-Focused Culture Every Day at Work

A Story of Innovative Lean Process Development

Robert Corbitt and Cory Bronger

Matthew J. Zayko and Eric M. Ethington

This book provides a comprehensive look at four driving
philosophies of Lean methodology that many companies
struggle to understand. Companies often adopt Lean
methodologies and work hard to perfect the use of those
methods while never understanding the true intent of the
method.

Lean Process Creation (LPC) teaches the specific frames -- the
6CON model -- to look through to properly design any new
process while optimizing the value-creating resources.

Productivity Press
Market: Business and Management / Lean Methodology / Workplace Culture
December 2021: 7 x 10: 106pp
Hb: 978-1-032-04821-5: £105.00
Pb: 978-1-032-04819-2: £30.99
eBook: 978-1-003-19478-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032048215

Productivity Press
Market: Business and Management / Lean Processes
October 2021: 7 x 10: 252pp
Hb: 978-1-032-11391-3: £115.00
Pb: 978-0-367-69030-4: £30.99
eBook: 978-1-003-21971-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032113913
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The Lean Business Guidebook

The Sensei Way at Work

How to Satisfy Your Customers and Maximize Your Profit

The Five Keys to a Lean Business Transformation

MJS Bindra and Ekroop Kaur

Dan Prock

This book introduces a powerful system that explains how to run a company with a focus
on continuous improvement – The results are a satisfied customer base, evolving products,
and an increase in revenue and profits.

It contends that leading change to a Lean enterprise requires
leaders who can play in the zone, that is, lead with presence in
the moment, that is, with a Zen mind.

Productivity Press
Market: Business and Management
March 2022: 7 x 10: 320pp
Hb: 978-1-032-11834-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-11825-3: £40.99
eBook: 978-1-003-22174-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032118345

Productivity Press
Market: Business & Management
October 2021: 7 x 10: 188pp
Hb: 978-0-367-37614-7: £110.00
Pb: 978-0-367-37070-1: £29.99
eBook: 978-0-429-35527-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367376147
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Untangling with Value Stream Mapping
How to Use VSM to Address Behavioral and Cultural Patterns and
Quantify Waste in Multifunctional and Nonrepetitive Work Environments
Ovidiu Contras
The standard belief in books about the Lean initiatives and value stream mapping (VSM)
is that VSM works well on transactional processes (which are primarily linear processes
where hand-offs are well defined and the outcome is known), and it is useful for repetitive
projects or products.
Productivity Press
Market: Business and Management / Process Improvement / Value Stream Mapping
April 2022: 8.25 x 11: 152pp
Hb: 978-0-367-51187-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-50566-0: £38.99
eBook: 978-1-003-05037-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367511876
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Responsible Management Education

The Future of Management Education

The PRME Global Movement

Edited by Martin R. Fellenz, Sabine Hoidn and Mairead Brady
Series: Routledge Advances in Management Learning and Education

Principles for Responsible Management Education
Series: The Principles for Responsible Management Education
Series
Written by many of the key influencers at the Principles for
Responsible Management Education (PRME), the book focuses
on advancing sustainable development into education, research
and partnerships at higher education institutions and, specifically,
at business schools, with the purpose of educating responsible
leaders for today and tomorrow.

Routledge
Market: Business and Management
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 452pp
Hb: 978-1-032-03027-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-03029-6: £54.99
eBook: 978-1-003-18631-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032030272

To remain relevant, management education must reflect the realities that influence its
subject matter, management, while at the same time addressing societal needs and
expectations. Faced by powerful drivers of change, an assessment of where management
education stands and where it is going is timely. This book brings together management
education scholars, practitioners, and stakeholders to identify trends and to critically analyse
key challenges from their respective perspectives. It will be of keen interest to management
educators as well as management learners who will shape and be shaped by the
management education of the future.
Routledge
Market: Business / Management
April 2022: 6 x 9: 272pp
Hb: 978-0-367-55972-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-55971-7: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-09590-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367559724
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Revolutionizing Sustainability Education
Stories and Tools of Mindset Transformation
Edited by Ekaterina Ivanova, Graduate School of Business
at the HSE University Moscow, Russia. and Isabel Rimanoczy
Series: The Principles for Responsible Management Education
Series
There is growing awareness among leading responsible
management scholars and practitioners that understanding
global wicked problems is insufficient in effecting lasting
engagement and changed behaviors. Research indicates that
to impact behavior, the mindset has to shift, which leaves the
question: How do you shift a mindset? This book guides
academic and corporate educators, consultants, coaches and
reflective practitioners in preparing themselves, their students
and colleagues for taking action on finding urgent solutions for the grand challenges stated
in the 17 UN Sustainable Development Goals.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
February 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 304pp
Hb: 978-1-032-13537-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-13538-0: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-22973-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032135373
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Sociology and Management Education
Engagements and Agendas
Manish Thakur
Series edited by Anindya Sen
Series: Routledge Focus on Management and Society
While examining the intersections and engagements between sociology and management
education in historical and contemporary terms, this slim volume outlines the agenda of
a promising prospective engagement between the two. It specifically foregrounds the
Indian experience without being indifferent to the global context that has shaped the
unprecedented rise of business schools. Employing a perspective from the Global South,
it contextualizes the dominance of the US model of management curriculum and disciplinary
practices in relation to wider geopolitics of knowledge production.
Routledge
Market: Management
November 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 126pp
Hb: 978-1-032-19108-9: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-25781-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032191089
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Complexity

Elite Business Schools

A Key Idea for Business and Society
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Education and Consecration in Neoliberal Society

Chris Mowles
Series: Key Ideas in Business and Management

Mikael Holmqvist, Stockholm Business School, Sweden
Series: Routledge Advances in Management Learning and Education

This book interprets insights from the complexity sciences to
explore seven types of complexity better to understand the
predictable unpredictability of social life. Drawing on the natural
and social sciences, it describes how complexity models are
helpful, but insufficient for our understanding of complex reality.
This book will be of interest to researchers, professionals,
academics and students in the fields of business and
management, especially those interested in how taking
complexity seriously can influence the functioning of businesses
and organisations and how they manage and lead.

Social scientists are paying increasing attention to the business and financial elites. By
examining elite business schools, the institutions that train and prepare people to assume
important leadership and decision-making positions in business, finance and related sectors,
we may also learn how the economic elites are made. This book, based on an in-depth
study of the Stockholm School of Economics (SSE), offers a sociological analysis of the world
of elite business schools and examines the consecration of SSE’s students from a number
of perspectives and in a number of situations.

Routledge
Market: Business / Management
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 200pp
Hb: 978-0-367-43385-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-42568-5: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-00284-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367433857

Routledge
Market: Business & Management
December 2021: 6 x 9: 232pp
Hb: 978-1-032-11033-2: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-21812-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032110332
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Digital Transformation Management

Gossip, Organization and Work

Challenges and Futures in the Asian Digital Economy

A Research Overview

Edited by Mohammad Nabil Almunawar, School of Business
and Economics, Universiti of Brunei Darussalam (UBDSBE),
Brunei Darussalam., Md Zahidul Islam, School of Business
and Economics at University Brunei Darussalam (UBD). and
Patricia Ordóñez de Pablos, The University of Oviedo, Spain
Series: Routledge Advances in Organizational Learning and
Knowledge Management
This book addresses key topics related to organization design
and knowledge management in the digital economy with
organizational context, particularly in Asia. Asian nations are
moving fast toward the digital economy, within which the role
of organization design and knowledge management is crucial
to support innovative and creative ideas for meeting huge market opportunities where
customers are ready for digitalization.
Routledge
Market: Business
February 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 312pp
Hb: 978-1-032-12434-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-22453-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032124346

Kathryn Waddington, University of Westminister, UK
Series: State of the Art in Business Research
The premise of this book is that research into gossip, organization, and work is an important
idea whose time has come. A key feature of the book is the inclusion of ‘practice points’
showing how – and where – theory and/or research intersect with practice, and vice versa.
It will be relevant to researchers at all stages of their career: from students at the start of
their academic journey, to ‘seasoned’ scholars with more extensive experience. The book
is also intended to be readable and relevant to practitioners with academic interests, who
seek to reflect critically upon, and develop, their practice in times of turbulence, change,
and the COVID-19 era.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
December 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 120pp
Hb: 978-0-367-65300-2: £44.99
eBook: 978-0-367-65298-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367653002
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Digitalisation and Organisation Design

Human Resource Management and the
Implementation of Change

Knowledge Management in the Asian Digital Economy
Edited by Mohammad Nabil Almunawar, School of Business
and Economics, Universiti of Brunei Darussalam (UBDSBE),
Brunei Darussalam., Md Zahidul Islam, School of Business
and Economics at University Brunei Darussalam (UBD). and
Patricia Ordóñez de Pablos, The University of Oviedo, Spain
Series: Routledge Advances in Organizational Learning and
Knowledge Management
Digitalisation and Organization Design aims to address key topics
related to organisation design and knowledge management in
the digital economy with organisational context, particularly in
Asia. Asian nations are moving fast toward the digital economy.
Doing business in the digital economy is different from the old
way, the role of organisation design and knowledge management is crucial to support
innovative and creative ideas for tapping the huge market opportunities in which people
are ready for digitalisation.

Paritosh Mishra, Balvinder Shukla and R Sujatha
Series: Routledge Focus on Business and Management
With the increased pace of global, economic, and technological development, change has
become an inevitable feature of any organisation to survive in the competitive market. If
it is a planned change process, the HR practitioner can use any of the existing general
models or theories of change and use suggestive interventions to increase effectiveness
and capability to change itself. By demonstrating the role of HR as a ‘change agent,’ this
volume will be valuable to researchers, academics, managers, and students in the fields of
human resource management and change management.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
October 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 188pp
Hb: 978-1-032-04299-2: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-19138-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032042992

Routledge
Market: Business
February 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 328pp
Hb: 978-0-367-75746-5: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-16382-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367757465
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Organizational Change and Relational Resources

Power

Edited by Karol Marek Klimczak, Lodz University of
Technology, Lódz, Poland. and Yochanan Shachmurove,
City University of New York, USA
Series: Routledge Studies in Organizational Change &
Development
Transitioning organizations to the new normal following
environmental shocks, economic upheavals and technological
innovations is a challenge to classic organizational management,
because no single organization knows with precision what the
target of change is. Resources created and operated in
relationships can support the organization in overcoming its
constraints, changing faster, and adapting better. This book takes
a relational perspective on how organizations adjust and adapt
to their turbulent environment. This book is a valuable resource for researchers and students
in the fields of organizational studies.

A Key Idea for Business and Society
Reinoud Bosch
Series: Key Ideas in Business and Management
Power plays a central role in business and management. But
what is power exactly, and what are key elements of this
concept? This book discusses structures of power, individual
power, the exercise of power, strategy, and collective power. The
core message is that knowledge of key components of the
concept of power is empowering. Understanding such
conceptual components empowers students, researchers,
practitioners, and other readers to use their understanding in
interpreting, theorizing about, and dealing with the complexities
of power in their particular situations - without tying them to
any preconceived general theories about power.

Routledge
Market: Business & Management
November 2021: 6 x 9: 264pp
Hb: 978-1-032-00071-8: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-17260-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032000718

Routledge
Market: Business / Management
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 134pp
Hb: 978-0-367-47197-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-45645-0: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-03410-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367471972
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2nd Edition

Organizational Commitment and Knowledge
Sharing in Contemporary Companies

Responsible Leadership

Anna Wziątek-Staśko, Jagiellonian University, Kraków,
Poland, Regina Lenart-Gansiniec, Jagiellonian University,
Kraków, Poland and Izabela Michalik
Series: Routledge Studies in Management, Organizations and
Society
When evaluating the success of an organization, the value of
employees’ organizational commitment and the process of
knowledge sharing among staff must be considered. As
illustrated in this volume, these two concepts are key conditions
for organizational success in the contemporary world. This book
explores the concept of organizational commitment, what it is,
and how to use and understand the value in knowledge
management and sharing for both employees and organizations
as a whole. It will be of interest to researchers, academics, practitioners, and students in
the fields of human resource management, leadership, and organizational studies.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
March 2022: 6 x 9: 160pp
Hb: 978-1-032-10694-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-21660-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032106946

Edited by Nicola Pless and Thomas Maak, University of St
Gallen, Switzerland
The second edition of Responsible Leadership offers orienting
knowledge on how to lead in a world of contested values—a
world where leadership work extends beyond leaders and direct
reports to a whole range of stakeholders inside and outside an
organization.

Routledge
Market: Organizational Theory & Behavior/Personnel & Human Resource
Management/Business Ethics
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 530pp
Hb: 978-0-367-32100-0: £130.00
Pb: 978-0-367-32101-7: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-24841-5
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-415-35580-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367321000
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Organizing Corporeal Ethics

Rethinking Organizational Diversity, Equity, and
Inclusion

A Research Overview
Alison Pullen, Macquarie University, Australia and Carl
Rhodes, University of Technology Sydney, Australia
Series: State of the Art in Business Research
This book explores the meaning and practice of corporeal ethics
in organized life. Corporeal ethics originates from an emergent,
embodied and affective experience with others that precedes
and exceeds those rational schemes that seek to regulate it.
Pullen and Rhodes show how corporeal ethics is fundamentally
based in embodied affect, yet practically materialized in
ethico-political acts of positive resistance and networked
solidarity. The book is suitable for students, scholars and citizens
who want to learn more about the radical possibilities of how
political actions arising from corporeal ethics can strive for

A Step-by-Step Guide for Facilitating Effective Change
Edited by William J. Rothwell, Phillip Ealy and Jamie Campbell
Research has shown that having a diverse organization only improves and enhances
businesses. Forbes and Time report that diversity is an $8 Billion a year investment. However,
poorly implementing diversity programs have damaging effects on the organization and
the very individuals these programs attempt to help.
Productivity Press
Market: Business and Management
April 2022: 7 x 10: 232pp
Hb: 978-1-032-02733-3: £105.00
Pb: 978-1-032-02728-9: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-18493-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032027333

equality and justice.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
October 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 98pp
Hb: 978-0-367-89881-6: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-03104-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367898816
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Self-Management, Entrepreneurial Culture, and
Economy 4.0

Step Change
The Leader’s Journey
Alan Watkins

A Contemporary Approach to Organizational Theory Development

Change is ubiquitous. It is the only constant in business and the
pace and scale of that change in the world is escalating
exponentially. Leaders absolutely must become change
champions if they are to succeed or even survive. Step
Change finally dispels the confusion around successful change
by offering a proven road map through change from comfort
zone to post-delivery inspiration in 12 steps.

Edited by Agnieszka Rzepka, Lublin University of
Technology, Poland, Zbigniew Olesiński, Vistula University,
Poland and Elżbieta Jędrych, Vistula University, Poland
Series: Routledge Studies in Management, Organizations and
Society
This book offers practical insight into the changing ways in which
organizations operate today. Building on a ground-breaking
concept of teal organisations, the book illustrates the practicality
of advocating a lack of hierarchy of predetermined positions
and the introduction of roles that come with clear responsibilities
constantly defined according to current needs. It will be of value
to researchers, academics, managers, and students in the fields
of management and organizational studies.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
November 2021: 6 x 9: 264pp
Hb: 978-1-032-08120-5: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-21304-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032081205

Routledge
Market: Business & Management
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 204pp
Hb: 978-0-367-77236-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-77238-3: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17040-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367772369
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Social Scientists Confronting Global Crises

Team Unity

Edited by Jean M. Bartunek, Boston College, USA

A Leader's Guide to Unlocking Extraordinary Potential

Social scientists develop knowledge that is directly pertinent to
global challenges and crises, and need to be included in
initiatives taken to address them. They must present our
knowledge in in public forums and our voices need to be heard
by others. This book is a step towards such presentation and
involvement. The contributors' work highlighted here contributes
to deep understandings of social phenomena associated with
global crises. This book will be of interest to social scientists,
researchers, academics and students in the fields of
management, especially those focusing on global challenges
and crises. It will also be a useful resource for practitioners and
policy makers.

John Ross

Routledge
Market: Business & Management
December 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 160pp
Hb: 978-0-367-62422-4: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-10937-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367624224

Based on more than 10 years of researching, observing, coaching, and building extraordinary
teams, this entertaining and thought-provoking book demonstrates how to unify groups
of all sizes to maximize performance. Senior and middle managers in manufacturing,
hospitality, and a range of other industries, as well as entry level employees and students
of organizational behavior and HRM, will find this book an invaluable resource for
understanding how to identify, measure and partake in the right steps to increase team
performance.
Routledge
Market: Business / Organizational behavior
May 2022: 6 x 9: 240pp
Hb: 978-1-032-21580-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-21577-8: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-26903-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032215808
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Stakeholder Management and Social Responsibility

The Integrator

Concepts, Approaches and Tools in the Covid Context

A Change Management Framework for Achieving Agile IT Project
Success

Ovidiu Nicolescu, Bucharest University of Economic Studies, Romania and Ciprian
Nicolescu, Bucharest University of Economic Studies, Romania
Series: Routledge Advances in Management and Business Studies
The main objective of this book is to provide an innovative set of concepts and tools
regarding company management, internal and external stakeholders and social
responsibilities, reflecting the necessities and opportunities generated by the digital
transformation, the transition to a knowledge-based economy and the Covid-19 crisis. The
book will be of interest to company managers and management specialists, management
academics, consultants and researchers and MBA students interested in a style of
management with social responsibility at the forefront.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
December 2021: 6 x 9: 384pp
Hb: 978-1-032-10920-6: £130.00
eBook: 978-1-003-21770-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032109206
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Scott R. Coplan
The authors experience and published research maintain this approach will reap greater
IT project success. This book focuses on change management as the single overarching
framework integrating project and IT management, applied to all industries. The
methodology described in this book elevates change management as the driving discipline
into a single, proven methodology.
Productivity Press
Market: Business and Management / Change Management / Proejct Management
March 2022: 6 x 9: 280pp
Hb: 978-1-032-22439-8: £125.00
Pb: 978-0-367-43165-5: £38.99
eBook: 978-1-003-00380-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032224398
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The Metamorphosis of Cultural and Creative
Organizations

Tom Peters and Management

Exploring Change from a Spatial Perspective

David Collins, Northumbria University, UK
Series: Routledge Key Thinkers in Business and Management

Edited by Federica De Molli, Università Cattolica del Sacro
Cuore, Italy and Marilena Vecco, Burgundy Business School
(BSB), Dijon, France
Series: Routledge Research in the Creative and Cultural Industries
Organizations in the creative and cultural sector are experiencing
transformational change. This book offers a new way of exploring
the transformational processes that creative and cultural
organizations are going through, by focussing on their
organizational space. By bringing together theoretical and
empirical contributions from international scholars belonging
to different fields of research, this collection provides readers
with a multifaceted and comprehensive understanding of the
changes creative and cultural organizations are facing.

A History of Organizational Storytelling

Tom Peters is the management guru's management guru. His is the story that launched a
thousand management stories. This new book offers a critical assessment of Tom Peters'
contribution to management thought and practice. The author, a globally recognized
expert on management gurus, places Tom Peters at the forefront of the narrative turn in
management. An accessible and illuminating work, the book will appeal to students,
scholars as well as thoughtful managers and leaders.
Routledge
Market: Business / Management
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 258pp
Hb: 978-1-032-03777-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-03776-9: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-18894-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032037776

Routledge
Market: Management / Arts
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 236pp
Hb: 978-0-367-68193-7: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-13467-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367681937
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The Nature of Business Transformation
A Swarm Intelligent Approach to Reinventing Organisations
Richard Kelly
This book is a practical guide for business professionals to
develop and improve business intelligence and collective
decision making within their organisation. It proposes a
progressive reconfiguration of the traditional business operating
system using a nature-inspired framework called swarm
facilitation that enables and facilitates collective decision-making.

Routledge
Market: Business and Management
February 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 282pp
Hb: 978-1-032-10496-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-10498-0: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-21556-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032104966
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The Power of One
Leading with Civility, Candor, and Courage
Natasha Bowman
This book speaks into that desire for change and against that sense of powerlessness,
equipping its readers to exercise a powerful influence in their workplaces to remove the
systemic barriers that exist for themselves and others.
Productivity Press
Market: Business & Management: Diversity and Inclusion
May 2022: 6 x 9: 200pp
Hb: 978-1-032-21060-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-21059-9: £26.99
eBook: 978-1-003-26655-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032210605
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Agile Project Management and Complexity

Managing Cultural Festivals

A Reappraisal

Tradition and Innovation in Europe

Czesław Mesjasz, Katarzyna Bartusik, Tomasz Małkus and Mariusz Sołtysik

Edited by Elisa Salvador, ESSCA School of Management, France and Jesper
Strandgaard Pedersen
Series: Routledge Research in the Creative and Cultural Industries

This research monograph presents an inter-disciplinary study into the impact, and current
status, of applications of complexity-related concepts in the early stages of development
of agile project management (APM). The results serve as an introduction for exploring more
profound relations between complexity-related ideas and APM in the future.
Routledge
Market: Business / Project Management
April 2022: 6 x 9: 128pp
Hb: 978-1-032-00652-9: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-17503-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032006529
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This book aims at renewing the attention on a niche field, Cultural Festivals, so important
for valorizing cultural traditions and local heritage visibility as well as social well-being.
Following the disruptive consequences of the COVID-19 pandemic, this fragile sector
deserves more attention from public authorities and stakeholders at national and European
levels with a suitable and dedicated plan of recovery and valorization. The book employs
a tradition versus innovation lens to help readers account for the consequences of the
digital revolution, new audience development, and the sustainability agenda.
Routledge
Market: Business / Arts
February 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 328pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64962-3: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-12718-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367649623
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AI and the Project Manager

The Silver Bullets of Project Management

How the Rise of Artificial Intelligence Will Change Your World
Peter Taylor, Head of Global PMO, Aptos Retail, UK
Enabling project managers to adapt to the new technology of
artificial intelligence, this first comprehensive book on the topic
discusses how AI will reinvent the project world and allow project
managers to focus on people. Filled with insights and examples
from tech providers and project experts, this book is an
invaluable resource for PMO leaders, change executives, project
managers, programme managers and portfolio managers.
Anyone who is part of the global community of change and
project leadership needs to accept and understand the
fast-approaching AI technology, and this book shows how to
use it to their advantage.
Routledge
Market: Business / Project Management
October 2021: 6 x 9: 158pp
Hb: 978-1-032-00656-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-00657-4: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17506-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032006567

Christopher Lennon
This book is designed to be ‘clean and simple’ in its delivery –
allowing the reader to immediately have ‘take aways’ that could
be implemented within a project, adding value to any approach
dealing with the key common problems and issues that arise
within the project medium. The book can be applied to a wide
range of scenarios in which project management is required –
from setting up an organisation, creating distribution networks,
bringing new technology to market, and to designing a
leadership and training architecture within an organisation.

Routledge
Market: Business and Management
October 2021: 5.06 x 7.81: 100pp
Hb: 978-1-032-03781-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-03782-0: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-18896-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032037813

2nd Edition

Communicating Projects
From Waterfall to Agile
Ann Pilkington
The communication of projects to each stakeholder group is
essential to their success. This book is an end-to-end guide for
project managers and communication teams seeking to
communicate effectively with all constituents, both internal and
external. This new edition includes a number of key topical
themes that build on the first edition: Communicating ‘Agile’;
the important role of social media and enterprise social networks
as vital communication channels; the role of storytelling; and
crisis communication – ensuring there is a crisis or emergency
communication process in place in case it is ever needed.
Routledge
Market: Business and Management
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 206pp
Hb: 978-0-367-68528-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-68533-1: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-13796-2
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-409-45319-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367685287
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Enterprise Cybersecurity in Digital Business
Building a Cyber Resilient Organization
Ariel Evans
Cybersecurity typically is viewed as the boogeyman: it strikes
fear into the hearts of non-technical employees. This book
provides a clear guide for companies to understand cyber from
a business perspective rather than a technical perspective, and
to build resilience for their business. Written by a
world-renowned expert in the field, the book is based on three
years of research with the Fortune 1000 and cyber insurance
industry carriers, reinsurers and brokers. It acts as a roadmap to
understand cybersecurity maturity, set goals to increase
resiliency, create new roles to fill business gaps related to
cybersecurity and make cyber inclusive for everyone in the
business.
Routledge
Market: Business and Management
December 2021: 7 x 10: 480pp
Hb: 978-0-367-51147-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-51149-4: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-05261-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367511470
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Simplifying Risk Management
An Evidence-Based Approach to Creating Value for Stakeholders
Patrick Roberts
This book attempts to place the practice of risk management within organizations into a
broader context, looking as much at why we try to manage risk as how we try to manage
risk.
Productivity Press
Market: Business & Management
April 2022: 6 x 9: 224pp
Hb: 978-1-032-12562-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-12561-9: £38.99
eBook: 978-1-003-22515-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032125626
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The SME Business Guide to Fraud Risk Management
Robert James Chapman
All organisations are affected by fraud, but disproportionately so for SMEs given their size
and vulnerability. Some small businesses that have failed to manage business fraud
effectively have not only suffered financially; they have not survived. This book provides a
guide for SMEs to understand the current sources of business fraud risk and the specific
risk response actions that can be taken to limit exposure, through the structured discipline
of enterprise risk management.
Routledge
April 2022: 6 x 9: 344pp
Hb: 978-1-032-05547-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-05546-6: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-20038-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032055473
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Acquisitions and Corporate Strategy

Delivering Distinctive Value in Emerging Economies

Alliances, Performance, and Divestment

Efficient and Sustainably Responsible Perspectives from Management
Researchers and Practitioners

Edited by David R. King
Series: Routledge Research in Strategic Management

Edited by Thomas Anning-Dorson, Sheena Lovia Boateng
and Richard Boateng

Average acquisition performance is consistently around zero, suggesting a need to identify
practically relevant relationships. Three fundamental questions are covered: 1) How do
acquisitions relate to other corporate strategy options?; 2) What helps to predict acquisition
performance?; and 3) What are persistent acquisition research issues? The intent of
presenting ideas on these fundamental questions is to illustrate promising areas for future
research. This book presents the latest state of knowledge on the topic and will be of
interest to researchers, academics, and advanced students in the fields of strategic
management, international business, and organizational studies.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
April 2022: 6 x 9: 272pp
Hb: 978-1-032-03636-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-18830-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032036366
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The idea behind editing this book is to present a contemporary
reference that tells the story of how businesses and institutions
in emerging economies are circumventing or can better
circumvent institutional voids, in order to create distinct value
for consumers, and develop resilient and sustainable economies.

Productivity Press
Market: Business & Management
February 2022: 7 x 10: 368pp
Hb: 978-0-367-71471-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-71473-4: £53.99
eBook: 978-1-003-15221-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367714710
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Bulletproof Decisions

Demand-Driven Business Strategy

How Executives Can Get It Right, Every Time

Digital Transformation and Business Model Innovation

Ruben Ugarte

Cor Molenaar
Series: Business and Digital Transformation

In this book, I will help business executives systematically tackle
these 35,00 decisions. Executives are forced to make critical
decisions that impact their lives, their employees’ lives, and their
customers.

Productivity Press
Market: Business and Management / Leadership / Decision-Making
December 2021: 6 x 9: 224pp
Hb: 978-1-032-02826-2: £105.00
Pb: 978-1-032-02825-5: £22.99
eBook: 978-1-003-18538-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032028262

This book explains the ways of transforming business models
from supply driven to demand driven through digital
technologies and big data analytics. It covers important topics
such as digital leadership, the role of Artificial Intelligence, and
platform firms and their role in business model transformation.
Students are walked through the nature of supply and demand
driven models and how organizations transform from one to
the other. Comprehensive and practical, this is an essential text
for advanced undergraduate and postgraduate students
studying Strategic Management, Marketing, Business Innovation,
Consumer Behaviour, Digital Transformation and
Entrepreneurship.
Routledge
Market: Business and Management
February 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 200pp
Hb: 978-1-032-12765-1: £140.00
Pb: 978-1-032-12766-8: £39.99
eBook: 978-1-003-22616-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032127651
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Cultural Industries and the Covid-19 Pandemic

Foundations of Coopetition Strategy

A European Focus

A Framework for Competition and Cooperation

Edited by Elisa Salvador, ESSCA School of Management, France, Trilce Navarrete,
Erasmus University, Netherlands. and Andrej Srakar, University of Ljubljana, Slovenia.
Series: Routledge Research in the Creative and Cultural Industries

Anna Minà and Giovanni Battista Dagnino
Series: Routledge-Giappichelli Studies in Business and
Management

Already dealing with disruptive market forces, the creative and cultural industries (CCIs)
faced fundamental challenges resulting from global health crisis, wrought by the COVID-19
pandemic. This book aims at filling the literature gap about the consequences of one of
the hardest crises - COVID-19 - severely impacting all the fields of the CCIs. The book will
be of interest to researchers, academics and students with a particular interest in the
management of cultural and creative organizations and crisis management.

This book disentangles the foundations of coopetition (i.e.,
concurrent competition and cooperation) by exploring in-depth
the intellectual legacy of Eastern and Western perspectives. The
key objectives of the book are: firstly, to adopt a paradoxical lens
to investigate the foundations of coopetition strategy; secondly,
to offer an interpretive framework that detects the different
forms, tactics and patterns of coopetition and thirdly, to discuss
the implications of the framework proposed for other paradoxical
strategies and to distil a bouquet of managerial implications.

Routledge
Market: Business / Arts
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 312pp
Hb: 978-0-367-65191-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-12827-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367651916
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January 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 206pp
Hb: 978-1-032-18127-1: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-25298-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032181271
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Managing Decline

Privatisation in India

A Research Overview

Journey and Challenges

Antti Sihvonen, Juha-Antti Lamberg and Henrikki Tikkanen
Series: State of the Art in Business Research

Sudhir Naib, IILM Institute for Higher Education, India
Series: Routledge Focus on Business and Management

A growing body of literature in the area of business
administration has focused on the phenomenon of decline.
These studies span multiple levels of analysis and draws on a
range of disciplines, including strategic management, economics,
and economic geography. This book provides a summary of this
research by focusing on three key levels of analysis: industries,
clusters, and organizations. This book provides an easy to access
summary on the nature and management of decline for
academic scholars and business practitioners, and is essential
reading for getting an overview of this broad field of research.

This book is a comprehensive work which incisively analyses, from a theoretically informed
perspective, crucial aspects of India's journey from partial divestiture to privatisation,
accompanied by case studies of enterprises being privatised in FY 2022. Naib examines
the economic role of the state followed by theoretical and empirical evidence on the state
versus private ownership. He also presents six instances of big-ticket privatisations ranging
from airlines, airports, banks, insurance, as well as industries such as petroleum and telecoms.
The book’s timely data and analysis of key developments will interest researchers in the
fields of divestiture and privatisation in India.

Routledge
Market: Business & Management
November 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 106pp
Hb: 978-0-367-90029-8: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-03594-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367900298

Routledge
Market: Business Management
January 2022: 5.5 x 8.5: 160pp
Hb: 978-1-032-20101-6: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-26221-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032201016
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Managing Negotiations

Public Sector Strategy

A Casebook

Concepts, Cases and Tools
Thorsten Reiter, University of St Gallen, Switzerland
Negotiation Management is a collection of seven global, real-life
case studies on prominent negotiations in the realm of
international business and politics.The book combines the
rigorously researched frameworks of academia with the
real-world challenges of negotiations.

Routledge
Market: Business and Management
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 172pp
Hb: 978-0-367-61534-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-61535-2: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-10542-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367615345

Mark Crowder, Manchester Metropolitan University, UK,
Mohammad Roohanifar, Manchester Metropolitan
University, UK and Trevor A. Brown, Manchester
Metropolitan University, UK
Public Sector Strategy explores how strategic decisions are
developed and implemented in the public sector, and examines
the psychology underpinning strategic decision-making. This
book combines knowledge from traditional perspectives with
contemporary insights on strategic management. It should be
a core textbook for advanced undergraduate and postgraduate
students studying Public Sector Strategy and Strategic
Management more broadly. It will also be of benefit for public
sector managers, consultants, and private sector organizations who wish to interact with
the public sector.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
February 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 232pp
Hb: 978-0-367-36173-0: £140.00
Pb: 978-0-367-36175-4: £39.99
eBook: 978-0-429-34430-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367361730
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Pandemic Governance

Strategic Luxury Management

Learning from COVID and Future Pathways

Value Creation and Creativity for Competitive Advantage

Walter Amedzro St-Hilaire
This book attempted to analyze the issues raised by the chronicity of the Covid pandemic
and its governance. The author analyses, the information resources mobilized to combat
the pandemic in industrialized countries and pays particular attention to the operational
mechanism.
Productivity Press
Market: Business & Management
April 2022: 7 x 10: 312pp
Hb: 978-1-032-22011-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-22010-9: £59.99
eBook: 978-1-003-27089-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032220116

David Millán Planelles
Series: Mastering Luxury Management
Strategic Luxury Management is a case-rich and practical overview
of how luxury creates value and why some firms are more
successful than others. Luxury is rarely discussed from a strategic
perspective: how luxury managers make complex decisions
relative to their competitive environment. With examples and
case studies from international firms illustrating each chapter, this
book is essential reading for postgraduate, MBA and executive
education students studying luxury management, luxury brand
management, luxury creativity and innovation, and strategic
management, as well as reflective practitioners within the luxury
industry.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 262pp
Hb: 978-0-367-85834-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-85837-7: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-01532-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367858346
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The Strategic Alliances Fieldbook
The Art of Agile Alliances
Gavin Booth, Mike Nevin and Jim Whitehurst
The rapid changes to the technology landscape, which has accelerated since the COVID
pandemic, mean that executives of companies are looking for faster ways to achieve
digitisation of their businesses. The search for faster value realisation has given rise to ‘agile
alliances’ which are small experimental teamings between technology (eg Google, HP,
AWS, ServiceNow etc) and professional services firms (eg Accenture, KPMG). This book
provides the blueprint of a proven approach and method which can be applied across all
sectors, and 19 case studies to illustrate real-life situations.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
May 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 290pp
Hb: 978-1-032-12899-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-12900-6: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-22676-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032128993
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Becoming a Supply Chain Leader
Mastering and Executing the Fundamentals
Edited by Sourya Datta, Sudip Das and Debasis Bagchi
The book explains how to emerge and grow as a supply chain
leader and details supply chain and procurement processes and
operational activities in real-work scenarios across multiple
supply chain verticals.

Productivity Press
Market: Business and Management / Supply Chain
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 466pp
Hb: 978-0-367-22081-5: £44.99
eBook: 978-0-429-27315-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367220815
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Halal Logistics and Supply Chain Management
Recent Trends and Issues
Edited by Nor Aida Abdul Rahman, Azizul Hassan, Cardiff
Metropolitan University, United Kingdom and Zawiah Abdul
Majid, Universiti Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Series: Routledge Advances in Management and Business
Studies
This book provides a comprehensive overview of Halal in
logistics, supply chain management and the future implications
for the Halal industry. It discusses a wide range of Halal logistics
practices and theories in Japan, Korea, Spain, Oman, and SEA
countries.
This book hopes to fill an existing gap and enrich the literature
on Halal logistics and supply chain management specifically in
the West, Middle East and regions in Asia. This will be a useful reference to those who
would like to learn more about this industry.
Routledge
Market: Business
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 240pp
Hb: 978-1-032-12237-3: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-22371-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032122373
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Supply Chain Leadership
Developing a People-Centric Approach to Effective Supply Chain
Management
Peter W. Robertson
Supply Chain leaders are key to achieving sustainable supply chain excellence and long-term
competitive advantage. This book addresses ‘big-picture’ supply chain leadership and
provides a roadmap and practical advice to help Supply Chain leaders successfully navigate
this challenging social and technical environment. This textbook should be essential reading
for Advanced Undergraduate and Postgraduate students of Supply Chain, Logistics and
Operations Management. The practice-based and applied approach also makes it valuable
for operating Supply Chain leaders and those studying for professional qualifications.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
April 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 200pp
Hb: 978-0-367-54011-1: £140.00
Pb: 978-0-367-54012-8: £39.99
eBook: 978-1-003-08404-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367540111
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A Practical Guide to Financial Services

Capitalism: An Unsustainable Future?

Knowledge, Opportunities and Inclusion

Edited by Malcolm Sawyer and Jonathan Michie, Oxford University, UK

Edited by Lien Luu, Coventry Business School, UK, Jonquil
Lowe, Open University, UK, Patrick Ring and Amandeep
Sahota
This book promotes financial knowledge and literacy. It focuses
on the structure of the financial services industry, its key features,
latest developments, and their impact on consumers’ access
and use of financial services products as well as the risks and
financial opportunities. The book is written for consumers, the
general public, and university students, so that they can gain a
better understanding of this important industry, make effective
use of the financial products and services available, and exploit
financial prospects to create wealth and build security for
themselves and their families.
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The four decades of neoliberalism, globalisation and financialisation have produced crises
- financial and pandemic - and rising inequality. The climate emergency threatens the
future of the planet. This book explores many dimensions of the background to these
crises. It will be of great value to students, scholars and professionals interested in political
economy, economic thought, climate change, sustainability and business studies.
The chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of the journal,
International Review of Applied Economics.
Routledge
Market: Economics
March 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 316pp
Hb: 978-1-032-21143-5: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-26696-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032211435

Routledge
Market: Finance
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 318pp
Hb: 978-1-032-13101-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-13099-6: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-22766-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032131016
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A Study of Labor Mobility in China

China’s New Normal, Supply-side, and Structural
Reform

Sun Wenkai
Series: China Perspectives
This title investigates rural labor mobility in China since 2003, an important phenomenon
in the process of Chinese economic transition, influential in economic growth at the macro
level and individual wellbeing at the micro level. The book will appeal to scholars and
students interested in labor economics, Chinese economy, sociology, demography, migrant
population and especially labor mobility in China.
Routledge
Market: Labour Economy / Chinese Economy / Labour Mobility in China
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 336pp
Hb: 978-1-032-18439-5: £130.00
eBook: 978-1-003-25452-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032184395

Cai Fang
Series: China Perspectives
This title dispels people’s doubts over China’s economic
prospects by analyzing the reasons for the slowed rate of the
country’s economic growth while proposing a range of effective
policy recommendations to enact supply-side structural reform.
Scholars and students of macroeconomics, development
economics and the Chinese economy will find this book to be
essential reading.

Routledge
Market: economic reform/macroeconomics/Chinese economics
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 224pp
Hb: 978-1-032-11847-5: £130.00
eBook: 978-1-003-22181-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032118475
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Accounting and Auditing Standards for Islamic
Financial Institutions

Economic Growth and Income Distribution in the
Development of China’s Dual Economy

Mohd Ma'Sum Billah
Series: Routledge Studies in Accounting

Wang Dihai
Series: China Perspectives

This book is a timely and comprehensive overview of accounting
and auditing standards within the doctrine of Shari’ah. It offers
a significant contribution to the field and a wealth of technical
know-how. The author analyzes Islamic accounting and auditing
both in theory and practice and from a distinctly international
perspective. The chapters are arranged in a systematic and logical
way making it easily accessible and engaging. The book is a
unique and exhaustive guide and, as such, will be an invaluable
resource for academics, researchers, students, policymakers, as
well as, practitioners in accounting and auditing firms and
financial institutions.

Since the start of the process of economic reform in 1978, China
has maintained the structure of a dual economy, with concurrent
development of the agricultural and industrial sectors. This book
explores the key issues of China's economic growth and income
distribution in this context. This book is targeted at scholars,
students and policymakers interested in China's economy,
income distribution, and economic growth.

Routledge
Market: Accounting and auditing
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 304pp
Hb: 978-1-032-06352-2: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-20187-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032063522
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Routledge
Market: China's Economy / Dual Economy / Economic Growth / Income Distribution
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 504pp
Hb: 978-1-032-19961-0: £160.00
eBook: 978-1-003-26162-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032199610
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Entrepreneurial Finance, Innovation and
Development

From the Great Recession to the Covid-19 Pandemic

A Research Companion
Edited by Vi Dung Ngo, Duc Khuong Nguyen and Ngoc
Thang Nguyen
Series: Routledge Research Companions in Business and
Economics
This Companion provides a systematic and profound
understanding of how finance, entrepreneurship, innovation,
and their interactions contribute to economic development in
Developing, Emerging and Transition Economies (DETE), which
cover a large number of countries in Asia, Central and Eastern
Europe, Latin America, and Africa. This essential and
comprehensive resource will find an audience amongst
academics, students, educators, practitioners, as well as
policymakers and regulators.
Routledge
Market: Economics
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 366pp
Hb: 978-0-367-68103-6: £150.00
eBook: 978-1-003-13428-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367681036

A Financial History of the United States 2010-2020
Jerry W. Markham
Series: Financial History of the United States
This volume narrates the financial history of the United States
during a period of great upheaval in the early part of the
twenty-first century. The work will be essential addition to
academic and public libraries with readers drawn from business
schools, departments of economics and finance, and historians.

Routledge
Market: Economics / Finance
March 2022: 6 x 9: 344pp
Hb: 978-1-032-16100-6: £150.00
eBook: 978-1-003-24704-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032161006
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Fintech

Gender and Finance

Frontier and Beyond

Addressing Inequality in the Financial Services Industry
Zhong Xu and Chuanwei Zou
Series: China Perspectives

Ylva Baeckström
Series: Contemporary Issues in Finance

Fintech, the integration of technology into the delivery of
financial services has revolutionised the world of Finance. This
book introduces a new framework to study the concepts that
underly Fintech while examining the driving forces and
underlying logic behind Fintech-based innovation and predicting
the future development of Fintech. The title will appeal to
scholars, students, and financial practitioners and regulators in
a broad range of areas including economics, finance, technology,
and public policy, especially Fintech, blockchain, and digital
currency.

This book examines the world of finance and the role of gender
within it. It looks at the financial services industry, arguably the
most powerful and remunerative sector that exists, and shows
how it was created by men for men. It is an essential secondary
text for a range of university courses, including economics,
finance and accounting, business studies and gender related
courses, as well as MBAs and Executive Education programmes
that focus on gender in business. It is also a must read for policy
makers, managers in financial services institutions and any other
businesses that seek to attract the growing market of female
consumers, employees and business leaders.

Routledge
Market: Finance / Fintech / Blockchain / Digital Currency / Financial Regulation
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 328pp
Hb: 978-1-032-21137-4: £130.00
eBook: 978-1-003-26692-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032211374

Routledge
Market: Economics / Finance
February 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 144pp
Hb: 978-1-032-05558-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-05557-2: £39.99
eBook: 978-1-003-19810-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032055589
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6th Edition

Institutional Islamic Economics and Finance

Foundations of Family Resource Management

Edited by Ahsan Shafiq
Series: Islamic Business and Finance Series

Elizabeth B. Goldsmith, Florida State University, USA
Foundations of Family Resource Management uses the lenses of consumer science,
management and economics and beyond to help students make intelligent decisions
about resources, time and energies at the individual and family level. It has a strong
interdisciplinary, global and multicultural focus.
The sixth edition brings in new material on millennials, delayed marriage, household
composition, neuroscience, behavioural economics, sustainable consumption, technology
and handling crises.
Routledge
Market: Family and Consumer Sciences
April 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 512pp
Hb: 978-0-367-76384-8: £74.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16674-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367763848

Brings to light the theoretical concepts related to the institutional perspectives on Islamic
economics, particularly highlighting areas where Islamic economic institutions lay at a
crossroads with conventional ones. Reflects upon the organizational arrangements that
comply with the basic tenets of Islamic institutional economics. Brings a collection of
real-world case studies into discussion to show the models of Islamic institutions that are
pragmatic in today’s business environment. Contains novel dimensions on the subject,
includes conceptual debates as well as practical examples, and explores hot topics such
as waqf and fintech from an Islamic perspective.
Routledge
Market: Economics
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 176pp
Hb: 978-1-032-13097-2: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-22764-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032130972
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Mergers, Acquisitions and International Financial
Regulation

Pension Fund Capitalism

Analysing Special Purpose Acquisition Companies

Leokadia Oręziak
Series: Routledge International Studies in Money and Banking

Daniele D'Alvia, Queen Mary University of London
Series: Routledge International Studies in Money and Banking
This is the first book ever to analyse the use of Special Purpose
Acquisition Companies (SPACs) from a theoretical and practical
perspective. The main objectives of the book are focused on
finding a working definition for SPACs and theorising on their
origins, definition, and evolution; identifying the objectives of
financial regulation within the context of the most recent
financial crisis and the pandemic; and also describing practical
examples of SPACs through a comparative study that, for the
first time, outlines every major capital market on which SPACs
are listed, in order to identify a possible international standard
of regulation.
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The Privatization of Pensions in Developed and Developing Countries

This book examines the origins and consequences of so-called pension fund capitalism,
which has spread around the world since 1981, when the pension system was completely
privatized in Chile. The author highlights the driving forces behind the privatization of
pensions, its forms and tools used in practice, and the risks and costs related to private
pensions. The book provides a source of serious reflection on what this privatization has
led to, what its real economic and social consequences are and what the likelihood is of
reversing it and strengthening the public pension system.
Routledge
Market: Economics
April 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 200pp
Hb: 978-1-032-07860-1: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-032-07864-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032078601

Routledge
Market: Economics, finance and law
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 258pp
Hb: 978-0-367-60986-3: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-10277-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367609863
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Money, Banking, and Financial Markets
A Modern Introduction to Macroeconomics
Dale K. Cline and Sandeep Mazumder
This innovative text offers an introduction to money, banking
and financial markets, with a special emphasis on the importance
of confidence and trust in the macroeconomic system. It also
presents the theory of endogenous money creation, in contrast
to the standard money multiplier and fractional reserve
explanation found in other textbooks.This is an accessible
introductory textbook for courses on money and banking,
macroeconomics, monetary policy and financial markets.

Routledge
Market: Economics
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 204pp
Hb: 978-1-032-17030-5: £150.00
Pb: 978-1-032-17026-8: £48.99
eBook: 978-1-003-25145-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032170305

Public Financial Management in the European
Union
Public Finance and Global Crises
Marta Postuła
Series: Routledge Studies in Public Economics and Finance
This book reveals how to create efficient institutions and coordinate policy on a transnational
scale to ensure European Union integration can best meet social needs. The author presents
a proposal of how to manage global, European and national public goods across three
areas: environmental protection, transnational infrastructure projects and social policy. The
book also analyses public financial management instruments used during the recent
pandemic, making a distinction between "regular" and "emergency" instruments and
assessing their effectiveness in specific economic situations
Routledge
Market: Economics
April 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 264pp
Hb: 978-1-032-11890-1: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-22203-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032118901
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Moral Hazard

Real Estate Valuation

A Financial, Legal, and Economic Perspective

A Subjective Approach

Edited by Juan Flores Zendejas, Norbert Gaillard and Rick J. Michalek
Series: Routledge International Studies in Money and Banking
This book covers 200 years of moral hazard: from its origins in the 19th century to the
bailouts announced in the aftermath of the COVID-19 outbreak. It explores the ethics and
other fundamental issues connected to moral hazard, provides historical and empirical
evidence on moral hazard in international finance and examines moral hazard within
specific sectors. This is the first book to provide an interdisciplinary analysis of moral hazard
and explain why addressing this issue has become crucial today. As such, it will attract
interest from scholars across different fields, including economists, political scientists and
lawyers.
Routledge
Market: Economics
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 240pp
Hb: 978-0-367-68833-2: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-13924-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367688332

Complimentary Exam Copy

e-Inspection

G. Jason Goddard
This textbook highlights the subjective valuation components
of residential and commercial real estate which can lead to a
range of acceptable property value conclusions. It discusses the
causes of housing booms and goes in depth into the
heterogeneity of commercial real estate property valuation.
Other topics explored include the role of machine learning and
AI in real estate valuation, market participant value perceptions,
and the challenge of time in the valuation process.
It is suitable for undergraduate and master’s students of real
estate finance, and will also be useful for practitioners in
residential and commercial real estate.
Routledge
Market: Real Estate Finance
December 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 238pp
Hb: 978-0-367-53908-5: £140.00
Pb: 978-0-367-53907-8: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-08367-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367539085
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Research on Pandemics
Lessons from an Economics and Finance Perspective
Edited by Yezhou Sha and Susan Sunila Sharma
This book tries to understand how pandemics impact the
economic and financial ecosystem of both emerging and
advanced economies. By gathering research on political
economy, geopolitical issues, behavioral finance, international
institutional responses and medical and health issues resulting
from pandemics, the chapters in this edited volume help in
expanding the knowledge of social and economic consequences
of the pandemic as well as set the foundation for future research.
The chapters in this book were originally published as a special
issue of the Emerging Markets Finance and Trade
Routledge
Market: Economics and Finance
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 336pp
Hb: 978-1-032-10301-3: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-21468-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032103013

The Economics of Banking
Jin Cao
The Economics of Banking provides an accessible overview of
banking theory and practice. It introduces readers to the building
blocks of fundamental theories and provides guidance on
state-of-the-art research, reflecting the dramatic changes in the
banking industry and banking research over the past two
decades. This book is suitable for advanced undergraduate,
masters, or early PhD students of economics and finance, and
will also be valuable reading for bankers and banking regulators.

Routledge
Market: Economics
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 676pp
Hb: 978-0-367-40571-7: £170.00
Pb: 978-0-367-40572-4: £54.99
eBook: 978-0-429-35677-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367405717
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The Dual-Entity of Market Competition

The Economics of Corporate Trade Credit in Europe

Establishment and Development of Mezzoeconomics
Yunxian Chen
Series: China Perspectives
The relationship between the government and the market is lies at the heart of Economics
as a discipline. This title approaches this issue with a new lens termed mezzoeconomics—a
branch of modern economics that mainly studies regional economic entities and the
allocation of regional resources after they are generated. This book will be of keen interest
to students and scholars of economics and regional governance.
Routledge
Market: Regional governance/Mezzoeconomics/Economics
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 306pp
Hb: 978-1-032-15586-9: £130.00
eBook: 978-1-003-24483-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032155869

Julia Koralun-Bereźnicka and Dawid Szramowski
Series: Routledge Studies in the Economics of Business and
Industry
This book presents a comparative analysis of the factors affecting
corporate trade credit behaviour of companies in selected
European countries. It provides a review of previous research
results on the micro and macroeconomic determinants of
corporate trade credit policies. Additionally, it specifically
addresses the impact of financial and pandemic crises on these
policies. The book is addressed to a wide range of academics
and students interested in short-term capital in enterprises.
Routledge
Market: Economics
January 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 200pp
Hb: 978-1-032-18175-2: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-25322-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032181752
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The Economics and Finance of Commodity Price
Shocks
Mikidadu Mohammed
Series: Banking, Money and International Finance
This book provides insights into the theoretical, conceptual, and
empirical modelling of the underlying causes of global
commodity price shocks. Three main objectives motivated the
writing of this book. First, to provide a variety of modelling
frameworks for documenting the frequency and intensity of
commodity price shocks. Second, to evaluate existing
approaches used for forecasting large movements in future
commodity prices. Third, to cover a wide range and aspects of
global commodities including currencies, rare-hard-lustrous
transition metals, agricultural, energy, and health pandemics.
Routledge
Market: Economics and Finance
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 214pp
Hb: 978-1-032-03369-3: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-18698-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032033693

The Essentials of Social Finance
Andreas Andrikopoulos
This book provides an interesting, accessible overview of this
fascinating ecosystem, blending insights from finance and social
entrepreneurship. It highlights the key challenges facing social
finance, whilst also showcasing its vast opportunities. Topics
covered include microfinance, venture philanthropy, social
impact bonds, crowdfunding and impact measurement, as well
as case studies from US, European, Asian and Islamic
perspectives.
This will be a valuable text for students of finance, investment,
social entrepreneurship, social innovation and related areas. It
will also be useful to researchers, professionals and policy makers
interested in social finance.
Routledge
Market: Finance
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 214pp
Hb: 978-1-032-13662-2: £110.00
Pb: 978-1-032-13660-8: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-23036-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032136622
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The Routledge Handbook of Financial Literacy
Edited by Gianni Nicolini, University of Rome 'Tor Vergata',
Rome and Brenda J. Cude
Series: Routledge International Handbooks
The Routledge Handbook of Financial Literacy provides a
comprehensive reference work that addresses both research
perspectives and practical applications to financial education.
This is the first volume to summarize the milestones of research
in financial literacy from multiple perspectives to offer a big
picture overview. It is an indispensable reference for scholars
who are new to the topic, including undergraduate and graduate
students, experienced researchers who wish to enrich their
knowledge, policymakers seeking a broader understanding and
an international perspective, and practitioners who seek
knowledge of best practices as well as innovative approaches.
Routledge
Market: Economics
December 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 560pp
Hb: 978-0-367-45777-8: £190.00
eBook: 978-1-003-02522-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367457778
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The Routledge Handbook of Taxation and
Philanthropy
Edited by Henry Peter and Giedre Lideikyte Huber
Series: Routledge International Handbooks
This handbook contains 30 academic contributions that aim to
provide a better understanding of whether, why, and how
philanthropic initiatives, understood as voluntary contributions
for the common good, can and should be fostered by states
through tax incentives. It also contains the OECD report on
Taxation and Philanthropy released in November 2020, which
was prepared in this context as a result of a collaboration with
the Geneva Centre for Philanthropy of the University of Geneva.

Routledge
Market: Economics
December 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 738pp
Hb: 978-0-367-68827-1: £190.00
eBook: 978-1-003-13920-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367688271
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Border Cities and Territorial Development

Fiscal and Monetary Policies in Developing
Countries

Edited by Eduardo Medeiros, University of Lisbon, Portugal
Series: Regions and Cities
This book offers a roadmap for territorial development theories
and strategic policy guidelines, by providing evidence-based
narratives of how border regions have been stimulating regional
development and how these processes can be enhanced. It
provides an updated and comprehensive assessment of border
cities, based on several case-studies covering north, south, west
and eastern European borders and the North American borders
of the USA, Canada and Mexico, thus affording a comparative
analysis and policy practices, which can be replicated on both
sides of the Atlantic.
Routledge
Market: Economics / Geography
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 280pp
Hb: 978-0-367-75943-8: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-16475-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367759438

State, Citizenship and Transformation
Rashed Al Mahmud Titumir
Series: Routledge Studies in Development Economics
This book examines the barriers to transformation in developing countries in the wake of
the pandemic and analyses the paths to recovery based on an economic-policymaking
agenda.
Routledge
Market: Development Economics
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 302pp
Hb: 978-1-032-06346-1: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-20184-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032063461
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Cities and Economic Inequality in Latin America

Industrial Development

Intra-Urban Inequality in Argentina

How States Build Capabilities and Deliver Economic Prosperity

Lena Simet
Series: Routledge Studies in Development Economics

Greg Clydesdale, Lincoln University, New Zealand
Series: Routledge Studies in the Modern World Economy

This book examines trends and determinants of economic inequality in cities in Latin
America. It explores how the gap between the haves and the have nots manifests in every
part of urban life – from housing to schooling to employment. It asks why some cities have
higher inequality than others and what we can learn from these differences as we fight
against inequality. The book presents lessons that can inform policies and practices in the
region and beyond. Developing a strategy against inequality that incorporates local features
and resists the temptation to rely on the "free market" for solutions to urban problems
offers a powerful opportunity.

Industrial Development examines historical examples of how
governments have attempted to build productive capabilities
and promote industrial learning. Each chapter shows a different
way in which this is done whether it is imitating existing
production technologies, building new advanced technologies,
tapping into existing global chains or building their own value
chains.
The book looks at a wide spectrum of countries and industries
from Silicon Valley to the early Asian model of building domestic
industries. The book also reveals that academics and policy
makers can be a major source of policy failure.

Routledge
Market: Development Economics
April 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 208pp
Hb: 978-1-032-06360-7: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-20190-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032063607

Routledge
Market: Economics
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 236pp
Hb: 978-1-032-07565-5: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-20771-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032075655
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Development Economics

Metropolitan Governance in Latin America

Aptly or Wrongly Named?
Edited by Natalia Bracarense and Louis-Philippe Rochon
This book questions how ethical and professionally responsible it is for economists to
continue to undiscerningly prescribe miraculous one-size-fits-all market-oriented models
to solve socio-economic problems everywhere. The contributors of this edited volume
invite the readers to consider these questions and further similar inquiries in the future.
The chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of the journal Review
of Political Economy.
Routledge
Market: Economics
February 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 180pp
Hb: 978-1-032-21210-4: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-26730-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032212104

Edited by Alejandra Trejo Nieto and Jose L. Niño
Amézquita
Series: Regions and Cities
This book examines Latin American metropolitan governance
by focusing on the issue of public service provision and
comparatively examining five of the largest and most complex
urban agglomerations in the region: Buenos Aires, Bogota, Lima,
Mexico City and Santiago. It will be valuable reading for
advanced students, researchers and policymakers tackling
themes of urban planning, spatial inequality, public service
provision and Latin American urban development.
Routledge
Market: Economics / Geography
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 208pp
Hb: 978-0-367-61567-3: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-10554-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367615673
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Neoliberalism and Unequal Development

The Rural Enterprise Economy

Alternatives and Transitions in Europe, Latin America and Sub-Saharan
Africa
Fernando López Castellano, Carmen Lizárraga and Roser Manzanera Ruiz
Series: Routledge Studies in Development Economics
This book examines critical perspectives in mainstream neoliberal development analysis.
It examines the neoliberal experiment as a global historical construct through the cases of
Africa, Latin America, and Europe. It also considers the weakness of the state resulting from
neo-liberal austerity and fiscal stabilization policies, which have amplified the inability to
collectively deal with the social, economic, and political impact of the COVID-19 crisis. One
of the key features of the book is the extensive comparative analysis between regions,
using case studies, including examples from African countries.
Routledge
Market: Economics
April 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 272pp
Hb: 978-0-367-72064-3: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-15330-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367720643

Edited by Birgit Leick, Susanne Gretzinger and Teemu
Makkonen
Series: Routledge Studies in the Economics of Business and
Industry
This book offers comprehensive answers to the question of what
makes up the rural enterprise economy in the contemporary
business world. It addresses the competitiveness and viability,
strategic management and strategic change, and marketing
issues for both incumbent and start-up companies in rural
regions. With a broad range of cases from European regions, the
book provides theoretical insights for scholars, practical
case-based evidence for lecturers and teachers, and practical
knowledge for business practitioners and planning specialists.
Routledge
Market: Economics
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 272pp
Hb: 978-0-367-47187-3: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-03400-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367471873
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Planning and the Multi-local Urban Experience

Universities and Regional Engagement

The Power of Lifescapes

From the Exceptional to the Everyday

Kimmo Lapintie
Series: Routledge Advances in Regional Economics, Science and Policy

Edited by Tatiana Iakovleva, Elisa Thomas, Laila Nordstrand Berg, Romulo Pinheiro
and Paul Benneworth, University of Twente, The Netherlands
Series: Regions and Cities

The starting point of this book is the observation that there is a discrepancy between the
lived reality of human beings and the fabricated, planned and governed ‘reality’ of the
state apparatus at both the local and national level. The novelty of the book is how it
analyses multi-locality from such a wide theoretical perspective: what is the nature and
meaning of the different multiple and coexistent places for people, and how is this spatial
transformation related to their mobility, everyday practices and work. How does the presence
and absence of places form their identity and their citizenship?
Routledge
Market: Geography, Sociology, Economics
May 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 152pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64423-9: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-12444-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367644239
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The study of universities’ role in regional engagement has traditionally been focusing on
exceptional cases. This book presents a reconceptualision which embraces its underlying
complexity, and proposes a roadmap for a renewed research agenda. Starting from the
grassroots level of universities’ "everyday" engagements, the book delves into the manifold
ways in which university knowledge agents build connections with regional partners. This
will be valuable reading for advanced students, researchers and policy makers working in
economic geography, regional development, innovation and higher education
management.
Routledge
Market: Geography / Economics
February 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 256pp
Hb: 978-0-367-71307-2: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-15029-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367713072
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The Political Economy of Universal Healthcare in
Africa
Evidence from Ghana
Philip C. Aka, Hassan Wahab and Yvette M. Alex-Assensoh
Series: Routledge Studies in Development Economics
The global rise in pandemics, most recently COVID-19, and other health challenges, some
of which are due to climate change, have imposed significant challenges on the healthcare
systems in economies around the world. Thus, this book deals with an issue that is very
timely and relevant, not just in Africa but globally. It critically assesses healthcare reforms
in Ghana under the Fourth Republic, since 1993 with a focus on Ghana’s National Health
Insurance Scheme of 2003. The book argues that, although Ghana is a bellwether of
healthcare reforms in Africa, its healthcare initiatives are still far from the service haven of
healthcare as a human right.
Routledge
Market: Economics
April 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 152pp
Hb: 978-1-032-20550-2: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-26412-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032205502
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Data Analytics for Business
Foundations and Industry Applications

Intellectual Property Rights and ASEAN
Development in the Digital Age

Fenio Annansingh and Joseph Bon Sesay

Edited by Lurong Chen and Fukunari Kimura, Keio
University, Japan
Series: Routledge-ERIA Studies in Development Economics

Data analytics underpin our modern data-driven economy. This textbook explains the
relevance of data analytics at the firm and industry levels, tracing the evolution and key
components of the field and showing how data analytics insights can be leveraged for
business results. This text supports students in gaining a solid understanding of data
analytics and its practical applications. This will be a valuable text for undergraduate level
courses in data analytics, data mining, business intelligence and related areas.
Routledge
Market: Business / Statistics
April 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 240pp
Hb: 978-0-367-65421-4: £130.00
Pb: 978-0-367-65419-1: £36.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12935-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367654214

This edited volume contributes to the debates on IPR protection
and economic development from the perspective of Association
of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) member states.
Written by economists and lawyers from the region, these
experts share their latest findings and thoughts on how countries
in Southeast Asia have been progressively improving IPR
protection and increasing the interoperability of different IPR
regimes through regional cooperation to facilitate business
operations in the context of digital transformation.
Routledge
Market: Intellectual Property Law, Development Economics
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 250pp
Hb: 978-0-367-70709-5: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-14765-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367707095
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Digital Government and Public Management

The Digital Disruption of Financial Services

Generating Public Sector Innovation at the Crossroads of Research and
Practice

International Perspectives

Edited by J. Ramon Gil-Garcia, Sharon S. Dawes and Theresa A. Pardo
This book contributes to the ongoing dialog within the digital government research and
practice community by addressing leadership and management challenges through the
interplay of five interconnected themes: management, policy, technology, data, and context.
These themes are evident in a wide range of topics including policy informatics, smart
cities, cross-boundary information sharing, service delivery, and open government, among
others.
The chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of the journal, Public
Management Review.
Routledge
Market: Public Administration and Management
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 170pp
Hb: 978-1-032-19343-4: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-25874-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032193434

Edited by Ewa Lechman, Gdansk University of Technology, Poland and Adam Marszk
Series: Banking, Money and International Finance
This book contributes to the present state of knowledge, offering the reader broad evidence
on how new digital technologies impact financial systems. It focuses on both macro- and
micro-perspectives of ICT influence on financial markets. It provides empirical evidence of
how digital technologies revolutionize the banking sector and stock exchange trading
system and explores the associations between technology and various aspects of firms’
functioning. Furthermore, it raises elements of financial inclusion, ICT-based microfinance
service and finance-related gender issues.
Routledge
Market: Economics / Finance
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 214pp
Hb: 978-1-032-05769-9: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-19907-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032057699
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Digitalization and Economic Development

The Digital Transformation of Healthcare

Insights from Developing Countries

Health 4.0

Edited by Mohamed Sami Ben Ali
Series: Routledge Studies in Development Economics

Edited by Marek Ćwiklicki, Mariusz Duplaga and Jacek Klich
Series: Routledge International Studies in Health Economics

This book analyses the impact of Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) on
economic development. It contains theoretical and empirical studies, including panel
studies on various issues facing developing countries, such as education, corruption,
economic growth, government expenditure, financial inclusion, foreign direct investment,
infrastructure, economic and social welfare, and inequality. Each chapter offers a
well-conceived analysis of the most recent trends in both theory and empirics and addresses
numerous policy implications related to the different aspects dealt with in the volume.

Health 4.0 is a term that has derived from the Fourth Industrial Revolution (Industry 4.0),
as it pertains to the healthcare industry. This book offers a novel, concise, but at the same
time, broad picture of the challenges that the technological revolution has created for the
healthcare system. It offers a comprehensive view of health sector actors’ interaction with
the emerging new technology, which is disrupting the status quo in health service delivery.
It explains how these technological developments impact both society and Healthcare
Governance.

Routledge
Market: Development Economics
April 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 200pp
Hb: 978-1-032-05601-2: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-19828-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032056012

Routledge
Market: Economics
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 244pp
Hb: 978-0-367-70050-8: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-14440-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367700508
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The Digitalization of Financial Markets
The Socioeconomic Impact of Financial Technologies
Edited by Adam Marszk and Ewa Lechman, Gdansk
University of Technology, Poland
Series: Banking, Money and International Finance
The book provides deep insight into theoretical and empirical
evidence on information and communication technologies (ICT)
as an important factor affecting financial markets. It is focused
on the impact of ICT on stock markets, bond markets, and other
categories of financial markets, with the additional focus on the
linked FinTech services and financial institutions. Financial
markets shaped by the adoption of the new technologies are
labelled ‘digital financial markets’.
Routledge
Market: Economics / Finance
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 220pp
Hb: 978-0-367-55834-5: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-09535-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367558345
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ECONOMETRICS
3rd Edition

Essential Econometric Techniques
A Guide to Concepts and Applications
Elia Kacapyr, Ithaca College, USA
Now in its third edition, Essential Econometric Techniques: A Guide
to Concepts and Applications is a concise, student-friendly
textbook which provides an introductory grounding in
econometrics, with an emphasis on the proper application and
interpretation of results. Drawing on the author’s extensive
teaching experience, this book offers intuitive explanations of
concepts such as heteroskedasticity and serial correlation, and
provides step-by-step overviews of each key topic. This
work shows students how economic hypotheses can be
questioned and tested using real-world data, and is the ideal
supplementary text for all introductory econometrics courses.
Routledge
Market: Economics
February 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 176pp
Hb: 978-1-032-10122-4: £140.00
Pb: 978-1-032-10121-7: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-21375-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032101224

Financial Economics and Econometrics
Nikiforos T. Laopodis, The American College of Greece,
Greece
Series: Routledge Advanced Texts in Economics and Finance
Financial Economics and Econometrics provides an overview of
the core topics in theoretical and empirical finance, with an
emphasis on applications and interpreting results. Structured in
five parts, the book covers financial data and univariate models;
asset returns; interest rates, yields and spreads; volatility and
correlation; and corporate finance and policy.

Routledge
Market: Economics
December 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 766pp
Hb: 978-1-032-07018-6: £200.00
Pb: 978-1-032-07017-9: £64.99
eBook: 978-1-003-20500-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032070186
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The Art and Science of Econometrics
Ping Zong
Series: Routledge Studies in Economic Theory, Method and Philosophy
The primary focus of this book is on providing an understanding of statistical properties
behind econometric methods. By concentrating on dynamic structural linear models like
state-space models and the Bayesian approach, the book alludes to the fact that this
methodological study is not only a science but also an art. This work serves as a handy
reference book for anyone interested in econometrics, particularly in relevance to students,
academic and business researchers in all quantitative analysis fields.
Routledge
Market: Economics
May 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 264pp
Hb: 978-1-032-22726-9: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-27390-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032227269
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A History of Slovak Economic Thought

Competition, Value and Distribution in Classical
Economics

Julius Horváth, Central European University, Hungary
Series: The Routledge History of Economic Thought
Slovakia has a rich and complex history, but until now there has not been a comprehensive
analysis of the nation’s economic thought. This volume expertly
fills this gap and traces
th
the development of Slovak economic thought from the 16 Century to the present day.
This book is of interest to advanced students and researchers of the history of economic
thought, economic history and political economy, as well as those with a specific interest
in the history of Slovakia.
Routledge
Market: Economics
January 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 176pp
Hb: 978-0-367-19449-9: £120.00
eBook: 978-0-429-20242-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367194499

Studies in Long-Period Analysis
Heinz D. Kurz and Neri Salvadori
Series: Routledge Studies in the History of Economics
Drawing in particular on the work of Sraffa, Smith, Ricardo and Marx, the essays in this
volume explore the characteristic features of the Classical economists’ approach to economic
problems, and the renewal of interest in that approach in modern times. This book
provides vital reading for scholars of classical economics, Marx and Sraffa, and the history
of economic thought more broadly. It also deals with issues in the areas of machinery and
technical progress, joint production, and economic development and growth.
Routledge
Market: Economics
March 2022: 6 x 9: 344pp
Hb: 978-0-367-68705-2: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-13870-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367687052
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Adam Smith and The Wealth of Nations in Spain

David Ricardo. An Intellectual Biography

A History of Reception, Dissemination, Adaptation and Application,
1777–1840

Sergio Cremaschi
Series: Routledge Studies in the History of Economics

Edited by Jesús Astigarraga and Juan Zabalza
Series: Routledge Studies in the History of Economics

David Ricardo has been acclaimed - or vilified - for merits he
would never have dreamt of, or sins for which he was entirely
innocent. Exploring a middle ground between theory and
biography, this book explores the formative intellectual
encounters of a man who came to economic studies via other
experiences, thus bridging the gap between the historical
Ricardo and the economist’s Ricardo. The work sheds new light
on Ricardian economics, providing an invaluable service to
readers of economic methodology, philosophy of economics,
the history of economic thought, political thought and
philosophy.

Adam Smith’s An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations was the product
of the rich tradition of the Scottish Enlightenment but the book’s fame immediately spread
across the whole of Europe. This book looks at the long journey of Smith’s ideas from
Scotland to peninsular Spain, reconstructing in detail the reception, adaptation,
interpretation, and application of Smith's central concepts from 1777 up to 1840. This
volume marks a significant contribution to the literature on the reception of Smith’s Wealth
of Nations, studies of the Spanish Enlightenment and history of economic thought more
broadly.
Routledge
Market: Economics
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 278pp
Hb: 978-0-367-71600-4: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-15280-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367716004

Routledge
Market: Economics
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 206pp
Hb: 978-0-367-75345-0: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-16210-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367753450
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Capital in the History of Accounting and Economic
Thought

European and Chinese Histories of Economic
Thought

Capitalism, Ecology and Democracy

Theories and Images of Good Governance

Jacques Richard and Alexandre Rambaud
Series: Economics and Humanities

Edited by Iwo Amelung, Goethe-Universität Frankfurt am
Main, Germany and Bertram Schefold
Series: Routledge Studies in the History of Economics

Starting with the first "scientific" economists such as Cantillon
(1755) and Quesnay (1758) and ending with Piketty (2019), this
book explores the treatment of the concept of capital in the
history of accounting and economic thought. The work provides
a rare juxtaposition of the reasoning, discourse and writings of
accountants and economists. This book will be of significant
interest to readers to history of economic thought, critical
accounting and heterodox economics.

Routledge
Market: Economics
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 110pp
Hb: 978-1-032-04656-3: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-19412-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032046563
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The Western literature on the history of Chinese economic
thought is sparse, and comparisons with the history of Western
economic thought even more so. This pioneering book brings
together Western and Chinese scholars to reflect on the historical
evolution of economic thought in Europe and China. The
international panel of contributors cover key topics such as
currency, usury, land tenure, the granary system, welfare, and
government, and special attention is given to monetary
institutions and policies. This volume provides valuable reading
for scholars in the history of economic thought, economic history
and Chinese studies.
Routledge
Market: Economics
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 328pp
Hb: 978-0-367-43448-9: £120.00
eBook: 978-0-367-43449-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367434489
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Humanity and Nature in Economic Thought

Philosophy of Economics

Searching for the Organic Origins of the Economy

A Heterodox Introduction

Edited by Gábor Bíró
Series: Routledge Studies in the History of Economics

Oliver Schlaudt
Series: Economics and Humanities

Humanity and Nature in Economic Thought: Searching for the
Organic Origins of the Economy argues that organic elements
seen as incompatible with rational homo economicus have been
left out of, or downplayed in, mainstream histories of economic
thought. This stimulating collection of essays will be of interest
to advanced students and scholars of the history of economic
thought, economic philosophy, heterodox economics, moral
philosophy and intellectual history.

Philosophy of Economics: A Heterodox Introduction provides an
introduction to the philosophy of economics through the prism
of heterodoxy. This book demonstrates the vitality of heterodox
challenges from a philosophical point of view because not only
do they formulate new hypotheses within economics, but they
challenge economic theory on a much more fundamental level:
how is the economy situated in the world, and which are the
right methods for its investigation? This book is an ideal
introduction for anyone seeking alternative or critical
perspectives on the philosophy of economics and economic
theory.

Routledge
Market: Economics
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 206pp
Hb: 978-0-367-68695-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-13865-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367686956

Routledge
Market: Economics / Philosophy
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 180pp
Hb: 978-1-032-06848-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-06833-6: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-20407-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032068480
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Market Detachment

Port-Cities and their Hinterlands

Breaking Social Ties in Economic Settings

Edited by Robert Lee, University of Liverpool, UK and Paul
McNamara
Series: Routledge Explorations in Economic History

Edited by Helene Brembeck, Franck Cochoy, University of Toulouse, France and Gay
Hawkins
While the dynamics of market attachments have been extensively analyzed, the implied
other to this – market detachments – have not. This book addresses this imbalance and
investigates economies of detachment or the processes whereby various elements or
relations in markets are removed or severed.
The chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of the journal,
Consumption, Markets & Culture.
Routledge
Market: Economics
March 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 126pp
Hb: 978-1-032-21786-4: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-27000-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032217864

This interdisciplinary book brings together eleven original
contributions by scholars in the United Kingdom, continental
Europe, America and Japan which represent innovative and
important research on the relationship between cities and their
hinterlands. They discuss the factors which determined the
changing nature of port-hinterland relations in particular, and
highlight the ways in which port-cities have interacted and
intersected with their different hinterlands as a result of both inand out-migration, cultural exchange and the wider flow of
goods, services and information. This work provides essential
reading for students and scholars of the history of economics.
Routledge
Market: Economics
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 360pp
Hb: 978-1-032-13978-4: £120.00
eBook: 978-0-429-20225-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032139784
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Of Poverty and Wealth

Socialist Economic Development in the 21st Century

Eric Hobsbawm, Barry Supple and Gareth Stedman Jones

A Century after the Bolshevik Revolution

Alan Macfarlane
Series edited by Radha Béteille
Series: Creative Lives and Works

Alberto Gabriele and Elias Jabbour
Series: Routledge-Giappichelli Studies in Business and
Management

Of Poverty and Wealth is a collection of interviews conducted
by one of England’s leading social anthropologists and historians,
Alan Macfarlane. In this collection, Eric Hobsbawm takes us
through the fundamental and broader concepts of economic
history, while Barry Supple and Gareth Stedman Jones bring in
the more focussed and often less discussed aspects of this
branch of history. Through these engaging conversations one
gets a better understanding of poverty and wealth in the context
of history.; Please note: Taylor & Francis does not sell or distribute
the Hardback in South Asia.

Over a hundred years after the first socialist revolution broke the
global monopoly of capitalism, a new class of socialist-oriented
socioeconomic development is coming to the fore. This book
proposes an alternative path to overcoming the worldwide crisis
of globalized capitalism. It offers a novel, balanced and
historically rooted interpretation of the successes and failures
of socialist economic construction throughout the last century.
The book will find an audience among academics, researchers
and students in the fields of economics, political science, history,
and geography, as well as, policy makers, particularly in

Routledge
Market: Economics
December 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 204pp
Hb: 978-1-032-20138-2: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-26240-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032201382

developing countries.
Routledge
Market: Economics
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 360pp
Hb: 978-1-032-21220-3: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-26735-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032212203
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4th Edition

The Making of Modern Economics
The Lives and Ideas of the Great Thinkers
Mark Skousen
The Making of Modern Economics presents a bold and engaging history of economics - the
dramatic story of how the great economic thinkers built today's rigorous social science.
This comprehensive yet accessible introduction to the major economic philosophers begins
with Adam Smith and continues through to the present day. It examines the contributions
each one made to our understanding of the role of the economist, the science of economics
and economic theory. Boxes in each chapter highlight little-known and entertaining facts
about the economists' personal lives that had an influence on their work.
Routledge
Market: Economics
January 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 486pp
Hb: 978-1-032-04384-5: £110.00
Pb: 978-1-032-02321-2: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-19295-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032043845
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Economics and Engineering of Unpredictable Events

Humanitarian Ecological Economics and Accounting

Modelling, Planning and Policies

Capitalism, Ecology and Democracy

Edited by Caterina De Lucia, Dino Borri, Atif Kubursi,
McMaster University, Canada and Abdul Khakee
Series: Routledge Explorations in Environmental Economics
In recent decades, the intensification of unpredictable events
including the Covid-19 outbreak, Brexit, trade warfare,
religion-inspired terrorism and civil wars, and climate change
has resulted in serious loss of human lives and property, a
decrease in biodiversity and natural hazards (with long-term
negative impacts on environment), and impeded social and
economic development. This book provides an integrated view
of the management of unpredictable events incorporating three
major perspectives: economic management, environmental
planning and engineering models. This book is of particular
interest to readers of economic policy, urban and regional planning and engineering.
Routledge
Market: Economics / Engineering / Planning
February 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 304pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64190-0: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-12338-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367641900

Jacques Richard and Alexandre Rambaud
Series: Economics and Humanities
The strict conversation of financial capital allows accountants
to preserve capitalism in its current form. Thus, building a more
humane economy will require a new accounting model. This
bookargues for the adoption of a CARE model: comprehensive
accounting in respect of ecology. This new model will take the
traditional weapons of capitalist accounting and turn them
against capitalism, with a goal to protect and conserve human
and natural capital within the framework of a democratic society.
This book will be of significant interest to readers of ecological
economics, critical accounting and heterodox economics.
Routledge
Market: Economics
November 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 100pp
Hb: 978-1-032-04661-7: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-19414-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032046617
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2nd Edition

Environmental and Natural Resource Economics

The Economics of Farm Management

A Contemporary Approach

A Global Perspective

Jonathan M. Harris, Tufts University, USA and Brian Roach,
Tufts Unversity, USA
In a rapidly changing policy and scientific context, this new
edition of Environmental and Natural Resource Economics reflects
an updated perspective on modern environmental topics. Now
in its fifth edition, this textbook includes enhanced and updated
material on energy, climate change, greening the economy,
population, agriculture, forests and water. It introduces students
to both standard environmental economics and the broader
perspective of ecological economics, balancing analytical
techniques of environmental economics topics with a global
perspective on current ecological issues such as population
growth, global climate change and "green" national income accounting.
Routledge
Market: Economics
November 2021: 7 x 10: 716pp
Hb: 978-0-367-53138-6: £95.00
eBook: 978-1-003-08064-0
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-138-65947-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367531386

Kent Olson and John Westra
Series: Routledge Textbooks in Environmental and Agricultural Economics
Future farm managers need a range of tools and knowledge to run successful businesses,
and this accessible textbook provides the required foundations from economics and
management, applied to the farm context. In today’s world where farms are subject to
ever-changing industrial, labor, demographic and technological factors, this textbook
provides a clear focus and methodology for business stability and growth.
Routledge
Market: Economics
May 2022: 7 x 10: 496pp
Hb: 978-1-032-24912-4: £150.00
Pb: 978-1-032-24794-6: £64.99
eBook: 978-1-003-28071-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032249124
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Environmental Evaluation and Global Development
Institutions

The Economics of Sustainable Transformation

A Case Study of the Global Environment Facility
Geeta Batra, Juha I. Uitto, Global Environment Facility, USA
and Osvaldo N. Feinstein, International Fund for Agricultural
Development, Italy
Series: Advances in Evaluation & Development
This book explores why The Global Environment Facility (GEF)
invests in evaluation for accountability and learning to inform
its decision making on programming priorities, and how this
leads to wiser funding decisions and better program
performance on the ground. The book is based on real-life
experiences of how to make evaluation count for international
environmental action. The book will be most suitable for
graduate-level, specialized study in a variety of disciplines such
as environmental and development economics, political science,
international relations, geography, sociology, and social anthropology.
Routledge
Market: Environmental Economics
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 200pp
Hb: 978-1-032-07614-0: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-20797-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032076140

Edited by Anna Szelągowska and Aneta Pluta-Zaremba
Series: Routledge Advances in Regional Economics, Science and
Policy
This book presents the ways in which three key issues of the
modern world – transformation, digitalisation and sustainability
– may be combined for the greater good and highlights which
activities can be designed to integrate these three paths. It is an
experience-derived and evidence-based analysis of how
sustainable development impacts the transformation of the
economy and how the business environment influences
economic transformation in the light of the sustainable
development principles.
Routledge
Market: Economics
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 370pp
Hb: 978-1-032-11443-9: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-21995-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032114439
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40 Classic Crude Oil Trades

Managing Knowledge, Governing Society

Real-Life Examples of Innovative Trading

Social Theory, Research Policy and Environmental Transition

Owain Johnson, Dubai Mercantile Exchange, United Arab
Emirates
Series: Routledge Classic Market Trades

Alain-Marc Rieu
Series: Routledge Advances in Regional Economics, Science and
Policy

This book brings the oil trading world to vivid life by introducing
the reader to 40 real-life trades or strategies that were carried
out by named market participants. The 40 chapters cover
different geographies and different crude oil markets, providing
an unparalleled insight into how crude oil traders work and think.
The book provides plenty of inspiration for current or prospective
crude oil traders or analysts. It will also be valuable for academic
researchers, business school case studies, and for anyone
wanting to learn more about the individuals that shape the
world’s most important commodity market.

Since the 1980s, two different paradigms have reshaped
industrial societies: the Neoliberal paradigm and a Research and
Innovation paradigm. Both have been conceptualized and
translated into strong policies with massive economic and social
consequences. This insightful book examines how the resulting
policies have evolved and how they can be extended and
reformed to respond to present and future environmental
constraints. It studies the mutation of the conception,
organization and role of science and technology in the evolution
of industrial societies and explores the future of these
developments.

Routledge
Market: Economics
January 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 280pp
Hb: 978-0-367-70041-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-70040-9: £39.99
eBook: 978-1-003-14433-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367700416

Routledge
Market: Regional Studies
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 316pp
Hb: 978-1-032-03374-7: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-18700-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032033747
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A Systemic Approach to Continuous Change in the
Innovation Economy

The Dynamics of the Innovation Divide between
China and Europe

Jon-Arild Johannessen, Nord University, Oslo, Norway
Series: Routledge Studies in the Economics of Innovation

National and Regional Dimensions

The author explores how to promote systemic thinking at a time when cascades of
innovations are entering the economy, while at the same time unpredictable and unforeseen
(black swan) events are occurring and disrupting social systems. He discusses how
individuals and society can develop the resilience needed to deal with these incidents and
asserts that there are three central social mechanisms that can help us understand how
social systems work and how they are interconnected: time-lag, threshold value, and
feedback. This helps us to understand how changes occur in non-linear systems; for instance,
how small changes at the micro level can lead to large changes at the macro level.
Routledge
Market: Economics
April 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 144pp
Hb: 978-1-032-24549-2: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-27922-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032245492

Edited by Arkadiusz Michal Kowalski
Series: Routledge Studies in the Economics of Innovation
This book examines the problem of the innovation divide in the
world economy, and convergence in innovation performance
between leaders and followers, analysed through the prism of
Chinese experiences, and explored from an EU perspective. The
monograph will provide an up-to-date reference for academics
and students across a variety of disciplines. It will be of particular
interest to researchers in the area of innovation and practitioners
doing business in China, as well as policymakers at international,
national and regional levels involved in designing and
implementing innovation policy.
Routledge
Market: Economics
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 194pp
Hb: 978-1-032-05760-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-19905-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032057606
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Industrialization and Economic Diversification

The Evolution of Contemporary Arts Markets

Post-Crisis Development Agenda in Asia and Africa

Aesthetics, Money and Turbulence

Banji Oyelaran-Oyeyinka, United Nations University, the Netherlands and Kaushalesh
Lal, United Nations University - MERIT, Netherlands
Series: Routledge Studies in Development Economics
The book analyzes diversification and development experiences from comparative
perspectives of Asia and Africa. It also investigates determinants of export diversification
differentiated by commodities-dependence versus manufactured products and looks at
the roles of various institutions and governance of institutions in export diversification.
This book will provide policy insights into how different degrees of specialisation in exports
across countries have affected outcomes in terms of living standards, economic growth
and employment.
Routledge
Market: Economics
April 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 152pp
Hb: 978-1-032-15686-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-24532-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032156866
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Andrés Solimano
Series: Routledge Studies in the Economics of Business and
Industry
This book examines the historical evolution of the art market
from the 15th century to the present day. The main features of
modern art markets are discussed, for example complexity in
art valuation, globalism, segmentation, financialization,
indivisibility, liquidity and provenance issues. The book studies
the impact of wealth inequality and economic cycles and crises
on the art market and features a chapter focusing specifically
on the art market in China. This accessible publication is ideal
for a broad, interdisciplinary audience including those involved
in the economic and financial fields as well as art lovers, art
market participants and social and cultural scholars.
Routledge
Market: Economics
October 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 112pp
Hb: 978-1-032-10393-8: £45.00
eBook: 978-1-003-21512-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032103938
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The Routledge Handbook of Smart Technologies
An Economic and Social Perspective
Edited by Heinz D. Kurz, Marlies Schütz, Rita Strohmaier
and Stella Zilian
Series: Routledge International Handbooks
In this handbook, the focus of the discussion is on "smart
technologies" – understood as tools that "enabl[e] intelligence,
processing, communication, and networking capabilities in all
products, systems, and processes, influencing all parts of society"
(Beernaert and Fribourg-Blanc, 2017). Within the scope of this
handbook, a broad range of technological trends that reflect
these properties, and in particular, artificial intelligence, advanced
robotics, and cyber-physical systems, are covered to shed light
on the associated potentials and challenges for the economy
and society from the perspective of social, economic, natural and political sciences.
Routledge
Market: Economics
February 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 728pp
Hb: 978-0-367-36923-1: £190.00
eBook: 978-0-429-35192-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367369231
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Kalecki and Kaleckian Economics

The Routledge Handbook of the Economics of
Education

Understanding the Economics of Michał Kalecki and His Legacy after
50 Years
Edited by Louis-Philippe Rochon, Marcin Czachor and Gracjan Robert Bachurewicz
This book helps in pushing forward a Kaleckian research agenda that is even more urgent
given the 2007 financial crisis and the current post-COVID recovery. Michał Kalecki is a
leading heterodox economist, whose influence in the field perhaps even surpasses that of
Keynes. Kalecki’s insights are even more relevant today, and scholars are encouraged to
apply his conclusions to ensure the sustainability of our economic systems.
The chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of the Review of Political
Economy.
Routledge
Market: Economics
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 192pp
Hb: 978-1-032-13573-1: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-22992-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032135731
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Edited by Brian P. McCall, University of Michigan, USA
Series: Routledge International Handbooks
The economics of education is a burgeoning area of study,
employing increasingly sophisticated analytical tools to answer
questions with high societal impact. This comprehensive
Handbook provides an authoritative overview of key theoretical
and policy areas, covering topics like econometric methods for
education economics, returns to education, competition in
education provision, education and economic growth, and
education and inequality. It offers a truly international
perspective, with a global group of contributors and attention
to both developed and developing country contexts.
Routledge
Market: Economics
December 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 616pp
Hb: 978-0-367-19458-1: £190.00
eBook: 978-0-429-20252-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367194581
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Labor Economics in an Islamic Framework

Universities and the Labour Market

Theory and Practice

Graduate Transitions from Education to Employment

Toseef Azid, Qassim University, College of Business and Economics, Umar Burki,
Muhammad Junaid Khawaja, Nasim Shah Shirazi and Muhammad Tahir
Series: Islamic Business and Finance Series

Magdalena Jelonek
Series: Routledge Studies in Labour Economics

This book provides a comprehensive overview of the nature, scope, and dimensions of the
labor market in an Islamic context, from both a theoretical and practical perspective. It
presents and discusses labor economics and then compares the similarities and differences
between conventional and Islamic views of the labor market, explaining where they meet,
and critically justifying why they differ, under the umbrella of Shariah. The book proposes
practical strategies for the development of new models for the Islamic labor market which
are compatible with the modern world.

Debate surrounding the employability of graduates has been around for many decades,
and interest in this area has grown particularly since the start of this century. Tackling this
relevant area of scholarship, this book uses an innovate approach to analyse the relationship
between university and the labour market from different perspectives, taking into account
both sociological and economic theories. The interdisciplinary nature of this book makes
it of great interest to academics, researchers and postgraduate students in the areas of
sociology, economy, public policy, and also to practitioners designing educational
interventions themselves.

Routledge
Market: Economics
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 264pp
Hb: 978-1-032-01435-7: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-032-01955-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032014357

Routledge
Market: Economics
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 176pp
Hb: 978-0-367-74225-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-16148-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367742256

6th Edition

Managerial Economics
Ivan Png, National University of Singapore, Singapore
Now in its sixth edition, Ivan Png's Managerial Economics has
been extensively revised with an introductory chapter
emphasizing decision-making and behavioral biases, intensive
application to current business and economic issues including
technology, globalization, and pandemics, a closing chapter
highlighting business responses to climate change, as well as a
streamlined presentation focusing on the economics that
managers need to know. It is an ideal text for any course focusing
on the practical application of microeconomic principles to
management.
Routledge
Market: Economics, Management
March 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 320pp
Hb: 978-1-032-14542-6: £160.00
Pb: 978-1-032-14540-2: £59.99
eBook: 978-1-003-23985-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032145426
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Ageing and Effecting Long-term Care in China

Behavioural Sports Economics

Sabrina Ching Yuen Luk, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore, Hui Zhang,
Sun Yat-Sen University, China and Peter Pok-Man Yuen, Hong Kong Polytechnic
University, Hong Kong
Series: Routledge Studies in the Modern World Economy

A Research Companion
Edited by Hannah Josepha Rachel Altman, Morris Altman and Benno Torgler
Series: Routledge Advances in Behavioural Economics and Finance

The book compares key features of long-term care insurance (LTCI) schemes in fifteen pilot
cities and evaluates the sustainability of various financing models adopted by the cities in
the LTCI schemes. The book uses an interpretive case study approach to give an in-depth
look into the LTC models in three pilot cities – Qingdao, Nantong, and Shanghai. The three
cities represent three different models of financing and delivering LTC.
The book will be a useful reference to scholars and policy makers who look at urban ageing
and healthcare costs and delivery.

Economists have entered into the realm of sports to provide what they believe to be more
cogent explanations for sport-related behaviour and to suggest ways in which incentives
can improve outcomes. But the traditional workhorses of conventional economics can
only provide partial explanations and understandings. Drawing on a bounded rationality
approach to behavioural economics, this book demonstrates the analytical insights to be
gained by supplementing the conventional economics toolbox with psychological,
cognitive, sociological, and institutional factors. It will be an indispensable reference to
students and scholars of sports economics, sports management, and sports science.

Routledge
Market: Economics
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 194pp
Hb: 978-0-367-17499-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-0-429-05719-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367174996

Routledge
Market: Economics / Sport Studies
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 376pp
Hb: 978-0-367-53184-3: £150.00
eBook: 978-1-003-08082-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367531843
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Artificial Intelligence and Islamic Finance

Biolaw, Economics and Sustainable Governance

Practical Applications for Financial Risk Management

Addressing the Challenges of a Post-Pandemic World

Edited by Adel M. Sarea, Ahlia University, Bahrain, Ahmed H. Elsayed and Saeed A.
Bin-Nashwan
Series: Islamic Business and Finance Series
This book provides a systematic overview of the current trends in research relating to the
use of Artificial Intelligence in Islamic Financial Institutions (IFIs), across all Organization of
Islamic Cooperation (OIC) countries. Artificial Intelligence and Islamic Finance discusses
current and potential applications of Artificial Intelligence (AI) for risk management in
Islamic finance.
Routledge
Market: Economics
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 240pp
Hb: 978-0-367-77485-1: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-17163-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367774851

Erick Valdés and Jacob Dahl Rendtorff
Series: Finance, Governance and Sustainability
This book offers an accurate and updated approach to the main
contributions of cosmopolitan biolaw in relation to sustainability,
global governance, organizational health care economics and
COVID-19. Bringing together different robust biojuridical
epistemologies to analyze key bioethical problems as well as
the health care, management, economics and sustainability
issues of our time, it constitutes a paradigmatic text in its field
and will be a valuable resource for courses in biolaw, law,
bioethics, global sustainability, organizational health care
economics, and global governance at different professional
levels.
Routledge
Market: Economics
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 252pp
Hb: 978-0-367-70757-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-14784-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367707576
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Asian Trade and Investment in Europe

Business, Industry and Trade in the Tropics

Edited by Prana Krishna Biswas and Robert Dygas
Series: Routledge Studies in the Modern World Economy

Edited by Jacob Wood, K Thirumaran and Taha Chaiechi
Series: Routledge Advances in Business, Industry and Trade in the Tropics

This book provides deep insight into the flow of foreign direct investment from Asia to
Europe. It assesses the topic of trade and investment from the reverse direction, considering
Asian countries as the capital investors into EU countries. The regional perspectives bring
new and useful insights to the topic and the case study approach allows for a wider
exploration of the research questions as well as their theoretical evolution. The book
provides a "big picture" for economists, researchers, business analysts and PhD students
of economics, international trade and business.

This book provides an empirical assessment of the key socio-cultural, economic,
environmental and political factors that influence the business dynamics of organizations
operating within the Tropics. While the primary audience for the book consists of academics
and students from the fields of economics (environmental economics, developmental
economics), business, international trade, and tourism, area studies, it will also provide a
practical resource for government policy analysts wanting to fully appreciate some of the
key economic and business issues facing the region.

Routledge
Market: Economics
April 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 168pp
Hb: 978-1-032-22964-5: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-27493-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032229645

Routledge
Market: Economics
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 320pp
Hb: 978-0-367-72121-3: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-15358-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367721213
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Economic Ideas, Policy and National Culture

Economics, Science and Capitalism

A Comparison of Three Market Economies

Richard Westra, Nagoya University, Japan
Series: Routledge Frontiers of Political Economy

Edited by Eelke de Jong
Series: Routledge Frontiers of Political Economy
All human beings develop a certain view on the world, and
individuals belonging to the same national cultures are likely to
develop very similar views with one another. In this same
manner, academic economists and policymakers are consistently
exposed to the same view on the preferred way of organizing
an economy as the rest of the population of their given country.
This book explores the economic impacts of these shared cultural
values, focusing on the wider economies of the USA, Germany,
and France. It makes an invaluable contribution to the literature
on comparative economics, economic policy, well-being and
cultural economics.
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Various strains of heterodox economics have sought, and largely failed, to dismount
orthodoxy from its dominant position. This book critiques the criticizers, explaining why
heterodox economics challenges have faltered, and then presents a coherent alternative
paradigm of its own. This simultaneously exposes the vacuousness of neoclassical
economics, the limitations of heterodox critique and the subverting of Karl Marx’s
revolutionary economic thought by his own disciples. This original volume also introduces
readers to a reconstruction of Marx’s Capital engineered in Japan.
Routledge
Market: Economics
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 206pp
Hb: 978-0-367-61042-5: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-10302-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367610425

Routledge
Market: Economics
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 234pp
Hb: 978-1-032-07729-1: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-20854-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032077291
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Economic Principles and Problems

Financialisation in Emerging Economies

A Pluralist Introduction

Changes in Central Banking

Geoffrey Schneider, Bucknell University, USA
Series: Routledge Pluralist Introductions to Economics

Juan Pablo Painceira, Central Bank of Brazil
Series: Routledge Critical Studies in Finance and Stability

Economic Principles and Problems: A Pluralist Introduction offers a
comprehensive introduction to the major perspectives in
modern economics, including mainstream and heterodox
approaches. Through providing multiple views of markets and
how they work, it leaves readers better able to understand and
analyse the complex behaviours of consumers, firms, and
government officials, as well as the likely impact of a variety of
economic events and policies.

Based on Marxist Political Economy, this book studies the trends
towards financialisation in emerging economies, focusing on
the effects of the reserve accumulation in their international and
domestic spheres. It argues that reserve accumulation has been
the very catalyst of financialisation, being related to the
subordinated position of emerging economies in the
international monetary system. The work provides essential
reading for students and scholars of finance, economics and
political economy who are interested in the unfolding of the
subordinated financial integration of emerging economies into
global financial markets.

Routledge
Market: Economics
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 992pp
Hb: 978-1-138-63994-2: £230.00
Pb: 978-1-138-64000-9: £79.99
eBook: 978-1-315-63692-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138639942

Routledge
Market: Economics
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 198pp
Hb: 978-1-138-94711-5: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-315-67028-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138947115
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Economics, Accounting and the True Nature of
Capitalism

Financialization of the Economy, Business, and
Household Inequality in the United States

Capitalism, Ecology and Democracy

A Historical–Institutional Balance-Sheet Approach

Jacques Richard and Alexandre Rambaud
Series: Economics and Humanities

Kurt Mettenheim and Olivier Butzbach
Series: Routledge Frontiers of Political Economy

Almost all economists, whether classical, neoclassical or Marxist,
have failed in their analyses of capitalism to take into account
the underpinning systems of accounting. This book draws
attention to this lacuna, focusing specifically on the concept of
capital: a major concept that dominates all teaching and practice
in both economics and management. The work will be of
significant interest to readers to political economy, history of
economic thought, critical accounting and heterodox
economics.

This volume on the political and social economy of
financialization in the US focuses on the unexpected
consequences of the rise of finance for the American
macroeconomy, the financialization of household inequality,
and the hollowing out of nonfinancial business enterprises. This
book marks a significant contribution to the literature on
financialization and studies in social economics, household
economics, the changing structure and management of
nonfinancial business enterprises, and American political
economy.

Routledge
Market: Economics
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 220pp
Hb: 978-1-032-04658-7: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-19413-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032046587
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Global Political Economy

Institutions and Chinese Economic Development

A Critique of Contemporary Capitalism

A Comparative Historical Approach

Edited by V. Upadhyay and Paramjit Singh
The present volume makes students and researchers familiar
with contemporary issues in global political economy with a
focus on the working of global capitalism in the last four to five
decades. The volume covers a wide range of issues from
conceptual questions to empirical investigation with the aim to
promote a critical understanding of the major challenges posed
by contemporary capitalism. It contains contributions of leading
political economists from India and abroad. ; Please note: T&F
does not sell or distribute the Hardback in South Asia.

Routledge
Market: Economics
November 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 408pp
Hb: 978-1-032-14750-5: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-24092-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032147505

Li Tan
Series: Routledge Explorations in Economic History
China’s rise as an economic power has posed some challenging
questions: how did China achieve GDP growth that was even
faster than the Asian Tigers? Is the "Chinese model" superior?
Why hasn’t the rapid economic growth lead to democracy in
the country as many observers expected? And can China sustain
its rapid economic growth with its existing social system? This
book studies the historical relationship between institutions and
economic development in China, drawing comparisons with
England, Japan and other Asian economies as appropriate. It is
of great interest to students of the Chinese economy, economic
history, institutional economics and comparative history.
Routledge
Market: Economics
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 214pp
Hb: 978-1-032-06390-4: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-20204-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032063904
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Governance and City Regions

Islamic Capital Markets

Policy and Planning in Europe

The Structure, Formation and Management of Sukuk

Karsten Zimmermann and Patricia Feiertag
Series: Regions and Cities
This book analyzes the recent reforms and changes in the
governance of city-regions in France, Germany and Italy. It covers
themes such as the impact of austerity measures, territorial
development, planning and state modernization. The authors
provide a systematic cross-country perspective on two levels,
between six city-regions and between the national policy
frameworks in these three countries. They use a solid
comparative framework, which refers to the four dimensions
functions of institutions and governance, ideas and space.
Routledge
Market: Economics / Geography
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 336pp
Hb: 978-1-032-06364-5: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-20192-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032063645

Imam Uddin, Rabia Sabri, M. Ishaq Bhatti, La Trobe University, Australia, Muhammad
Omer Rafique and Muhammad AsadUllah
Series: Islamic Business and Finance Series
This book offers a unique, in-depth, and up-to-date overview of Islamic banking and finance,
capital markets and sukuks at the grass-roots level. It deals with one of the most potent
and increasingly popular financial instruments. It defines and explores the differences
between conventional and sukuk bonds and also examines the integration of sukuk in
various country contexts and both Muslim and non-Muslim economies.
Routledge
Market: Economics
January 2022: 5.5 x 8.5: 96pp
Hb: 978-1-032-15350-6: £45.00
eBook: 978-1-003-24375-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032153506
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Institutional Economics

Islamic Management Practices in Financial
Institutions

Perspectives and Methods in Pursuit of a Better World
Edited by Charles J. Whalen
Institutional economics is a sociocultural discipline and policy
science which draws on the idea that economies are best
understood through an appreciation of history, real-world
institutions, and socioeconomic interrelations. This book brings
together leading institutionalists to examine the tradition’s most
essential perspectives and methods. The work provides
economists with promising starting points for new research,
students with contributions refreshingly in touch with the real
world, and policymakers and social scientists with compelling
reasons for engaging further with the institutionalist tradition.
Routledge
Market: Economics
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 316pp
Hb: 978-0-367-74945-3: £160.00
Pb: 978-0-367-74950-7: £39.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16043-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367749453

Case Studies from Islamic Economics, Banking and Finance
Khaliq Ahmad
Series: Islamic Business and Finance Series
This book draws on a range of theoretical foundations, approaches and management
practices that are culturally and jurisdictionally appropriate in several Muslim countries. As
such, it contributes to an emerging specialism in comparative management and leadership
theory that is oriented towards a broader and more diverse set of perspectives, particularly
from the non-Western world, given that the importance of values, ethics, and culture have
recently been recognized as a key contributing factor to management knowledge
development.
Routledge
Market: Economics
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 140pp
Hb: 978-1-032-15358-2: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-24377-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032153582
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Law and Development

Operations Management for Healthcare
Organizations

Theory and Practice

Theory, Models and Tools

Yong-Shik Lee, Law and Development Institute, USA
Series: Routledge Studies in Development Economics
The book examines the theory and practice of law and development. It suggests the use
of law and development approach to address economic issues of today and applies the
law and development theory to derive insights about such issues i.e. widening income
gaps, socioeconomic issues. The book also explains why the concept of “development” is
not only relevant to developing countries but to developed economies as well. The new
edition includes five new chapters.
Routledge
Market: Economics, International Economic Laws
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 336pp
Hb: 978-0-367-54685-4: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-09017-5
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-138-55669-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367546854
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Stefano Villa
Series: Routledge-Giappichelli Studies in Business and
Management
This book provides a useful framework to capture the necessary
organizational conditions to successfully implement operations
strategies within healthcare organizations. The book outlines
the models and operational solutions to two key areas that
characterize Operations Management (OM) in healthcare: patient
flow logistics and supply chain management. The examples and
case studies included in the book are based on the experience
of the author who has had the opportunity to do research and
training in the area of operations management, within different
types of healthcare delivery organizations at both the national
and international level, and often at publicly owned institutions.
Routledge
Market: Business and Management
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 202pp
Hb: 978-1-032-12959-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-12958-7: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-22702-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032129594
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Macroeconomic Principles and Problems
A Pluralist Introduction

Political Economy Goes to the Movies
Satyananda J. Gabriel, Mount Holyoke College, USA

Geoffrey Schneider, Bucknell University, USA
Series: Routledge Pluralist Introductions to Economics
This text presents a ground-breaking pluralistic introduction to
macroeconomics. Incorporating the best ideas of each major
heterodox school of thought, this book offers a comprehensive
introduction to macroeconomics, the financial system and
economic policy, with a focus on the major economic problems
confronting contemporary society such as climate change,
inequality, and the Great Recession. Avoiding the overuse of
economic models, the text contains numerous stories and
examples, and the supporting website contains additional
learning and teaching resources. This book offers the most
contemporary and complete package for any pluralistic
macroeconomics class.
Routledge
Market: Economics
April 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 440pp
Hb: 978-0-367-02481-9: £180.00
Pb: 978-0-367-02482-6: £59.99
eBook: 978-0-429-39935-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367024819

Political Economy Goes to the Movies provides an introduction to
political economy using a wide range of popular films and
documentaries as the objects of analysis. The work helps readers
to understand and analyze the economic and related political,
cultural, and ecological relationships depicted in selected films.
This is achieved through the lens of past and present economic
theories and in the context of debates over the dynamic
influence of economics on individual life chances. This book is
essential reading for students and scholars of political economy
in both economics and politics departments, as well as those of
pluralist economics and Marxist economics.
Routledge
Market: Economics
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 214pp
Hb: 978-1-138-29833-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-138-29836-1: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-351-58091-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138298330
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Markets vs Public Health Systems

Political Economy in the Evolution of China's
Urban-Rural Economic Relations

Perspectives from the Austrian School of Economics
Łukasz Jasiński
Series: Routledge Focus on Economics and Finance

Fan Gao
Series: China Perspectives

Problems related to the functioning of public healthcare systems encourage the search
for alternative solutions. However, these proposals also require appropriate theoretical
support to better present and apply them. This book draws on Austrian Economics to
provide a theoretical framework to support greater involvement of the private sector to
improve inefficiencies in public healthcare. This work provides an important contribution
to the literature on health economics, healthcare management and policy, and Austrian
Economics more broadly. It is essential reading for health economists and those holding
key public positions related to healthcare.

This book investigates the trajectory and evolutionary
mechanisms of China’s urban-rural economic relationships,
seeking to explore how a developing socialist country can attain
sustainable development and common prosperity. The title will
appeal to scholars and student studying political economy,
urban-rural economic relationships, development economics
and the Chinese economy.

Routledge
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Hb: 978-1-032-19393-9: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-25895-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032193939
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Political Economy of Europe

Teaching and Research Methods for Islamic
Economics and Finance

History, Ideologies and Contemporary Challenges
Hardy Hanappi
The development of European unification has reached a critical
stage. Despite 75 years of peace, increases in welfare, and growth
since World War II, there is now a growing scepticism of the
European agenda from various quarters, most notably embodied
in the exit of the United Kingdom from the European Union. To
fully understand the dynamics at work, this book presents an
introduction to the development of the political economy of
Europe from 1900 to 2020. This book is an ideal text for students
undertaking courses on the political economy of Europe in either
economics or politics departments.
Routledge
Market: Economics/Politics
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 154pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64189-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-64188-7: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12337-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367641894

Edited by Mohd Ma'Sum Billah
Series: Routledge Studies in Economic Theory, Method and
Philosophy
This book offers a unique resource and a comprehensive
overview of the contemporary methods and smart techniques
available for teaching, learning and researching Islamic
eco-finance and it presents solutions to the challenges in
implementing them. It gives deep insight into the most
appropriate methodologies that could be employed to
empirically explore, model, analyze and evaluate Islamic finance
theories and models respectively. The Islamic economics and
finance sector is growing at a significant rate and therefore
requires the upskilling and capacity building of its human
resources; thus the book will also be highly beneficial for practitioners involved in the
industry.
Routledge
Market: Economics
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 424pp
Hb: 978-1-032-18081-6: £190.00
eBook: 978-1-003-25276-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032180816
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Production, Value and Income Distribution
A Classical-Keynesian Approach

The Economic Consequences of Globalization on
Thailand

Enrico Bellino, Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore, Italy
Series: Routledge Frontiers of Political Economy

Juthathip Jongwanich, Faculty of Economics, Thammasat University
Series: Routledge Studies in Development Economics

This book investigates the relationship between wages, profits, values and labour
employment from a classical-Keynesian perspective. Such an approach proves to be more
appropriate in understanding the complexities of current economies, and in identifying
the instruments to pursue the final goal of economic systems: putting each person in a
position to earn what is necessary to live with dignity. The book provides key reading for
those on master level economics courses, constituting a solid introduction to modern
classical-Keynesian analysis. It may also be of interest to readers keen to develop a critical
view of economics, political economy and history of economic thought.

Globalization once hailed as the catalyst of economic development has seen better days.
This book attempts to assess if globalization is a double-edged sword by looking at its
impact on the Thai economy. It outlines Thailand’s economic development in the context
of trade and investment and examines the globalization effect on Thailand’s productivity,
exports, trade and labor market since the 1980s. The book will appeal to those with an
interest in international economics, especially issues relating to economic consequences
of globalization. It will also appeal to policy makers and practitioners responsible for
international trade and investment regulations.

Routledge
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Hb: 978-0-367-27335-4: £120.00
eBook: 978-0-429-29617-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367273354
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Reconfiguring the China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor

The Failure of Markets
Energy, Housing and Health
Craig Allan Medlen
Series: Routledge Frontiers of Political Economy

Geo-Economic Pipe Dreams Versus Geopolitical Realities
Jeremy Garlick, University of Economics in Prague, Czech
Republic
Series: Routledge Frontiers of Political Economy
There has been a great deal of speculation and prognostication
about the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC). The project’s
name suggests it is intended to be an ‘economic corridor’
connecting Pakistan overland with China’s Xinjiang province.
This book examines whether CPEC’s primary purpose is as an
overland conduit for trade and economic cooperation between
China and Pakistan. The key finding is that aims related to
regional geopolitics and internal security have, in reality, a more
significant impact.
This book will be of interest to scholars who research on BRI and policy makers.
Routledge
Market: Political Economy, Political Relations
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 140pp
Hb: 978-0-367-86321-0: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-01837-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367863210

The core thesis of this book is that the major economic issues
of renewable energy, housing, health and income disparities
could best be addressed through direct government "in kind"
production and redistributive measures. This governmental "in
kind" production of essential needs would allow a rapid
movement towards solutions that the market cannot possibly
match. This accessible work will be of significant interest to
anyone seeking original solutions to age-old problems,
particularly readers of public policy, heterodox economics,
progressive politics and MMT. More generally, it is of interest to
scholars and students in the fields of economics, political science
and sociology.
Routledge
Market: Economics/Public Policy
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 152pp
Hb: 978-1-032-19242-0: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-25830-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032192420
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The International Political Economy of the Renminbi

The Routledge Companion to Libertarianism

Currency Internationalization and Reactive Currency Statecraft

Edited by Matt Zwolinski and Benjamin Ferguson
Series: Routledge International Handbooks

Hyoung-kyu Chey
Series: Routledge Frontiers of Political Economy
Although the internationalization of the Chinese renminbi is an
important international political event, most of the studies of it
place their analytical focuses largely just on China itself, the issuer
of the currency. In contrast, this book addresses the question of
how foreign states have responded to the renminbi’s
internationalization, during its initial phase through the 2010s.
This study provides new insights to anyone concerned with the
transformation of the world monetary order, while also
contributing a valuable analysis of the international politics
surrounding the rise of China.
Routledge
Market: Political Economy
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 206pp
Hb: 978-1-032-07783-3: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-21153-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032077833

While libertarianism is well-known as a political theory relating to the scope and justification
of state authority, the breadth and depth of libertarian work on a wide range of other topics
in social and political philosophy is less well-known. This handbook is the first definitive
reference on libertarianism that offers an in-depth survey of the central ideas from across
philosophy, politics and economics, including applications to contemporary policy issues.
This book is an essential and comprehensive guide for anyone interested in this area,
whether sympathiser or critic.
Routledge
Market: Economics/Politics/Philosophy
April 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 672pp
Hb: 978-0-367-41012-4: £210.00
eBook: 978-0-367-81424-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367410124
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The Political Economy of Hollywood

The Routledge Handbook of the Political Economy
of the Environment

Capitalist Power and Cultural Production
James McMahon
In Hollywood, the goals of art and business are entangled. This
book analyses the power structure of the Hollywood film
business and its general modes of behaviour. More specifically,
the work analyses how the largest Hollywood firms attempt to
control social creativity such that they can mitigate the financial
risks inherent in the art of filmmaking. This sharp critique of the
Hollywood machine provides vital reading for students and
scholars of political economy, political theory, film studies and
cinema.

Routledge
Market: Political Economy / Film Studies
February 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 304pp
Hb: 978-0-367-55264-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-55263-3: £37.99
eBook: 978-1-003-09262-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367552640

Edited by Éloi Laurent and Klara Zwickl
Series: Routledge International Handbooks
Featuring a stellar international cast-list of leading and
cutting-edge scholars, The Routledge Handbook of the Political
Economy of the Environment presents the state of the art of the
discipline that considers ecological issues and crises from a
political economy perspective. This collective volume sheds new
light on the effect of economic and power inequality on
environmental dynamics and, conversely, on the economic and
social impact of environmental dynamics. This handbook will
be an invaluable reference, research and teaching tool for anyone
interested in political economy approaches to environmental
issues and ecological crises.
Routledge
Market: Economics/Environment/Politics
October 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 396pp
Hb: 978-0-367-41070-4: £190.00
eBook: 978-0-367-81453-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367410704
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The Political Economy of Transnational Governance

The Socioeconomic Impact of COVID-19 on Eastern
European Countries

China and Southeast Asia in the 21st Century
Hong Liu, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore
Series: Routledge Frontiers of Political Economy

Edited by Rafał Wisła and Paweł Dykas
Series: Routledge Studies in the European Economy

Remarkable political and economic changes of East Asia over
the last decade have taken place against the backdrop of
increased pace and intensity of multi-layered interactions across
national boundaries in the region. This book introduces
“Transnational Asia" and explains how this concept provides
insights into Asia and its development. The book argues that
we need to look beyond the rigid division of Asia into
sub-regions to comprehend the complex dynamics of modern
trajectories in Asia.

The year 2020 went down in economic history due to the dramatic and drastic changes
in economic and social conditions that resulted from the outbreak of the global pandemic
of COVID-19. This book offers a multi-level narrative about the pandemic, written from
national and international perspectives, enabling the authors to construct several macroand mega-scenarios. It is designed as a practical reference for scholars, researchers and
policymakers.
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